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A B S T R A C T
SOME OBSERVATIONS O F MAGNETIC CLOUDS AND SIMULATIONS OF 




University of New Hampshire, December, 199S
We looked a t th ree m agnetic clouds observed by the WIND satellite and find th a t 
though they are tem porally the  same, their effects on the Earth were different. 
The m agnetopause is slightly expanded for all the  three clouds from its average 
position during the  B z < 0 phase of the clouds and in the B z > 0 phase there was 
a compression of the m agnetopause taking place. During the B z < 0 phase of the 
O ctober 1995 cloud the bow shock expanded from its average position much more 
then the January  1997 but the  May 1996 cloud hardly affected the E arth ’s bow 
shock position during this phase. For the later B z > 0 phase, we find th a t all three 
clouds compressed the  bow shock closer to the E arth  from its average position.
We studied a  num ber of discontinuities in the field and plasm a observations for the 
O ctober 18-19, 1995 m agnetic cloud. Except for the front cloud boundary, which 
was a tangential discontinuity, all other discontinuities were rotational. We also
xv
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could identify 3 different coherent structures within the October 1S-19. 1995 cloud. 
We also found regions for which no coherent structure existed.
From our simulations of a shock with a s ta tic  force-free Lundquist flux tube, we find 
th a t the w idth of the tube will decrease bu t the boundaries of the tube were still 
clearly defined. The magnetic field com ponents retain their original orientation but 
w ith an increased amplitude. Depending on the density ratio’s between the tube 
and surrounding plasma, the possible waves generated by the shock interaction at 
the tube boundary are: (1) transm itted  and  reflected shock; (2 ) reflected expansion 
wave and transm itted  shock; and (3) only a  transm itted shock. We also find that 
the shock speed in the tube was increased, decreased or remain unchanged. Some 
num erical results are supported by GEOTAIL observation's of the October 18-19. 
1995 m agnetic cloud crossing the bow shock of the Earth
xvi
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The Earth is an obstacle in the  p a th  of the  solar wind, a stream  of m agnetized 
plasm a which is ejected from the  Sun. The solar wind at 1 AU, which is the dis­
tance from the Sun to the E arth , is supersonic and superalfvenic and has to flow 
around the Earth. This is done w ith the  help of the E a rth s  bow shock which slows 
and heats the solar wind plasm a so th a t it may flow past the Earth . Both I. A. 
Axford and P. J. Kellog independently had predicted tha t a shock wave would be 
present in front of the E arth ’s m agnetosphere to slow down the wind and deflect 
it around the magnetosphere and their predictions proved correct from spacecraft 
observations in 1963 ( Sonnet et al. [1963] ). Shocks in space are produced by col- 
lisionless processes and they m ay be both steady sta te  and transient. An exam ple 
of a  steady state shock is the bow shock of the Earth , while examples of transient 
shocks would be those generated by solar flares and supernova explosions.
There is a boundary th a t separates the E a rth ’s m agnetosphere from the shocked 
solar wind, and this boundary is referred to  as the magnetopause. The region be­
tween the bow shock and the  m agnetopause is referred to as the m agnetosheath. 
It is at the magnetopause boundary th a t reconnection of m agnetic field lines can 
take place th a t would allow solar wind plasm a to flow into the m agnetosphere, and,
1
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2vice versa, energetic magnetospheric paxticles to escape into the solar wind. The 
most favorable m agnetic field configuration for reconnection to occur is a  southw ard 
pointing In terp lanetary  M agnetic Field (IM F). The reconnection process allows for 
energy to be transferred into the m agnetosphere by way of magnetic field energy to 
the plasm a in the m agnetotail. Increase in auroral particle precipitation, energiza­
tion of plasm a sheet particles, ring current and joule heating is the end result of a 
solar wind-magnetosphere energy transfer. The bulk of the energy from the solar 
wind goes to the buildup of the  ring current located in a radius of ~4-6 R e  from the 
Earth. An increase in the ring current would decrease the horizontal m agnetic field 
com ponent at m id to  low latitudes of the E arth  (Sugiura and Chapman [I960]). 
This disturbance of the horizontal m agnetic field component is measured by the 
D st  index.
Burlaga et al. [1981] first observed an in terplanetary  ejecta and coined the term  
“M agnetic Cloud” to  describe it. Three conditions need to be satisfied for an in­
terp lanetary  ejecta to  be considered a  m agnetic cloud: (a) a large and sm ooth 
rotation in the m agnetic field; (b) a larger than  average magnetic field, and (c) a 
lower than  average proton tem perature. These magnetic clouds are ejections from 
the sun with a well defined m agnetic field topology which can be approximated by 
force-free m agnetic fields (i.e., j  x  B  =  0). The cylindrically symmetric Lundquist 
solutions ( see F igure’s 5.1 - 5.3) has been used to  describe the  magnetic fields of 
the clouds (Lundquist  [1950]). These clouds have been approximated to be 0.25 AU
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in width near the Earth after been ejected from the Sun (Burlaga et al. [1981]). It 
has also been noticed that these clouds m aybe connected to the Sun (Burlaga et 
al. [1990], Farrugia et al., [1993]) and their large scale structure is best described 
as a bent flux rope whose “feet” are anchored at the Sim. Magnetic clouds are a 
natural source of southward IMF since their m agnetic field configuration is such 
that they have a large southward IMF which rotates to a northw ard IMF or vice 
versa and the rotation would last at least for a day. W ith this magnetic field con­
figuration there would be an energy transfer prim arily via reconnection from the 
m agnetic cloud to the E a rth ’s m agnetosphere as it passes by the Earth. Shocks 
may also be driven by m agnetic clouds, and m agnetic clouds would also have to 
interact with the E arth ’s bow shock as they propagate away from the Sun. An 
example where both these shocks ( d n . _u shock and bow shock interaction ) are 
seen is in the October 18-20, 1995 magnetic cloud observed by the WIND and 
GEOTAIL satellites. WIND and GEOTAIL satellites provide observations for the 
International Solar-Terrestrial Physics Science Initiative ( ISTP ) whose objective 
is to carry out multipoint studies of the solar-terrestrial relationship. The WIND 
satellite is generally located upstream  of the Earth, thereby providing observations 
of the solar wind prior to its interaction with the E arth . GEOTAIL on the other 
hand is in an orbit which extends from the near-earth regions ( as close as 8 R e  ) 
to the distant tail regions ( 200 R e  ) providing observations of the magnetosphere 
and m agnetic cloud interaction.
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4The purpose of this research is to look at some observations m ade o n  magnetic 
clouds and their interaction w ith the Earth. To this end three exam ples of mag­
netic clouds are considered. O ctober 18-20. 1995, May 27-29, 1996 and  January 
9-11, 1997. Though these clouds tem porally look the same, we find their effects 
on the Earth are different. Some of their characteristics axe described, noting both 
similarities and differences between them  in terms of their in terp lanetary  and de­
rived param eters such as the  dynam ic pressure, total pressure which is the sum 
of the therm al pressure and th e  magnetic pressure, the /3 param eter which is the 
ratio of the therm al pressure to the magnetic pressure, the Alfven M ach number 
M a and the Akasofu e param eter (Perreault et al. [1978]; Akasofu  [1981]) which 
gives a measure of the Poynting flux into the E arth ’s m agnetosphere. T h e  dynamic 
pressure and the M a are used to  estim ate the E arth ’s subsolar bow shock and mag­
netopause positions during cloud passage. Also the Dst  index is looked a t for these 
three clouds to get a measure of the intensity of the storm s they generate due to 
the energy they transfer to the  E a rth ’s magnetosphere.
Larson et al. [1996] in their investigation of dropouts of heat flux electrons in the 
energy range ~0.1-1 keV and high energy electrons for the  O ctober 18-20, 1995 
magnetic suggested some of th e  m agnetic field lines for this cloud are severed from 
the Sun and the cause for this is the  reconnection of adjacent field lines in the 
magnetic cloud. This would im ply a more complicated m agnetic field topology for 
the October 18-20, 1995 m agnetic cloud than the simple bent flux rope attached  at
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Dboth uends" to the Sun, m entioned above. We look for other signatures in th e  Oc­
tober 1995 magnetic cloud to investigate Larson et al's. argum ent for reconnection 
taking place in this m agnetic cloud. One such signature is to look for ro tational 
discontinuities in the m agnetic field which has never been done before. Finding 
a rotational discontinuity may suggest a reconnection of the m agnetic field lines 
talcing place whereas a tangential discontinuity would imply two separate plasm a 
objects axe present. Finding discontinuities would also imply th a t the rotation 
of the magnetic field in the cloud is not sm ooth. Selected discontinuities in the 
m agnetic field for the O ctober 1S-20, 1995 m agnetic cloud are exam ined to  deter­
mine their nature such as rotational, tangential or others. The selection of these 
discontinuities are m ade by requiring the  rotation in the fields for a tim e period 
be larger than an expected smooth ro ta tion  in the magnetic field for th e  same 
tim e period. An a ttem pt is also m ade to  determ ine the large scale s tructu re  of 
the O ctober 18-20, 1995 m agnetic cloud. From Burlaga et a l’s. [1981] work we 
know th a t magnetic clouds are bent on a large scale and using m inim um  variance 
analysis on the m agnetic field com ponents of the magnetic cloud the axis of cloud 
m ay be determ ined locally. The m inim um  variance technique was applied to  hour 
long segments on the O ctober cloud to  determ ine the direction of the axis and from 
which a global topology for this cloud was pieced together.
Having looked at some aspects of the O ctober cloud, the question asked now is, 
what would happen to a  m agnetic cloud when it interacted with a strong fast shock
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6such as the E a r th s  bow shock. To get past the  E arth , a magnetic cloud would have 
to interact w ith the bow shock first. Signatures of such an interaction would be use­
ful when observing and understanding shock-m agnetic cloud interactions. We tu rn  
here to num erical simulations- to help provide us with some guidelines as to w hat is 
likely to happen. The m ethod chosen to  sim ulate the MHD equations is a Gudonov 
m ethod referred in the literature as PPM M HD (Dai et al. [1994]). A G udunov 
m ethod is one in which the fluxes used to update  the solutions in tim e are deter­
m ined by solving a Riemann shock tube problem . The PPM  in PPMMHD means 
Piecewise Parabolic M ethod and in this m ethod a parabolic distribution function 
is constructed to  describe a variable between the  two interfaces of a com putational 
zone. These d istribution functions are then  used to determ ine the initial conditions 
for the  R iem ann problem. This numerical scheme is applied to a problem of a  fast 
shock in teracting with an idealized m agnetic cloud. The static Lundquist force free 
cylindrically sym m etric solutions are used to  describe the magnetic field topology 
of this idealized m agnetic cloud. A norm al fast shock comparable in strength  to 
the E a rth ’s bow shock is used to sim ulate a shock interaction with the cloud and 
in this way th e  complication of an obstacle is avoided. Magnetic clouds have been 
observed to have a density that varies through a range of values from the front 
cloud boundary to  the rear cloud boundary. The simulations are simplified to  con­
sider three cases: (1) the density of this idealized m agnetic cloud is one-half th a t 
of the surrounding plasma; (2 ) the density of this idealized magnetic cloud is equal
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to that of the surrounding plasma; and (3) the density of this idealized magnetic 
cloud is twice th a t of the surrounding plasma. Another simplification from the 
more general case is to take the surrounding solar wind plasm a of this idealized 
cloud to have only a component along the axis of the tube. The approach taken 
here for the three cases is to consider first a 1-D simulation along an axis that cuts 
the idealized flux tube  into two equal Y  portions of the tube. Having familiarized 
oneself with the solutions along this axis for the three cases, 2 1/2-D simulations 
are carried out. The numerical results from these cases are then applied to an 
observation m ade on the October 18-20, 1995 m agnetic when it crossed the bow 
shock of the Eaxth. This observation was made by the GEOTAIL satellite. Finally 
the  results of this research are summarized along with recommendations for future 
work.




M agnetohydrodynamics involves the  interaction of a conducting fluid with the elec­
trom agnetic field on a macroscopic scale. The basic equations for M agnetohydrody­
namics (MHD) are the hydrodynam ic equations coupled with M axwell’s equations 
th a t describes electrodynam ics through the external body force equation given by 
the Lorentz force equation. In th is chapter, we present the MHD equations used 
for the simulations and describe the numerical m ethod to  integrate them .
of displacement currents, viscosity, resistivity, and heat transfer. The fluid is also
2.2 Basic Equations
The ideal MHD equations (Landau and Lifshitz  [I960]) used neglects the effects
considered to be infinitely conducting. The governing equations are as follows:
Continuity:
(2 . 1 )
M omentum:
pu  +  V  • (puu-f P )  =  0 ( 2 .2 )
8
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9Energy:
— p E  +  V  - (/?uE+ P  -u) =  0 (2.3)
Maxwell’s Equations:
— B  +  V- T =  0 (2.4)
V  - B  =  0 (2.5)
Equation of S tate:
p =  (7 - l ) p e  (2.6)
Stress Tensor:
(Pressure and M axwell’s Stress Tensor)
Pii  =  pSii +  ( ^ B Hij -
Total Specific Energy:
E = { e + r 2 ) + f , P
1 2'  ■ - 1—B 2
Tij =  UiBj -  ujBi
Here p is the m ass density, u  is the flow velocity, B  is th e  m agnetic field, p is the 
therm al pressure, e is the  specific internal energy and 7  is the ratio  of specific heats. 
The equation of s ta te  used is th a t which describes an ideal gas.
Therm al conduction though im portant are not include in the simulations. The
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reason being th a t, in the cloud, the tem peratu re  of the electrons (Te) is m uch greater 
than the tem perature of the protons (Tp) and the  polytropic index for the  electrons 
(7e) <  1 while th a t of protons (7P) ft; 1 but still less than 5/3 ( Osherovich et al. 
[1997]). In the solar wind however, Te ft; Tp w ith 7  =  5/3 for both electrons and 
protons. It is for this reason, we feel th a t an MHD simulation is not the best suited 
m ethod to model the  tem perature dependent variations found in the cloud. But 
we use this m ethod instead, to study the shock interaction with the m agnetic field 
topology of a  sta tic  force-free Lundquist flux tube with plasma density variations 
(C hapter 5).
2.3 Numerical Method
The numerical scheme makes use of the  operator splitting method (Strang, G. 
[1968]) in which a  multidimensional problem  is reduced to solving a series of one 
dimensional (1-D) problems. The above set of equations can be w ritten  in the 
following form:
J U j  +  V - F ( U ) = 0  (2.7)
The discretization scheme applied to the 1-D case of the above equation takes the 
following form
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart for the Numerical Com putation
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where D  is the backward difference operator acting on FXi. We define the operator 
L * 1 which advances U\ in a tim e step A t  as follows
L ^ l j n  =  Ljn+1 =  Lfn _  ^ - D ~  FXl (2.9)
A com putational cycle for a  2-D problem  consists of four one dim ensional sweeps 
and in each sweep the spatial gradients perpendicular to the  direction of sweep are 
set to zero. In the 2-D case th e  sweep is first made in the X-direction followed by 
a  sweep in the Y-direction, then  a sweep in the Y-direction and finally a sweep in 
the  X-direction. This procedure can be represented as follows
u ? +1 =  (L ^ L y 1 L y l L ^ 1) U? (2 .10)
For this splitting m ethod to rem ain sym m etric in the two respective directions, an 
alte rna te  direction splitting is used. For odd numbered tim e steps the  sweep in the 
X -direction is made first and for even num bered tim e steps the y-sweep is made 
first. This directional sweep m ethod is second order accurate in tim e as long as the 
1-D sweeps are second order accurate in space. Based on the num erical simulation 
results (see Chapter 5), we find th a t the use of the  alternate direction m ethod did 
not change circular structures in to  square shaped structures. This is evident by the 
shape of the shock and expansion wave (curved in structure) propagating upstream
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of the front tube boundary (C hapter 5) for the life of the simulation.
The set of 1-D MHD equations are solved in a Lagrangian frame. If we divide 
up a  1-D region into N cells of w idth d x , than the mass in each cell is given by 
d m (=  pdx).  In a Lagrangian fram e the mass dm  will be conserved in each time 
step even though the grid may get distorted. The method for solving the 1-D MHD 
equations is as follows; (1) solve the 1-D MHD equations on a Lagrangian grid, and 
(2) m ap the updated solutions back onto a  fixed Eulerian grid. W ith this in mind, 
the set of 1-D MHD equations are w ritten in Lagrangian mass coordinate (dm)  
form and are as follows (Dai and Woodward [1994]);
| u  +  A P (U ) =  o (2 . 1 1 )
and
b V B ■
d_
d m






U Z F(U )  = A.
VBy B X t l y
V B Z —Bxu z
E P u x +  Ay U y  +  A ZU Z
P  = p + ± ( B l  + B l - B l )
Ay =  _ 4tr B x B y
A, =  —~—B xB z
47T
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Here V =  1 /p. P, Ay and A- are the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of the total 
pressure tensor. Equation 2.7 is in conservation form (LeVeque [1992]). In tergrat­
ing Equation 2.7 w .r.t. m  and noting that the fluxes at oo are zero, means that 
f ^ X J d m  is a constant with respect to tim e. F (U ), is the flux function and it 
determines the rate  of change of each variable U  a t (m ,t). The above system of 
equations is hyperbolic by which we mean th a t the Jacobian m atrix  ^ 1 ? )  has 7 
real eigenvalues and corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors (Jeffrey and 
Taninti [1964]). The numerical scheme used to solve the 1-D equations is a high
order Godunov m ethod, PPMMHD (Dai and Woodward [1994]) which is an exten­
sion of the Piecewise Parabolic M ethod (PPM ) ( Collela and Woodward [1984]) for 
fluid flows to M agnetohydrodynamic problems. The discretization scheme applied 
to equation (2.7) gives;
<  U (A t )  > ,= <  U(0) >,• + - ^ - ( F f- -  F ,+1) (2.13)
ZAm,-
W here A t  is the tim e step and Am,- is the mass in the zone ,<  U  >i is the average 
value of U  at tim e t over the zone and F,- is the tim e averaged flux at the interface 
Xi (Fig. 2.2), i.e.
<  U (t) >,- =  f +1 U (i, x)dx  (2.14)
ZAXf Jxi
F , =  4 ? j [ A' f (u (( , i , ))*  (2.15)
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<  F, > <  U : > <  F !+1 >
X {
Figure 2.2: A C om putational Zone
PPM M HD makes use of Godunov’s m ethod ( Gudunov  [1959]) in which the solu­
tion to the m agnetohydrodynam ic equations are pieced together from discontinuous 
solutions. These discontinuous solutions approxim ate closely the solutions in the 
sm ooth regions where applicable but also approxim ate the true  solution when the 
flow is not smooth. Godunov used the solutions from the  Riem ann shock tube 
problem to  describe the  nonlinear flow th a t develops from the discontinuous jum ps 
separating two constant states. A Riem ann problem is an initial value problem for 
Equation 2.7 w ith the  following initial conditions (Jeffrey and Taniuti [1964]);
U (x ,0 ) =  { ^ R’ ^ a r > n; v ' I  U l ,  if x  <  0
where U r .  and U r  are two constant states with a discontinuity at x =  0. To be tte r 
understand the Riem ann problem, one can imagine a  partition  at the interface th a t 
separates the 2 com putational zones which, when removed, will generate waves 
through the  2 zones for the system  to reach an equilibrium  state . This forms the 
basis of Godunov’s m ethod which is to  approxim ate the  flow by a  large num ber 
of constant states, com pute the  interactions a t the  interfaces exactly and calculate
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the fluxes at these interfaces. This procedure gives an accurate and well behaved 
representation of shock discontinuities. A Riem ann solver is an im portan t element 
for this m ethod and it allows the scheme to have narrow discontinuities without 
introducing unphysical oscillations in the solution. The Eulerian calculation used 
in PPM M HD is m ade up of two steps. The first step is to advance the solutions 
using a Lagrangian m ethod which involves a reconstruction step to determ ine the 
interface values which separate 2 zones in the com putational dom ain. The next 
step is to determ ine the domain of dependence for each interface, i.e., the region 
of a  com putational zone from which inform ation can reach or propagate to the 
interface in a tim e step A t. This averaged value of the variables U  will then serve 
as initial conditions for the Riemann shock tu b e  problem. The solution to the 
Riem ann problem a t the interface will be used to  determ ine the tim e averaged 
fluxes to advance the solutions in a tim e step A t .  Since the solutions are advanced 
in the Lagrangian frame, the grids are free to move. Thus there is the need to 
rem ap the solutions onto a fixed Eulerian grid. Each sweep, either x, y or z has 
the following set of steps best represented by the figure shown below.
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Advance the 
Discretized Cell 
Varibles, p,  V , E and B
Solve for Fluxes at 
Cell Interfaces Using 
a Riemann Solver
Reconstruction Step: 
Construct Interface Values 
for Each Cell
Domain o f Dependence: 
Construct Initial Conditions 
for Riemann Problem
Remap the Conserved 
Variables back onto a 
Fixed Eulerian Grid
Figure 2.3: Steps involved for each 1-D sweep
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2.3.1 R econstruction Step
First, an interpolation is done to find the interface values using zoned averaged 
values <  U  > ,_ i,<  U  > ,,<  U  > ,> i and <  U  > 1 + 2  (Figure 2.4). For a uniformally 
spaced grid, the interpolated interface value is given by Collela and Woodward 
[1984]
U L,i =  ^ ( <  U  >,- +  <  U  > 1+1) -  - L «  U  > t-+2 +  <  U  >  1 _ x) (2.16)
with
u  =  XJL,i
<  U,-_! > <  u t > <  U .+i > < Uf+2 >
U l ,«'+1
Figure 2.4: Zones used to determ ine interface values
For a nonuniform grid, the left interface of the i th  zone is given by
U L.,- = <  U  > { + / a(<  U  > I+1 -  <  U  > ,) +  f daA U i+1 +  U i A V i  (2.17)
where
AU,- =  gdai(< U  >,- — <  U  >{_l) + gdar(< U  >,+1 — <  U  >,-)
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and f a, fda, fdai- 3dal, and gdar are geometric factors which depend only on the grid 
size and are of the form
Qdai =  Ax,-(2Ax,-+i 4- Ax,-)/[(Ax,-_! +  Ax,-)( Ax,-+I +  Ax,- +  A x,-!)]
Qaar = Ax,-(2Ax,-_! +  Ax,-)/[(Ax,- +  Ax,-+1)(A x ,-+1 +  Ax,- +  Ax,-_i)]
fda = - A r ; ( A i ,_ 1 +  Ax,-)/[(2Ax,- +  Ax,- +  l)(Ax,-_i +  Ax,- +  A x ,-+1 +  Ax,-+2)]
fdat =  Ax,-+1(A x ,-+1 +  Ax,-+2)/[(2A x ,-+1 +  Ax,-)(Ax,_i +  Ax,- +  A x ,-+1 +  Ax,-+2)]
fa =  [Ax,- — 2(Ax,-+i / i a +  A x i fd a i] / {A x i  +  Ax,-+1)
W ith the interface values and the zone averaged value, a parabola can be defined 
for each zone. The parabola defined within each zone using <  U  > ,, Ui,,,- and
U r.,-  is of the form
u!-p)( 0  =  U L.,-(1 -  0  + U + u , 6(l -  OZ (2 .18)
X x,-_ i /2 
=   Ax^  x i—l/2 S  x  S  x i+l/2
U ,-,6 =  6 <  U  >,- +  U r .,- )
The PPM  scheme has been found to  create shocks which are too narrow because of 
the small am ount of dissipation used in the m ethod. W hen this happens, unphysical 
oscillations will develop in the  flow. In order to  remove these oscillations, additional 
dissipation is added to  the  scheme by flattening the  parabolic profile of those zones
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which are near shocks that are found to be too steep. T he effect of flattening 
( Collela and Woodward [1984]) is to reduce the order of the  m ethod in the region 
where it is applied. For the case when m axim um  flattening is applied, the scheme 
locally reduces to Gudunov’s first order m ethod. The flattening is implemented as 
follows:
U [ f  = <  V  > ” f j  +  U U i  -  f i )  (2.19)
O f f  =< U > ” / ,  +  <7R,,d  -  / ,  ) (2.20)
W here 0 <  /,- <  1. The coefficient is equal to zero away from strong shocks and 
equal to 1 if the shock profile is sufficiently steep. The flattening algorithm  used
here is described by Collela and Woodward [1984] and is im plem ented as follows:
_  lPi+1 — P i -1 1
min(pi+i ,p i - i )
where y  determ ines if a shock is present in the com putational cell and p is the 
pressure.
f 1 if (ut-_! -  iii+i) >  0 , y > e;




'1  if (Pt+i — P i - i )  <  0,
_ -1  if (pt+i ~  Pi"-i) >  0,
f i  =  m a x ( f i j i+3i) (2.21)
r  i / n  / P * + l  P 2 1 1\ 2 \f i  =  1. -  WiTnax{0, ( ------------:----  -  UJ )u  )
Pi+2 — pi - 2
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The constants are set at u;1 =  0.75, u>2 =  10 and e =  0.33 Wi =  1 gives an indication 
th a t a shock is present in the i t h  zone and 0 elsewhere. Index i + S j  gives the index 
for the zone just upstream  of zone j  where the shock is present.
The interpolated values are not always monotonic even if they are interpolated 
from monotonic data. They give rise to over and undershoots in the zone averaged 
da ta  due primarily to the interpolation scheme used and not related to the Gibb’s 
phenomenon which arises from the representation of a piecewise smooth function 
with a series of partial sums. Van Leer [1977], preserved the m onotonicity of the 
initial data  by flattening any non-monotone interpolated values so th a t they remain 
monotonic. Van Leer’s monotonicity constraint states tha t no interpolated values 
w ithin a zone can lie outside the range defined by the zone averages of this zone 
and its two neighboring zones. There are two cases tha t need to be considered 
( Collela and Woodward [1984]) when applying the monotonic constraint. If U,- is 
a local maximum or minimum, the interpolated values are set to a constant. The 
second case is when U,- lies between U i,; and U r,,-  but is sufficiently close to one 
of the interface values such th a t the parabola gives values tha t do not lie between 
Uf,,,- and U r,,- . The conditions when the coefficients of the parabola do not give 
rise to overshoots is |AU,-[ >  |U,-,6 |. When this condition fails, either U^,,- or U r,,- 
is reset such tha t the parabola is monotonic and the derivative at the opposite edge 
of the reset zone is set to zero. The monotonicity constraint is applied as follows
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>  (U,-.* -  U ^jCU ,- -  i ( U iX +  U lVR)
(2 .22 )
2.3.2 D om ain of D ependence
The paxabola representing U (x,t) is continuous inside each zone but it may be 
discontinuous across the interface between two neighboring zones. During the tim e 
step(£n, i n+1), information for an MHD problem is propagated to the interface at 
three wave speeds. These are th e  Fast, Alfven and the Slow wave. We integrate the 
parabolic profile over the spatial dom ain which influences the zone interface values 
to  get the initial conditions for the  Riem ann problem (Fig. 2.5). This domain 
averaged value for the kth wave is defined as (Dai and Woodward [1995])
f o r  either  Ck > 0  or Ck <  0 (2.23)
where
Xdk — *£{ C/c^t
for both cases of Cfc. Using the  parabolic interpolation one obtains the following
(2.24)
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<  U  >d,k= U,-,£, +  -  U,,£, +  u,-,6(l -  ^crt-.fc)] f o r  ck <  0 (2.25)
with (Ti'k is the courant num ber, i.e. |cfc|Ai/Aar. The expressions for the fast (C /), 
Alfven(Ca) and slow (Cs) waves are given as follows;
C h  =  | [ ( C 02 +  C l  +  Cf)  ±  y/{Cl + C l  +  C ? ) * - 4 C l C l ]
C l  = (B lp /A r )
C f  = [(Bf + BDp/Aic) 
c f  = (7 pp)
W ith these initial conditions for the Riemann problem, the next step is to obtain 
the solution to the R iem ann MHD problem.
m
A t  4 A t  cl
Figure 2.5: Two domains of dependence for a  zone interface for a 
tim e step determ ined by tracing the paths of waves arriving a t the 
interface a t  the  end of the tim e step
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2.3.3 R iem ann Solver
The numerical scheme makes use of a nonlinear and a linear Riemann solver. This 
is because the nonlinear solver uses Newton’s m ethod to  iteratively solve for the 
unknowns, as will be described shortly. If an im proper initial guess is made, New­
ton’s method will fail to  converge to the solution, and if this happens the scheme 
switches over to the linear solver to obtain the fluxes at the boundary.
N on lin ear R iem an n  Solver
In general, there are four kinds of discontinuities possible in ideal MHD (see Jeffrey 
and Taniuti [1964], Landau and Lifshitz [1960] and Parks [1991]). They are contact 
discontinuities, fast shocks, slow shocks and rotational discontinuities. For the case 
when Bx—*-0, tangential discontinuities and magnetosonic shocks are present. For 
contact discontinuities, only jum ps in density and energy are allowed. It can be
Post-Shock Pre-Shock Post-Shock Pre-Shock
Figure 2.6a: Fast Shock Figure 2.6b: Slow Shock
viewed as a surface th a t separates two parts of the fluid and with no flow through
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this surface. A tangential discontinuity occurs when the longitudinal component 
of the magnetic field vanishes but there are discontinuous jum ps in the density, 
transverse components of the m agnetic fields and the velocity flows across the 
surface. The to tal pressure and the longitudinal velocity field rem ain unchanged for 
a tangential discontinuity. For a shock discontinuity, jum ps in the density, pressure, 
m agnetic field and flow velocity take place. The pre-shock sta te  is the state of the 
fluid th a t enters the shock discontinuity and the s ta te  after the discontinuity is 
called the post-shock state. For a fast shock, there is an increase in the m agnitude 
of the transverse magnetic field across the shock front, i.e., there is an increase from 
the pre-shock s ta te  to the post-shock state. This increase is due to two factors, the 
compression and shearing of the fluid. The compression increases the m agnitude 
of the transverse components. The fluid is also sheared against the direction of 
the transverse components of the magnetic field and it has the  effect of increasing 
the m agnitude of the transverse components of th e  m agnetic field. In the case of a  
slow shock, there is a decrease in the m agnitude of each transverse component of 
the magnetic field across the discontinuity. The compression as in the fast shock 
case increases the m agnitude of the transverse components of the magnetic field 
but the shearing on the fluid in the direction of the transverse components of the 
m agnetic field results in a reduction in the m agnitude of the transverse components 
of the m agnetic field. In a rotational discontinuity, the transverse magnetic fields 
are ro ta ted  about the normal to the surface of the  rotational discontinuity. There
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are jum ps in the  transverse flow velocities but no jumps in the density, therm al 
pressure and the longitudinal velocity. T he m agnitude of the the m agnetic field 
rem ains unchanged across this surface and the speed with which the rotational 
discontinuity travels is at the Alfven speed =  pB\.  In the lim it as B r —+ 0, 
the contact discontinuity, slow shock and the Alfven discontinuity collapse to  a 
tangential discontinuity. The solution of the Riemann problem in general contains 
six waves (Fast, Alfven and Slow), which m ay be discontinuous, traveling leftward 
and rightw ard of the contact discontinuity or, in this case, the interface (Figure 
2.7). There are 8 possible regions in t vs  m  space, and following Dai and Woodward 
[1994] they are labeled R l, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6 , R7 and R8 . W ith the initial 
conditions for the Riem ann problem given by R l and R8, the purpose of the  solver 
is to  determ ine the types of waves, strengths, speeds and the flow properties in the  
o ther six regions. T he algorithm  th a t determ ines the solution to the six different 
regions is called the Riem ann solver in MHD. This nonlinear Riem ann solver due 
to Dai and Woodward [1994] is based on conservation laws across any discontinuity. 
The ju m p  conditions across any discontinuity is given by;
W[V\  =  ~[ux) 
W [ux] = [P]
W [u v] =  [Ay] 
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W[VBy]  =  - B x[uy] (2.30)
W [ V B Z] = - B x[us] (2.31)
W[E] = [uxP ] +  [UyAy] +  [usAs] (2.32)
W is the speed of the  discontinuity in the mass coordinate and [..] denotes the
difference of the values between the two sides of the discontinuity, for example, 
[V]. To make use of the nonlinear Riemann Solver, a formula is needed for W and 
it is given in terms of the pre-shocked sta te  and one transverse component of the 
magnetic field in the shocked sta te  Dai and Woodward [1994];
t
Contact Discontinuity





Figure 2.7: The waves generated and the various regions 
for the MHD Riem ann problem
w l ,  =  2(1 * [(fi2 +  c )  +  A , ) ±  ^ (C ?  + C} + A , r -  4(1 +  A 0)(C fC ]  -  AJ]
(2.33)
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where
,40 =  - \ ( l -  1)[A„]/A.il 
Ar =  5 K7 -  2 ) \p B t {At \ / B x +  2Cl  -  (7  -  4)C2 -  27C2][AS]/A.V 
A, =  i[Ap2[Av]2 +  (7 +  2)Ap2Av[AJ +  (7 +  1)C?C,2 +  (7 +  1)C< -  2C02CI21[AS1/A1,
A =  1 +  ( B y / B ' f
The variables j4oti,25 are evaluated in the pre-shocked state, [Ay] is the difference 
across the discontinuity. The orientation of the transverse magnetic fields are u n ­
changed across a fast and slow shock. The orientations in regions R3 and R6 a re
B-3
—:— =  tan 0 3
-Dy3
B .-6 . .—— =  tan 0 6
tiy6
But from the conditions at the contact discontinuity, the two orientations m ust be 
equal since only discontinuities in p and energy are perm itted, Thus
tan 03 =  tan  0 6 ,
and this common field orientation angle will be referred as 0 . For a given left an d  
right state, the solution to the Riemann problem can be summed up as follows.
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1) Guess one transverse com ponent of the magnetic field(i?,,) in regions R2, R4 
and R7 and the  orientation ?/>, where tan ip =  B z3/ B y3 in region R3.
2) Taking the in itial conditions as pre-shocked states, calculate the  two fast shock 
speeds using E quation 2.33. W ith  these shock speeds along with the initially 
guessed B y com ponents, the sta tes R2 and R7 can be determ ined using Equa­
tions 2.26-2.31.
3) R otate the fields using calculate the Alfven speed in R3 and R6 , using this 
for W  in Equations 2.26-2.31, and the states R3 and R6 are determ ined.
4) Using R3 and R 6 as pre-shocked states, one repeats step  2 to find the states R4 
and R5 but using the slow shock values for W in Equations 2.26-2.31.
5) At the contact discontinuity, p, the therm al pressure and the velocities m ust be 
equal. One makes use of these conditions to make an im proved guess for B y in 
regions R2, R4 and R7 and ib in region R3.
Once the desired accuracy is reached, the fluxes are evaluated and the solution is 
advanced.
Explicitly, from equations 2.26-2.31, relationships for region R7 and RS which has 
a fast shock discontinuity axe as follows
U>- = U « — -  Byi)
V7 = VS -  - ^ - & U t7 -  Uys) + VS( B , -  -  Bys)]
By7 Wf
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Ux7 = Ux8- W s(Vx 7 - V x8)
Pr — pb W](VI7 -  Vis) +  Y- -  b --8> ’
where W f  is the shock speed calculated using Equation 2.33. Between R7 and 
R6 there  is a rotational discontinuity present. The relationship between these two 
states, with Cx7 the Alfven speed in R7, are
B y6 =  cos U’yjB*7 +  BA
B z6 = sin ip y/B^7 +  B 2:7 
Uye = u ' 7 “  ~  ByT) 
U,6 =  u ._7 -  ^ - ( 3 . - 6  -  B._r)*x7rO x7
V& = V7 
U x  6 —  Ux7
Pe =  Pr
Finally the states between R 6 and R5 which are separated by a slow shock (Vi's) 
have the  following relationship between them
U y5 =  U y6 -  ~  B ye )
uz5 = Uze -  5 “ B*)At Ws
V5 =  V e -  - ± - & ( U y 5 -  U^) +  Ve{ByS -  Bye)] 
&y5 rVs 
Urs =  £U -  v n tv is  -  Vis)
Ps =  Ps -  W ? ( V «  -  Vis) +  -  Bis)  +  ± ( B 2a  _  B i s )
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There are sim ilar expressions th a t relate regions R l and R2 , R2 and R3 and R3
and R4. T he differences from the above expressions are replacing W f/ S by —W j/S
and the indices for the different states above, i.e. S—► 1, 7—>2, 6—>3 and 5—*4. The 
contact discontinuity th a t exist between regions R4 and R5 allows us to relate the 
velocities and pressures between the two states.
U xA  ( B y  2 . B y  4 , %b ) --- U  x5 ( B y J  , B y  4 , l/? )
UyA  ( B y 2  T B y  4 1 Ip )    ( B y J  , B y  4 , lb  )
U z i ( B y 2 ,  B y  4 , l b )  =  U ( B y J , B y 4 , B  ) 
p 4 ( B y  2 1 ByA  , lb)    P5 ( B y J  , B y  4 , )
From the  above set of equations B y 2 , B y A , B y j  and tb are solved by iteration using 
Newton’s m ethod. The Numerical Recipes [15] algorithm for Newton’s m ethod was 
used to ob tain  the  solutions. For Newton’s m ethod, we need equations that will 
determ ine how to modify the initial guesses for By2 ,By4,Byj  and rb. These are given 
by taking variations with respect to the unknowns from the above equations, i.e.
auxiIn , ,3(7*4 3(7*5, 3(7*Sc„ . , 3(7*4 3(7,5,c, „ „
d B V2 2 d B y4 d B sb  B »  8 B , 7 ’  { d *  3 0  >' *  ~  15 14
3 U y 4  c  JD , /  d U y A  d U y S  . d U y  5  C D  I /  d U y A  9 U y 5
+  ( 3 B ^  "  J b ^  B "  ~  m B B ’7 + {^ F ~  -w ] *  “  u ,s  ~  u 84
^ : 4 c d  , [ d U z A  ^ - S c d  , 4 ^ z5 xs: i _ tt TT
7775— +  U B  " a o — ) ° B y A  —  -J -= — O- Dj , -  +  ( —5 - :  j — — ) 6 l b  =  —  U ZA
d B y  2  O B y A  O B y A  O B y J  "  < 9 ^  ^
d p  a  c r>  , ,  <9p4 d p s  d p s  CD , , 0 p 4 <9p5 , r
-d f?y2 +  (775 O D )uByA — a 0 ByJ +  (-5- —  -^—)8ib — P5 — Pa
d B y  2 d B y A  d B y A  d B y J  d l b  d i b
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The dependence of Ux5 on B yr involves a num ber of nested functions. For example, 
Wf  has a dependence on B y~, the transverse m agnetic field components B y& and B zq 
also have a dependence on B y7 , and the Wa has a dependence on B yr through B y6. 
R ather than  develop an expression for the partia l derivative, these are evaluated 
numerically. As was pointed out earlier, Newton's m ethod requires a reasonable 
initial guess for convergence. The initial guess for B y2 ,By4 ,B y 7  and ib are set equal 
to those variables in regions R 1 or R8 and if it fails the scheme switches over to 
the linear solver.
L in e a r  R ie m a n n  S o lv e r
A higher-order linear MHD Riemann solver developed by Dai and Woodward [1995] 
is used to determ ine the  fluxes at the interfaces for this scheme. For the  MHD 
problem there are seven conservation laws for which correspond 7 characteristic 
waves. The R iem ann invariant for the kth characteristic wave along a characteristic 
curve dx =  Ckdt where L (U )fc is the left eigenvectors of the m atrix  A (U )(=  9 ) 
can be w ritten as (Dai and Woodward [1995]):
dRk = L i(XJ)dU  
The MHD differential R iem ann invariants axe
Ro = pV'1 along —7— =  0 (2.34)
at
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dRf±  = (C j  — C j ) (d P  ±  Cfdux ) +  pA.y(dAy ±  C /d u y) +  pAz(di\z ±  C /duz)
along  ^  =  C j  (2.35)
d R s± =  (Cs — Ca)(dP  ±  Csdux ) +  pAy(dAy ±  Csduy) +  pAz(dAz ±  Csduz)
along  ^  =  Cs (2.36)at
dRa± =  ± C a{Bzduy — B ydu~) +  (B.dAy — B ydAz) along —j— =  Ca (2.37)dt
Following Dai and Woodward [1995], for given initial conditions, U £, and U r ,  U  is 
obtained from the linear R iem ann equations(k= l,2 ..7) from which the tim e aver­
aged fluxes are obtained.
L ^ (U  -  U r )  =  0 f o r  all k w i th  ck < 0 (2.38)
L £(U  -  U L) =  0 f o r  all k wi th  ck >  0 (2.39)
L jT (U -U o )  = 0  f o r  cq =  0 (2.40)
where
Uo =  i ( U t  +  U r )
1
Lfc =  -sz'^n[D/t(UR)][a65(L  (U L)) +  c z ^ L ^ U r ) ) ]  f o r  ck < 0 
2. k
L k =  ±-sign\Dk(!JL)][abs(L (U L)) +  a 6s (L fc(UR))] f o r  ck > 0 
2 k
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DfUJ^ is a diagonal m atrix  whose j t h  element djj is equal to the j t h  element of 
the vector L (U )fc W hen applying the above equations, the jth  component of L t 
is the absolute sum of the j th  components of Lt(U£,) and L ^U /*) and adjust the 
sign of the jth  component of the left or right vector based on the characteristics 
propagation direction. For example,
C f  =  f ^ { C f a s t , l e f t  d~ C f a s t , r i g h t )
C-s —  1 ) ( .C s lo w , le f t  "t-  C s lo w ,r ig h t)
C a =  ~ { C a l f u er i , le f t  "h C a ,r r ig h t )
The Riem ann Invariant equations 2.35-2.37 are next normalized as suggested by 
Brio and Wu [1988] so that they rem ain defined in the lim it of B x —>■ 0 and B± —* 0. 
The singularities can be removed by using the following identities
r  C0jCaj
C s  — —   C f
r 2 _
'  ■ C j  -  C j)
M ultiplying Equation 2.35 by a /  (defined below), Equation 2.36 by a s (defined 
below) and Equation 2.37 by along with the identities above, the Riemann
Invariants are rew ritten as
d R f ± =  a f (dP  dt Cfdux) — a s/3ysgn{Bx )(dA.y ±  C fduy) — a s/3zsg n (B x)(dAx ±  C fduz)
(2-41)
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dRs± =  a s( d P ± C sdux)+af,3ySgn(Br )(dA.y±Csduy) +  a.f(3:sgn(Bx)(dA: ± C sduz)
(2-42)
dRa± =  ± C asgn{Bx )(j3zduy — j3yduz) +  [j3zdAy — 0yd A z) (2.43)
where
a f
C l  -  C l  
C) -  C l
\ca
0 V  =
3. =
C J - Cl
i  c j - Cl
C } ~ C l




y c J T c f
From these set of equations, the fluxes are obtained for updating  the difference 
equations. The numerical solution of an initial value problem for hyperbolic system  
of conservation laws is a weak solution if and only if
wt +  f ( w ) x =  0, w ( x , 0) =  wq(x ), —oo < x  < oo (2.44)
the following conditions are m et, i.e.,
( 1) w satisfies wt +  f ( w ) x =  0 pointwise in the sm ooth regions
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(2) Across each discontinuity the Rankine-Hugonoit condition
f ( Wr )  — f ( w i )  =  S ( W T — Wl)
have to be satisfied. S  is the speed of propagation of the discontinuity, and wr 
and wi are the states to the right and left of a discontinuity (entropy conditions). 
The weak solutions to Equation 2.44 axe not uniquely determ ined by the initial 
d a ta  and, as such, an additional condition is required to adm it the relevant solu­
tion. A m ethod for determ ining the appropriate weak solution is to  exam ine the 
equivalent viscous equations
ut + f ( u ) x =  tu xx. t  >  0 (2.45)
and consider only those weak solutions th a t can be constructed from the  viscous 
equation in the lim it t  —*■ 0. The question of w hether the Riemann solver used 
satisfies the entropy condition is not answered with a formal proof. R ather, the 
m ethod chosen here is to compare the solutions of the Riemann solver to th a t of a 
first order approxim ate Riem ann solver known to satisfy the entropy inequalities. 
T he first order solver used for comparison purposes is the Harten, Lax, van Leer 
and Einfeldt (HLLE) solver (Harten et al. [1983], Rider [1994])
■c C x h F (U l) +  Cl r F ( U r ) C l r Clr ,tt t t  n AC\
* l r  = ------------ -------------------------------------7 ;— — ( Uf i  -  \ J L ) (2 .4 b )
k L R  +  t ' L R  ^ L R  +  ^ L R
where Clr  is the largest signal speed a t the interface.
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2.3.4 Solution Step
Having solved the  R iem ann problem  and the fluxes calculated, the difference equa­
tions are updated  as follows:
X i + 1/2 =  X i+1/2 +
_n+1 _  r n+l




■Xi —  u x'i +  [ P i - 1 / 2  — P i + 1/ 2 )
u Vi+ — uyi A m  1/ 2 Ayt+1/2)
“ s r +1 — u zi  —  ^ ^ ( A ; , _ l / 2  — A s,‘+ 1 /2  )
i  + — ( ( • ^ > U x ) i - l / 2  ( ^ Ux )i+ l /2 "f (^V Uj ) { - 1/2 ( A y M y ) f-+ 1 ^2 +
(A .u . ) t-_1^ 2 (Azur )t-+1^2) (2-4f)
2.3.5 R em ap Step
After updating the  solutions on the lagrangian grid, a m apping is m ade of the con­
served quantities, /?, ur , uy , iu ,, By, 5 . ,  and E onto an Eulerian grid. F irst, cubic
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polynomials are used to interpolate />, ux, uy, uz., B y. B z and p to find the inter­
face values at each com putational zone, after which the m onotonicity constraint is 
applied to these values. In addition to the above, interface values for the internal, 





' + 1 / 2
n _ n + l
1- 1/2 i—1/2 n - .n + l  n1 + 1 /2  x t + 1 /2  * S + 3 / 2
_ n  - .  n
i—1/2 1  1+1/2
Figure 2.8a: Subtract 6m  from A m " Figure 2.8b: Subtract 6m  from Am " 
add 6m  to A m "+1 add 6m  to A m "+1
( B i n t ) i , L  — ( p ^ ) i , L  — . (P) i ,L7 - 1
=  | ( ( « . )  I l +  ( + ) l  L +  M h )  
+  (-S.-lh)
The monotonicity constraint need not be applied to these values since they are 
already monotonic. A parabola is next defined using the zone average value and 
the interface values to describe the above variables inside each zone. Two cases 
need to be considered for the remapping, see Figure 2.8. The am ount of mass flux
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due to the  change in the Lagrangian grid is given by
Xn+I
t>mi+1/2 =  /  '+l p{x)dx  (2.4S)
.+ 1 / 2
The integral is evaluated using the parabola describing p in the zones and are as 
follows If &r,+i/2 =  1 / 2  ~  x i+x/2 >  0 then
6 m i+l/2 = S z ^ r t P X 1 -  ~  S- j £ £ )))
If <$£,-+1/2 <  0 then
fm i+I/2 =  s x i+lM P  +  +  ? £ + i ( |  -  5 f ^ 7 >»
The m om entum  flux for each component 8Px,y,z is calculated here and is given by
x n+ I
S(P*,V.*)i+1/2 =  f  ' + l/2 (UX,y,;)dmJ .+ 1 / 2
for the case when 5x ,-+1/2 >  0
=  Sm i+. /2((C'w ) £ I ~  -
(U )n+1f-  -  -i±V2))){ x,y,z )6i ^  )))
and if 6x,-+.1/2 <  0 then
(U )n+1 (1  _  Srn{+}/l m
Only the transverse components of the m agnetic flux are calculated, for remap, 
keeping in m ind th a t B x is treated as a constant in 1-D sweeps;
xn+l
*(*,.*).■+1/2 =  /  '+l B y,z (*)dx  
1+ 1 / 2
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for the case 6x ,-+1/ 2 >  0
vTl+1 & £{+l/2  / 1 / A rj »71+1 /r? X71+1/1 &X i+l/2^
6 ( < ^ W  =  S x i + 1/ 2( { B y .z ) ^  -  - ^ l ± ( - ( A B y ^ r L -  { B y , z ) 2T  (~2 -  l ^ p ) ) )  
and if 6x{+i /2 <  0 then
«(*,,=).■+1/2 =  fa,-+1/2((B !„ .-)" r  +  +  ( B „ . - C I( |  -  | g ^ » )
Next the kinetic, in ternal and m agnetic energies to be re-m apped are calculated in 
the following manner; Kinetic Energy,
6(Eke)i+1/2 =  f ‘+I/2 Ekedm 
”+ 1/2
for the case 6x,-+1/2 >  0
-  ( * W « ‘ ( |  -  )))
If 6x f+1/2 <  0 then
S (E k' ) i+ in  =  6 m i+y M E k' T * 1 +  +  ( £ + ) £ . ' , (  j  -
Internal Energy,
&(,Eint )i+l/2 =  I Eint(x)dx 
< +  1 / 2
for the case <5xl+1/2 >  0
*(£m .)i+l/2 =  f* i+. /2((£ i» ,)K '1 -  -  ( ^ . ) s , +1( |  -  » )
and if dx :+1/2 <  0 then
s ( E iM)i+l/i = s x i+1M ( E M rLr + +  (£ . '» < c ' 4  -




&{£'mag)t+l/2 =  I ^mag{-^)dx
• + 1 / 2
for the case 8x ,-+i/2 >  0 
and if <$£,+1/2 <  0 then
« (£ m„ ) , +i/2 =  «xi+1/ 2( (£ mos) " f + ^ t ^ ( i A ( £ : raI, ) ^ 11+ ( £ m.s )“t.1l ( i - ^ ^ ^ ) ) )
Next update A m  for the Eulerian Grid and the conserved quantities, i.e. 
Density:
A m f ' G- =  A m ” +  S m ^ x /2 -  8 m i+l/2
a m E G-
<  p >£.G.=  .
P 1 Aar”
Velocity components:
<  (Uw ) > f G =  (<  (UT,,A ) > ”+1 Am? +  i ( P w )i. 1/2 -  ( ( f „ J , « / ! l / l m p
Magnetic components y,z:
a  -  « (* „ ),•+i,2
. £ . < 7 .
<*»*>■ • -  Ax?
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Energy:
The energy flux contribution from, the kinetic, internal and magnetic term s are 
8E = 8(E{nt )t'—1/2 — 8 (Eint )f+l/2 +  8(Eke)i-l/2 ~  8(Eke)i+l/2 +
8{Emag ),_ 1/2 8(Emag')i+l/2
<  E  > f - G-=  (<  E  >?+1 Am" +  8 E ) / A m f ' G' (2.49)
The therm al pressure for each Eulerian Grid is given by
<  P > P ' =  <7 -  1)<  P > f ° ( <  E  > f - a - - i ( <  U  > f  c -)2 -
(<  B > f 'G‘)2)
9
1
8t < p > f-G-
The stability condition for this scheme is given by
A . r ?
A t‘”  =  m i"i(C/ . +  [ < V > ? | )
2.3.6 Im posing the D ivergence-Free C ondition for the M ag­
netic Field
The divergence-free condition for the magnetic field is a direct result of the ab­
sence of magnetic charges th a t would give rise to a m agnetic field. Therefore the  
divergence free condition is a constraint that is imposed on the system even as it 
evolves. For the present num erical scheme, this condition is imposed by following 
the m ethod introduced by Brackbill and Barnes [1980]. The m ethod is as follows:
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B ' =  B +  V $
where B is the solution from the  numerical scheme for each tim e step . One corrects 
for this field by adding to it the  gradient of a  potential $  such th a t
V -B ' =  0
and
V -B +  V 2$  =  0 (2.50)
The difference equation for the  source term  V-B at the node ( i j )  w ith a truncation
^ i+ l j
Figure 2.9: Grid representation for the  Poisson Solver
error of O (h2) is
V B
B x i—i'j By ij+ i B y i j - i
2 A X 2 A Y
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and the five point finite difference, representation for Laplacian operator acting on 
$  is
^  , $ j , j + 1 +  1 -  2 $ ,tJ
A X 2 A Y 2
Figure 2.9 gives the grid geom etry for B and $  from which difference equations are 
formed for the Poisson equation, and A i j  is a dummy variable. To complete the 
set of equations to determ ine $  we specify the boundary conditions for <&. For the 
problems solved, the Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied, i.e., $  =  0. The 
assum ption here is tha t the dom ain for the simulation is large enough th a t the field 
B  is constant at the boundaries. If we define a vector
=  [$1,1> * 1 ,2 5 ............... ; !• — '$ A f—l,Af—l]r
where the components of the vector are the scalar potential $  at the nodes or cell 
centers arranged row by row. The Poisson equation describing $  can be w ritten in 
m atrix  form as
A  $  =  b
with A  containing the coefficients of $  and b =  —V-B are the source term s at each 
nodes. The solution $  are obtained by an iterative m ethod called the Conjugate 
Residual m ethod [21]. We define the  residual
r (p )  = A  $  — b = 0 (2.51)
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where p' is the solution we wish to find. The steps for obtaining the solution are 
as follows. Step 1: Calculate the residual f v for a guessed solution pv
t'v — b A Pv
Step 2: Calculate P rv = qv. which is a guess of the solution to A  (Pv + Pv) = b. The 
m atrix  P  referred to as the preconditioning m atrix is as close an approxim ation to 
the inverse of the m atrix  A- The preconditioning m atrix  P  used in this simulation 
is the  Jacobi preconditioning m atrix  given by
p  _ /  1/ a*i if * =  J 
13 ~  \  0 if
where a,j are the components of the m atrix A  Step 3: Orthogonalize qv w ith respect 
to the  previous solution vector pv- i-  This method for orthogonalizating the vector 
is known as the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process.
Pv =  Pv ^ v P v —l
where
\pv— 1 ) Pv—l ]
w ith pG , X 2 } is the inner product for the two vectors X i  and X 2. The vector qv is 
the unit vector for the new, guessed solutions is to be constructed in. Step 4: To 
find the components 5pv+i of p — pv in the direction qv. Note th a t p is the exact 
solution.
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The new guess for the  exact solution is pv+i = pv +  bpv+1 - To begin the iterative 
process for v =  0, we take po =  0. For the first tim e through this process Step 3 
is bypassed and set <?o = %■ To evaluate A„ and a v the  inner product needs to be 
evaluated. By definition, the inner product is
[x u x 2] =  (a p a  X u X 2)
where ( , ) is the usual inner product for two vectors: th a t is (a i ,  b 2 )  =  YliLi(ai)i(&2)«' 
W ith the above definition for the inner product, A„ and a v are
A =  qv- i)
(A  Q v—11 P  A. Q v — l  )
and
{ A { p - p v) i P A q v)Q-v — — —-—
(A P A  qv)
From the above expressions, expressions for A <?„, A Q v  and A (pv ~  P v ) -  First we 
note that
r(pv) =  b -  A  P v  
r { P v  +  f  J  =  b —  A  ( P v  +  qv)
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Subtracting the two equations gives an expression for evaluating A  qv- i-e., evalu­
ating residuals;
A q v = r{pv) -  f (p v +  qv)
From Step 3 and the linearity of the m atrix  A  we can evaluate, an obtain an 
expression for A  qv~
A  qv —A qv A  qv—1 
Finally for A  (pv — Pv) we first note th a t pv =  pv- i  +  &Pv such that
r{pv) = A  (P ~ P v ) 
r(pv) = A  [ p -  Pv- 1 -  
r{pv) =  r(pu_ i ) — <*„_! A  qv - 1
From the above expressions, da ta  is stored from the previous iteration steps for 
A  qv- 1, &v-i and r(pv ) and only the vector f (p v +  qv) needs to be evaluated for 
each iteration. T he convergence criteria used to  judge the  solution vector pv is for 
each node or cell of the residual vector rv is <  10-8 .
2.4 Test of the Numerical Code
The numerical code has been applied to a  num ber of problems in MHD involving 
shock interactions. Three problems are discussed in the  1-D case and 2 simulations 
for the two dimensional problems. For the 1-D case, th e  num erical solutions are
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compared against the solutions from the nonlinear Riem ann solver (see Section 
2.2.3). Since U dm  is a constant with respect to tim e, one could use this to 
determ ine if the numerical solutions are correct. This however was not done for 
the simulations, but instead is compared against published results. The simulations 
results presented below used uniform Cartesian grids for the com putational mesh.
2.4.1 1-D Problem
The first problem Dai and Woodward [1994]in the 1-D case, the code has been 
applied to uses 200 com putational zones and generates two fast shocks with Mach 
number 25.5. The initial conditions for this problem is (p, p, u x, uy, uz, Bx , B y, 
B z )= (1, 1, 36.87, -0.155, -0.0386, 4, 4, 1) for x <  0.5 and (p, p, ux, uy, uz, B x, 
B y, B z)— (1, 1, -36.87, 0, 0, 4, 4, 1) for x >  0.5, with 7 = 5 /3 . The structure at 
x=0.5 is due to the discontinuity of the initial conditions used. The solutions from 
the nonlinear Riemann solver are; Figure 2.10 shows the results of the simulation
Table 2.1: Solution for the Riemann problem in F igure’s 2.10-2.11
Region P P Ux Uy uz By B z
R1 1 1 36.87 -0.155 -0.0386 4 1
R2 3.98 1800 0 -0.08 -0.02 16.0 4.0
R8 1 1 -36.87 0 0 4 1
for t =  0.03. The profile a t x =  0.5 is due to the pure discontinuity in the initial 
conditions of the problem. Figure 2.11 shows this same simulation but using the 
HLLE first order Riemann solver.
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The second one-dimensional problem chosen, the nonlinear Riem ann solver fails 
to find a solution for the given initial conditions. The left sta te  (x <  0.5) for the 
1-D problem is (1, 20, 10, 0, 0, 5, 5,0) and (p, p, ux , uy, u z, B x, B y, B z )=  (1, 
2, -10, 0, 0, 5, 5, 0) for x > 0.5, w ith 7 = 5 / 3 . The solutions for the  eight regions 
from the nonlinear Riem ann solver with appropriate initial guess, are as follows 200
Table 2.2: Solution for the Riem ann problem in Figure’s 2.12-2.13
Region P P ux U y u: B y B z
R1 1 20 10 0 0 5 0
R2 2.7 151 0.7 0.2 0 13.6 0
R3 2.7 151 0.7 0.2 0 13.6 0
R4 2.7 150 0.7 0.4 0 14.3 0
R5 3.9 150 0.7 0.4 0 14.3 0
R6 3.7 143 0.7 -0.4 0 19.2 0
R7 3.7 143 0.7 -0.4 0 19.2 0
R 8 1 2 -10 0 0 5 0
numerical zones were used in this sim ulation and the results in Figure 2.12 are for 
t=0.08. The figure shows two fast shocks moving to the left and right, a contact 
discontinuity and a weak slow shock. The num erical solution using the first order 
HLLE solver is shown in Figure 2.13.
The final 1-D problem  is also a  Riem ann shock tube problem which generates seven 
discontinuities. The initial conditions are (p, p, ux, u y, uz, B x, B y, B z )=  (0.18, 
0.36, 3.89, 0.54, 2.48, 4, 2.39, 1.19) for x  <  0.5 and (0.1, 0.1, -5.5, 0, 0, 4, 2, 1) for 
x > 0.5. The profiles in Figure 2.14 are a t t  =  0.15, and this sim ulation used 400 
zones with 7  =  5/3. The solutions for the eight regions from the nonlinear Riem ann
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solver are as follows There are two fast and  two slow shocks traveling leftward and 
Table 2.3: Solution for the R iem ann problem in Figure’s 2.14
Region P P ux Uy U: By B =
R1 0.18 0.36 3.89 0.54 2.48 2.39 1.19
R2 0.4 2.1 0.6 1.8 3.1 6.8 3.4
R3 0.4 2.1 0.6 2.1 1.1 7.6 -1.1
R4 0.6 4.1 0.1 2.3 1.3 4.0 -5.9
R5 0.4 4.1 0.1 2.3 1.3 4.0 -5.9
R6 0.2 1.8 -0.6 -2.4 1.7 8.0 -1.2
R7 0.2 1.8 -0.6 -2.0 -1.0 7.2 3.6
RS 0.1 0.1 -5.5 0 0 2 1
rightw ard of the initial discontinuity. T here is also a  rotational discontinuity and 
two slow shocks. The location of the ro ta tional discontinuity is best seen using 
bo th  the  transverse components and the m agnitude of the field. For a ro tational 
discontinuity, the field m agnitude rem ains unchanged.
2.4.2 2-D Problem
For the 2-D case, the solutions are com pared against published num erical results. 
T he first two dimensional problem exam ined is a spherical explosion Zachary et 
al. [1994] type problem. The explosion is driven by large overpressure. T he initial 
conditions for the problem is a uniform density  p =  1, velocities Ux =  Uy =  Uz =  0 
throughout the  region and the fluid has a  pressure Pe = 1 surrounding a  region 
( r  =  0.1) having a large overpressure of Pe =  100. The simulation considered two 
different values for the uniform m agnetic field, B x = B z — 0, B y =  10 and B y =  100 
and  are shown in Figures 2.15 and 2.16. T he com putational m esh uses 120x120
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Figure 2.10: Shows two fast shocks w ith Mach Number 25.5. In itial conditions: (p, 
p, ux , u y, u ., B x , By, B z)=  (1, 1, 36.87, -0.155, -0.0386, 4, 4, 1) for x <  0.5 and 
(p, p, ux , u y, u z, B x , By, B z )=  (1, 1, -36.87, 0, 0, 4, 4, 1) for x >  0.5, w ith 7= 5 /3 . 
T he line plots are for t =  0.03
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Figure 2.11: Shows two fast shocks with Mach Number 25.5. Initial conditions:^, 
p, ux, uy, u~, B x, B y , B z)— (1, 1, 36.87, -0.155, -0.0386, 4, 4, 1) for x <  0.5 and 
(p, p, ux, uy, u z, B x, By, B z)= (1, 1, -36.87, 0, 0, 4, 4, 1) for x >  0.5, with 7= 5 /3 . 
The line plots axe for t  =  0.03
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Figure 2.12: This sim ulation uses 200 zones and th e  profile is for t =  0.08 Initial 
conditions:(p, p, u x, uy, u z, B x, B y. B z)=  (1, 20, 10, 0, 0, 5, 5, 0) for x <  0.5 and 
(p, p, u x, uy, u z, B x, B y, B z)=  (1, 2, -10, 0, 0, 5, 5, 0) for x > 0.5, with 7 = 5 /3 .
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Figure 2.13: This sim ulation uses 200 zones and th e  profile is for t =  0.08 In itial 
conditions:(p, p, ux, u y, u z, B x, B y, B z)=  (1, 20, 10, 0, 0, 5, 5, 0) for x <  0.5 and 
(p, p, ux, u y, u z, B x , By, B z )=  (1, 2, -10, 0, 0, 5, 5, 0) for x >  0.5, with 7 = 5 /3 .
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Figure 2.14: This sim ulation uses 200 zones and the profile is for t =  0.08 Initial 
conditions: (p, p, ux , uy, u2, B x, B y, B z )=  (0.18, 0.36, 3.89, 0.54, 2.48, 4, 2.39, 1.19) 
for x <  0.5 and (p, p, ux, uy, uz, B x, B y, B z)=  (0.1, 0.1, -5.5, 0, 0, 4, 2, 1) for x > 
0.5, w ith 7 = 5 /3 .
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zones to cover a radius of r — 1.0.
Second Problem . The numerical code has also been applied to a 2-D problem 
{Dai and Woodward [1994]) using 200 X 200 zones and carried out on a square 
domain whose dimensionless length is 1 X 1. This is an interaction of a Fast MHD 
shock with a denser cloud. The initial conditions are for an initial shock of Mach 
10. traveling towards a cloud tha t is five tim es denser than  its surrounding. The 
initial conditions in the  shocked state  are (/?, p, ux, uy, u z, B x, B y, B z)= (3.88, 
14.26, 0, -0.05, 1,0, 3.93), the surrounding unshocked plasm a has initial conditions 
(1, 0.04, -3.31, 1 ,0 , 1) and the denser cloud (5, 0.04, -3, 31, 1, 0, 1). The radius of 
the cloud is 0.18. T he simulation results show the presence of two fast shocks, one 
transm itted  into the cloud and the other propagates upstream  into the shocked gas. 
Contour plots for t =  0.16 are shown in the figures 2.17 - 2.24. The results show 
tha t the initial shock has wrapped around the cloud. Figure 2.25 is a plot of the 
field in the X - Y plane is also shown with the length of the arrow is proportional 
to the strength of the  field.
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Figure 2.15: This spherical explosion sim ulation used 120 X 120 zones and the 
profile is for 48 tim e steps. Initial conditions:(p, p, ux, uy, u 2, B x, B y, B z)= 
(1,100,0,0,0,0,10,0) for overpressure region of radius r  =  0.1 and (p, p, ux, uy, u 2, 
B x, B y, B z)=  (1.0, 1.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 0) for the surrounding plasma, w ith 7 = 5 /3 .
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Figure 2.16: This spherical explosion sim ulation used 120 X 120 zones and the 
profile is for 48 tim e steps. Initial conditions:(p, p, ux, uy, B x, B y, B z)=  
(1,100,0,0,0,0,100,0) for overpressure region of radius r =  0.1 and (/>, p, ux , uy, u z, 
B x, B y, B z )= (1.0, 1.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 100, 0) for the surrounding plasma, with 7 = 5 /3 .
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Figure 2.17: The density contour plot for the shock cloud simulation used 200 X  
200 zones and the  profile shown is for t =  0.16. The initial conditions and th e  
geom etry are described in the text
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Figure 2.18: The therm al pressure contour plot for the shock cloud sim ulation used 
200 X 200 zones and the profile shown is for t =  0.16. The initial conditions and 
the  geom etry are described in the tex t









Figure 2.19: T he contour plot of the x-com ponent of the  velocity for the  shock 
cloud sim ulation used 200 X 200 zones and the  profile shown is for t =  0.16. The 
initial conditions and the  geometry are described in the  tex t
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Figure 2.20: The contour plot of the y-component of the velocity for the shock 
cloud sim ulation used 200 X 200 zones and the profile shown is for t =  0.16. The 
initial conditions and the geom etry are described in the text







Figure 2.21: T he contour plot of the z-component of the velocity for the shock 
cloud sim ulation used 200 X 200 zones and the profile shown is for t  =  0.16. The 
initial conditions and the  geom etry are described in th e  text
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Figure 2.22: The contour plot of the x-component of the m agnetic field for the 
shock cloud sim ulation used 200 X 200 zones and the profile shown is for t =  0.16. 
The initial conditions and the geom etry are described in the tex t
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Figure 2.23: The contour plot of the y-component of the m agnetic field for the 
shock cloud sim ulation used 200 X 200 zones and the profile shown is for t =  0.16. 
The initial conditions and the  geometry are described in th e  text
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Figure 2.24: The contour plot of the z-component of th e  m agnetic field for the 
shock cloud simulation used 200 X 200 zones and the profile shown is for t =  0.16. 
The initial conditions and the geometry are described in th e  tex t
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Figure 2.25: This is a  plot of th e  m agnetic field in the X-Y plane for the  shock 
cloud sim ulation at t =  0.16 and used 200 X 200 zones. T he initial conditions and 
the  geom etry are described in the tex t





In this chapter, we describe some features of m agnetic clouds and discuss both 
in terp lanetary  and derived param eters useful in understanding m agnetic clouds and 
their interaction with the E arth . Some of the interactions of a  m agnetic cloud with 
the  E arth  considered here deals w ith the clouds effect on the subsolar bow shock 
and m agnetopause boundaries. We also look at the result of the transfer of energy 
from the  solar wind (m agnetic cloud) into the m agnetospere and the disturbances 
(or geomagnetic storms) generated as a  result of this. Though m agnetic clouds 
m ay look similar tem porally, their effects on the E arth  can be different.
3.2 What axe Magnetic Clouds
For an interplanetary ejecta  to be considered a magnetic cloud it m ust satisfy the 
following three properties: (1) there is a large and sm ooth rotation in space in 
the m agnetic field lasting for about a day; (2) an enhanced m agnetic field when 
com pared to the average in terp lanetary  values; and (3) lower proton tem peratures 
then  the average in terplanetary  or solar wind values. At 1 AU ( distance from the 
Sun to  the E arth  ) the w idth  of these m agnetic clouds are approxim ately 0.25 AU
68
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Burlaga et a i  [1981]. Locally, the  m agnetic field configurations can be considered 
to be approxim ately force-free ( see Goldstein [1983], Marubashi [1986] ), th a t is, 
the cloud has a magnetic field configuration for which the Lorentz force vanishes.
J  x B  =  0 (3.1)
This implies th a t the current J  is parallel to  B.
J  =  a B  (3.2)
where or can in general be a function of position. A subset of this m ore general
case is the  constant a  case studied by Burlaga et al. [1988]. For the case when a
is a  constant, taking the  cross product of Equation 3.2 gives
V x J  =  a V x B  (3.3)
Since J  =  V  x B
V x ( V x B )  =  qJ  (3.4)
-  V 2B  =  ct2B  (3.5)
The solutions for the  case of a constant a  force-free cylindrically sym m etric config­
uration are referred to as the Lundquist solutions Lundquist [1950]. T he solutions 
to Equation 3.5 are written as
B g =  B f H M a — ) 
a o
B z =  B f J 0{ct— ) a o
B T = 0
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where B f  is a constant to be determ ined (the field strength  on the axis), a  is the 
first zero of the  zeroth order Bessel function J q , and ao  is the radius of the magnetic 
cloud. J i  is th e  Bessel function of order 1. r is the  distance from the axis of the tube 
and H  =  ± 1  is the  helicity of the magnetic field. B z is com ponent of the magnetic 
field along the  axis of the magnetic cloud, Be is th e  com ponent of the magnetic 
field in the azim uthal direction, and B r is the radial com ponent. Plots of these field 
configurations axe shown in Chapter 5. Locally, a  reasonably good approximation 
to  the m agnetic field of a  magnetic cloud can be m ade using the  force-free constant 
alpha cylindrically sym m etric Lundquist solutions. By fitting the m agnetic field 
observations of a m agnetic cloud to these solutions one could determ ine locally the 
axis of the cloud. By making use of m ultiple spacecraft observations of a magnetic 
cloud observed in January  1978, Burlaga et al. [1990] were able to  determ ine the 
radius of curvature of the axis of the m agnetic cloud by using the  above idea, and 
obtained the radius of curvature of the axis for th e  Januaxy 1978 m agnetic cloud 
as 1/3 AU. From this, Burlaga et al. concluded th a t not only are they huge but 
they were also bent flux tubes ( see Figure 3.1 reproduced from Burlaga et al. 
[1990] ). T he authors could not, however, determ ine if the cloud m agnetic field 
lines were connected to the surface of the sun using this m ethod. A discussion 
on the laxge scale structure of magnetic clouds can be found in Burlaga [1995]. If 
the m agnetic field lines for a magnetic cloud were connected to the sun, Kahler 
and Reames [1991] argued th a t solar energetic particles from a specific solar event
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Figure 3.1: Shows a sketch reproduced from Burlaga et al. [1990] of a magnetic 
cloud a t 1 AU.
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would be detected by a satellite in a m agnetic cloud that had been created earlier 
then the solar event itself. This would indicate that these solax particles would 
have traveled along the clouds magnetic field lines from their origin on the sun to 
where they were detected in the magnetic cloud by a satellite. This would prove 
th a t at least one end of the m agnetic field lines of the cloud was connected to the 
sun. A satellite passing through the magnetic cloud would detect a unidirectional 
flow of energetic particles for the above case. If the other end of the  cloud magnetic 
field lines were also connected to the sun, then bidirectional stream ing of particles 
would be detected. The bidirectional stream ing would be the result of the solax 
energetic particles being reflected from m irror points located near the sun. Such 
observations have been m ade by Kahler and Reames [1991], Farrugia et al. [1993b], 
Richardson and Cane [1995] and others from which it has been concluded that 
the ends of a  magnetic cloud are connected to the sun. Sometimes shock waves 
are observed being driven by magnetic clouds. If the speed of the front shock 
boundary relative to the am bient plasma is greater then the magnetosonic speed 
for the am bient plasma, then a  shock will be driven by the m agnetic cloud (Burlaga 
[1995]). Due to the high magnetic field found inside a magnetic cloud the magnetic 
pressure ( B 2/8rr ) is higher then the am bient plasma pressure surrounding the 
cloud which will cause the cloud to expand as it propagates. Models for expanding 
clouds will not be considered for this dissertation, but m aterial on this subject 
can be found in Burlaga [1995], Farrugia et al. [1992, 1993]; Osherovich et al.
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[1993a,b. 1995]; Vandas et al. [1995, 1996]: Kum ar and Rust [1996]; an d  Cargill et 
al. [1996]. Combining all of the observed features, a model for the m agnetic cloud 
would be a bent flux tube with its end connected to the sun with th e  m agnetic 
field configuration satisfying the sta tic  constant a  force free Lundquist solutions. 
Sources for magnetic clouds are a  solax event referred to as coronal m ass ejections 
which axe due to disappearing filaments, and Burlaga et al. [1982] was able to  show 
evidence linking magnetic clouds with coronal mass ejections. However, it is not 
possible to determine which coronal mass ejection would result in a  m agnetic cloud 
in the solax wind. It has been approxim ated that 1/3 of solar ejections end up as 
magnetic clouds in the solax wind Gosling [1990].
3.3 Solar Wind Magnetosphere Coupling
Only a qualitative discussion is presented here on the energy transfer from the 
solax wind into the magnetosphere. Figure 3.2 shows a sketch reproduced from 
Cowley [1980] of an open m agnetosphere in the noon-midnight m eridian plane for a 
southward interplanetary m agnetic field (IM F). In the figure the m agnetic field are 
shown as solid lines, the bow shock and magnetopause boundaries are represented 
as long dashed fines. Also shown is the direction of the Poynting vector (E x B  
drift) which are represented as short dashed fines. The currents th a t a re  directed 
out of the plane are represented as circled dots and for these current flows there 
is a  transfer of energy (J-E  >  0) from the magnetic field to the plasm a. The
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circle crosses indicate the current is flowing into the plane and the energy transfer 
(J-E  <  0 ) will be from the plasma to the m agnetic field. For a southward IMF 
(B z < 0 ), the  m agnetic field lines of the solax wind will connect with the magnetic 
field lines of the E arth  at the magnetopause boundary. This connection allows 
for the flow of plasm a from the solar wind and the addition of m agnetic field lines 
to the m agnetotail. For a continuous period when the solar wind B~ < Q there 
will be an increase in the m agnetic energy and also a flow of solar wind plasma 
into the m agnetotail (J-E  <  0 ). The m agnetic field lines in the m agnetotail will 
be pushed together by forces from the tail lobes towards the ta il center while they 
are being stretched. The stretching of these m agnetic field lines is the result of 
the frozen-in flux condition, th a t is, the field lines of the solar wind axe frozen into 
the plasm a flow. As the solar wind flows downstream  of the E arth  the fields lines 
th a t are connected to the E arth  will get stretched. This results in the reduction 
of the plasm asheet thickness. As the plasm asheet thickness decreases, an X-type 
neutral line is formed in the tail current sheet and a merging of the field lines will 
take place. One portion of the  merged field lines will be ejected anti-sunward into 
the solar wind, while the other will be accelerated sunward or towards the Eaxth 
(J-E  >  0 ). This is also referred to as a geom agnetic storm  onset. An analogy of 
this process would be the release of a stretched rubber band. A param eter used to 
measure the transfer of solar wind energy into the m agnetosphere is the Akasofu 
e param eter defined as the integrated Poynting flux and is given Perreault et al.
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Figure 3.2: Shows a sketch reproduced from Cowley [1980] of an open m agneto­
sphere in the noon-midnight m eridian plane for a southward in terp lanetary  mag­
netic field (IM F). The m agnetic field are shown as solid lines. The bow shock and 
m agnetopause boundaries are represented as long dashed lines. Also shown is the 
direction of the Poynting vector (E x B  drift) shown as short dashed lines. The cur­
rents th a t are directed out of the plane are represented as circled dots and for these 
current flows the energy (J-E  >  0 ) is transfered from the electrom agnetic field to 
the plasm a. The circled crosses indicate the current is flowing into the plane and 
the energy (J-E  <  0) is transfered from the plasm a to the electrom agnetic field.
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Figure 3.3: A sketch reproduced from Baker et al. [1979] showing the  sequence 
events associated with a substorm  onset and recovery
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[1978]; Akasofu [1981] as
e =  upx B 2x/oXsin4(0 /4 ) (3.6)
where Vp is the bulk flow of the plasm a, B  is the total m agnetic field, ri is the clock 
angle defined below, and Iq is an em pirical constant equal to  7 R e - 
T he energy th a t was stored in th e  m agnetic field in the m agnetotail before the 
X -type merging will be transfered to  the plasm a particles (J -E  >  0 ) in the tail 
region after the merging process and will appear as the buildup of the plasm a 
sheet, auroral particles, ring current and Joule heating of the ionosphere. Figure 
3.3 is a  sketch reproduced from Baker et al. [1979] showing a sequence of events 
illustrating a substorm  onset and recovery. The bulk of this energy goes into 
th e  buildup of storm  tim e ring current which are trapped m agnetospheric particles 
located between 4-6 R e  th a t drift as a  result of magnetic field gradients, curvatures 
in the  magnetic field and gyration orb it effects. The ions will drift in the direction 
from  m idnight to dusk while th e  electrons will drift from m idnight to dawn. A 
m easure of the daily mean values of the horizontal m agnetic field a t m iddle and 
low geomagnetic latitudes gives an indication if there is an enhancem ent of particles 
in the ring current due to geomagnetic storm s Sugiura and Chapman  [I960]. This 
m easure is referred to as the  Dst and a decrease in this index would indicate tha t 
particles have been injected into the ring current. Corrections have to  be made to 
th e  Dst for contributions from the  magnetopause currents and is w ritten  Burton et
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al. [1975] as
Dst~ = D st — bPt +  c (3.7)
where 6 is a constajit with a value of 0.2 nT, c is the quiet time solar wind dynamic 
pressure contribution and Pdyn is the  solar wind dynam ic pressure.
The classification of geom agnetic storm s based on the  terminology of Sugiura and 
Chapman [1960] are given in Table 3.1 For quiet days the D stm will vary from -20
Table 3.1: Geomagnetic storm  terminology
D st' Classification
<  -250 nT great
-250 <  D st“<  -100 nT m ajor
-1000 <  D st“<  -50 nT m oderate
-50 <  D st“<  -30 nT weak
nT  to -10 nT. For a review on th e  correlation of m agnetic clouds and geomagnetic 
storm  activ ity  see Farrugia et alJ’s [1997a] work on this.
3.4 WIND Observations of Magnetic Clouds
We present here three examples of m agnetic clouds observed in the solar wind and 
some observations one can draw  from the interplanetary data. T he in terplanetary  
d a ta  presented in this chap ter come from the SW E ( Ogilvit et al., [1995]) and 
M FI (Lepping et al., [1995]) instrum ents on the Global Geospace Mission space­
craft W IND. The SW E (Solar W ind Experiment) instrum ent provides the solar 
wind proton plasma d a ta  and th e  M FI (Magnetic Field Investigation) instrum ent
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gives the m agnetic field d a ta  of the solar wind. Figures 3.4-3.6 are plots of three 
interplanetary d a ta  sets at ~1.5  m inute averages for October 18-20, 1995, for May 
27-29, 1996 and for January  9-11, 1997. All these plots have the same form at, and 
starting from top to bottom  the panels show the proton num ber density (cm-3), 
magnitude of the velocity for the protons (fcm.s-1 ), proton tem perature  (K), the 
magnetic field components Bx, By, Bz  in Geocentric Solar M agnetospheric (GSM) 
coordinates, to tal field B  (nT) and the clock angle. The clock angle defined as 
tan - 1(By/Bz) is the polar angle measured from the GSM Z  axis of the magnetic 
field projected onto the  Y -Z  GSM plane. In the GSM coordinate system  the X- 
axis is pointing from the Eaxth to the Sun and the F-axis is perpendicular to  the 
E arth ’s dipole w ith the Z^axis is in the direction of the northern m agnetic pole. 
The horizontal axis shows the Universal Tim e (UT) in hours starting  a t 00 UT for 
the first day of each plot. Figures 3.7-3.9 are plots of param eters derived from the 
interplanetary observations for the above three magnetic clouds. All these figures 
have the same form at with the horizontal axis representing the tim e starting  a t 00 
UT for the first day for the days plotted. The derived param eters plotted  in the 
panels from top to  bottom  are: (1) dynamic pressure P^yn(nPa)
Pdy „ =  m pN Vp2 (3.8)
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with m p being the proton mass, N  is the p ro ton  num ber density and Vp is the bulk 
flow of the plasma; (2 ) the to tal pressure Pt (nPa)
Pt -  Pb +  Pp (3-9)
where Pp (nPa) is the plasma therm al pressure and Pb (nPa) is the magnetic pres­
sure; (3) therm al pressure Pp
Pp =  N k T  (3.10)
where k is the Boltzman constant and T  is the tem perature; (4) the m agnetic 
pressure Pt,
Pb =  B 2/(8  7T) (3.11)
where B is the to tal magnetic field; (5) the  p ro ton  /? param eter
P =  Pp/ P b (3.12)
which is the ratio of the therm al pressure to  the m agnetic pressure; (6 ) Alfven
Mach num ber M 4
M a = VP/V A (3.13)
where VA = B/(AirrripN)1/2 is the Afven speed; and (7) the Akasofu e-param eter 
(m W /m 2) normalized with respect to square of lQ =  7R e  which is a constant scale 
area factor.
W hen a fast stream  overtakes a slower stream , Alfven waves are known to  be
generated in regions where they interact Belcher and Davis [1971], Gonzalez and
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Tsurutani [1987]. If we let Bo and V 0 be the average magnetic field and bulk flow 
of the plasm a and let the fluctuations due to a wave in the m agnetic field and 
velocity be defined as A B  =  B  — B 0 and A V  =  V  — V 0 then the fluctuations due 
to an Alfven wave can be w ritten Belcher and Davis [1971] as
A B  =  ± ( 47rm p( N  + N a ))1/2Q A V  (3.14)
where Ara is the a  particle num ber density and 0  is the pressure anisotropy factor 
defined as
e  =  [i -  (3-io,
where P\\ and P± is the  pressure parallel and perpendicular to B 0. And if there is 
a  strong correlation between the components of the  fluctuations for the  magnetic 
field and the  solar wind velocity, one could argue th a t Alfven waves are present 
for the tim e period considered. The negative sign in Equation 3.14 would indicate 
th a t the Alfven waves are propagating along the  field away from the Sun if B x < 0 
and vice versa for a positive sign.
We also look a t the effect th a t these m agnetic clouds have on the E a rth ’s mag­
netopause and bow shock boundaries. The m agnetopause subsolar point R mp is 
known to vary as a  function of the solar wind dynam ic pressure Choe et al. [1973].
)1/6 (3-16)
where B eq =  3200nT  is the E a rth ’s m agnetic field strength  at the Equator, f=2.45 
is a  m easure of the dipole field compression and Pst is the stagnation pressure
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a t the  subsolar m agnetopause position. A correction is made to the the solar 
wind dynam ic pressure to account for an average 4% a-to-proton relative particle 
concentration in the solar wind in the calculation for the subsolar magnetopause 
position. Also taken into account is th a t the stagnation pressure at the subsolar 
point is 88% of the solar wind dynam ic pressure.
p st = i m p dyn (3.17)
Based on gasdynamic sim ulations, Spreiter et al. [1966] showed tha t an empirical 
linear relationship existed between the m agnetosheath thickness A ms and the den­
sity  jum p  X  = p 3W/pd  across the  bow shock where p sw is the solar wind density 
and pd is the density downstream  of the shock:
^  =  k X  (3.18)
•L^ mp
where Rmp is the m agnetopause standoff distance and k =  1.1. Fairfield [1971] 
in his observations of the E a rth ’s bow shock had noticed six bow shock positions 
th a t were further away from the average position of 14.6 R e  which are a ttribu ted  
to  low M a - For example, IM P 4 on July 30 at 2320 UT observed the bow shock
17 R e  beyond the E a rth ’s average position and the solar wind plasm a had an
Alfven Mach num ber M a of 1.4 Fairfield [1971]. Cairns et al. [1995] observations 
of E a rth ’s bow shock on 24-25 Septem ber 1987 for M a ~  1 — 3 also required an 
increase in the subsolar bow shock position to account for the  observation. Using 
MHD simulations, Cairns et al. [1995] found th a t the above empirical relation
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needed some adjustm ents for MHD flows and the relationship they found was
= 3 A X  +  0.4 (3.19)
*^ T7ip
where R sh is the bow shock standoff distance. Using the above equation and the 
MHD jum p conditions for X , Cairns et al. [1994]
X = 2frV i)(X + + (3.20)
where A  =  (7  — 1) +  7 (M \  +  2 / ,  M s =  vp/c s is the sonic Mach number, the 
E a rth ’s bow shock standoff distance can be estim ated during the cloud passage.
3.4.1 October 18-20, 1995
The WIND satellite during this period of observation was ~175 R e  upstream  of the 
E arth . Looking a t Figure 3.4 the m agnetic cloud is located between the  dashed lines 
a t ~1900 UT on October 18, 1995 ( front boundary ) and ~4800 UT on October 19, 
1995 ( back boundary ), cloud passage thus lasting ~29 hours. The dot-dashed line 
in the figure at ~3400 UT indicates the  tim e the B~ component of the m agnetic field 
turns tru ly  positive ( northward ). We can see that the magnetic cloud identified 
above satisfies the 3 conditions required; (1) a  laxge rotation in the m agnetic field 
(B : component ) ~  180° from ~-19 nT  at the front boundary of the cloud to ~21 
nT  a t the back boundary of the cloud. The rotation is relatively sm ooth (although 
we noted the presence of RD’s, see C hapter 4); (2) an enhanced to tal B field which 
is of order ~20 nT  and having a flat profile; and (3) lower proton tem peratures
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Figure 3.4: Proton plasm a and  m agnetic field observations for the O ctober 18-20, 
1995 magnetic cloud. The vertical dashed lines from the left to right indicate the 
driven shock, front cloud boundaxy, B z transition from negative to positive and 
the back cloud boundary. T he panels from top to bottom  show the proton density, 
bulk flow speed, tem perature, m agnetic field components B x, B y, B z, the to ta l field 
B  and the clock angle
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compared to the surrounding ambient solar wind plasm a. The B y m agnetic field 
component for the m agnetic cloud has a larger-than-average negative m agnitude 
and the B x com ponent of the magnetic field is slightly higher then the surrounding 
solar wind field data. The dashed line a t 1042 UT in the figure indicates a shock 
seen propagating which is ~ 8  hours ahead of the front m agnetic cloud boundary. 
The cloud as a whole is traveling at an average speed of ~410 Arms-1 . The m agnetic 
cloud is seen overtaking the ambient solar wind plasm a upstream  of the front cloud 
boundary while the cloud itself is being overtaken by a faster stream  at its rear. 
T he proton density in the cloud is rising as one travels from the front to the back 
boundary of the cloud. The proton density reaches its maximum value near hour 
4600 UT close to the back boundary of the  cloud. The front cloud boundary is 
a clear tangential discontinuity (Leaping et al. [1997]; Janoo et al. [1998]), while 
the back boundary is not as clearly defined but this boundary was chosen from 
the proton tem peratu re  profile, that is, when the tem perature begins to rise from 
its low profile to the solar wind values. Typically, identification of m agnetic cloud 
boundaries is not easy although, in this case, identification of the front boundary 
is unproblem atic. This cloud is being overtaken by a faster stream  and there is 
an interaction taking place between the cloud and the faster stream  (~  4700 UT 
to ~5400 U T ). From the magnetic field d a ta  for this region there are a  num ber 
of directional discontinuities observed and Lepping et al. [1997] have argued th a t 
this cloud-stream  interaction cannot be understood by d a ta  from one satellite but
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have put forward a num ber of ‘‘possibilities” to explain this interaction. From the 
B ~, B  and Vp data, (Lepping et al. [1997]) inferred a shock-like structure seen in 
the m agnetic cloud at ~4200 UT. Lepping et al. [1997] found th a t this feature is 
sim ilar to a shock structure except for two serious problems: (1) The tem perature 
was higher downstream of this “shock” , which contradicts the results from the 
MHD equations; (2) the shock speed determ ined from the data  would imply th a t 
the solar wind speed would speed up as it passed through the “shock” , violating 
the entropy condition, th a t is, the  entropy would decrease across th e  “shock” .
D erived Param eters
The derived parameters for the O ctober 18-20, 1995 time period are shown in Figure 
3.5. Since the velocity of this m agnetic cloud is relatively steady, so any large scale 
variations in the dynamic pressure would correspond to large scale changes in the 
proton density. The rapid changes in the dynamic pressure a t the driven shock 
boundary and at the front cloud boundary are related to sharp changes in the 
proton density. One other factor to note here is tha t coinciding with the rapid 
decrease in Pdyn at the front cloud boundary there is the large and rapid change 
in the B z magnetic field com ponent of the m agnetic cloud ( turning southward ). 
Pdyn in the cloud from the front cloud boundary to hour 3600 UT is lower then 
the average solar wind values ( ~2-3 nPa ) but then rises to values above average 
( ~10 nPa ) with a m axim um  near hour 4400 UT, and thereafter drops to average
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Figure 3.5: Derived param eters from the solar wind proton plasm a and m agnetic 
field observations for the October 18-20, 1995 magnetic cloud. The vertical dashed 
lines from the left to right indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, B z 
transition from negative to  positive and the back cloud boundary. The panels 
from top to bottom  show the dynamic pressure, to tal pressure, m agnetic pressure, 
therm al pressure, the proton /2, the Alfven Mach number and the e param eter.
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values at the cloud back boundary. From the  plot of the total pressure Pt, the  
m agnetic cloud has a much higher Pt then th e  surrounding solar wind plasm a and 
the dom inant com ponent to  the to tal pressure is the magnetic pressure Pf,. This 
difference in Pt between the cloud and th e  surrounding plasma would generate 
a force th a t would cause the magnetic cloud to  expand unless opposed by other 
forces, such as m agnetic curvature forces. Typically at 1 AU the therm al pressure 
Pp and the m agnetic pressure Pb for the solax wind axe approxim ately equal, which 
would correspond to  a /? ~ 1. For this cloud one finds th a t it is much lower ( ~0.03 
) then  this average value. The Alfven M ach num ber M a ( ~ 3  ) is also lower then 
in the  surrounding plasm a which a t tim es is greater then  10, considered high for 
typical solar wind values ( ~  10). The epsilon param eter increased by a factor of 
1-5 to  ~  0.15 m W /m 2 a t the front cloud boundary and then decreased to  values 
corresponding to the surrounding plasm a when the B z > 0 transition begins for 
this cloud. This large ra te  of energy inpu t into the m agnetosphere produced a 
m ajor geom agnetic storm  and considerable auroral activ ity  (Lepping et al. [1997]).
E ffect o f  R in g  C urrent
Figure 3.6 is a plot of the raw D st and th e  corrected D st (D stm) as a function of 
tim e. The starred  symbols are D st“ and th e  diam ond symbols represent the  raw 
D st values. The tim e for Figure 3.11 s ta rts  a t 00 U T on October 18, 1995. The 
dashed and dot-dashed lines indicate the driven shock, m agnetic cloud boundaries
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and the B z transition  tim e, the same as in the  previous figures. The data  from 
W IND were delayed by 44 m inutes so as to correlate the drop in the dynamic pres­
sure at the front cloud boundary with the large drop in the uncorrected D st values. 
T he solar wind plasm a between the driven shock and the front cloud boundary only 
produced a  weak storm  which picks up when the  front cloud boundary and the suc­
ceeding B z < 0 period interact with the m agnetosphere. The D st“ drops in ~ 3  
hours to an average value of -120 nT which lasts for 6 hours. From the classifica­
tion of Tsurutani et al. [1988] this storm  would be considered major. There was 
a fu rther energization of the ring current a t the  B z transition phase, but then the 
m agnetosphere had recovered when the clouds back boundary passed the Earth . 
T he fast stream  interacting with the cloud produced m oderate storms coinciding 
w ith the B z < 0 phases found in this region. The fluctuations in the B~ are the 
result of Alfven waves riding on the faster stream .
A lfv en  W aves in th e  F aster Stream
W hen inspecting the data  for October 20-21, 1995 visually, an anticorrelation be­
tween the large magnetic field fluctuations and the solar wind velocity fluctuations 
could be seen. The num ber of d a ta  points used for the Alfven wave study for these 
days was 1069. The a  particle num ber density for these days was taken to be zero 
(though in fact it was highly variable, A. J . Lazarus, Private Communication, 1996) 
and the pressure was considered to be isotropic ( P ||= P x  )• Figure 3.7 is a plot
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Figure 3.6: D st (diamond) and the corrected D st' (starred) index for quiet time 
and m agnetopause currents for O ctober 18-20, 1995 magnetic cloud. T he vertical 
dashed lines from the left to right indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, 
B z transition  from negative to positive and the back cloud boundary.
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Figure 3.7: P lot of the fluctuations of solar wind m agnetic field ( A B  and the 
norm alized solar wind velocity (A A  =  A V /(47rjVmp)1/r2) components in GSE co­
ordinates. T he num ber of points used are 1609 and Rx,y,z are the correlation 
coefficients for the straight line fits. The fitted regression lines passes through 0 
and have slope ~  -1.
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of the components of the m agnetic field fluctuations and the solar wind velocity 
components normalized with respect to (AirmpN)1^ 2 (defined as vector A ). The 
correlation coefficients are R^ =  —0.79, Ry =  —0.54 and R z =  —0.67 w ith the 
fitted regression lines passing through 0 and have slope ~  -1 which would indicate 
the presence of large am plitude Alfven waves for O ctober 20-21, 1995 (Lepping et 
al. [1997]).
M a g n e to p a u s e  a n d  B ow  S h o ck  S u b s o la r  P o s itio n
Figure 3.8 is a plot of the estim ated E arths subsolar m agnetopause Rmp and bow 
shock position R 3h for October 18-20, 1995 after subtracting the sta tistical average 
E a rth ’s magnetopause subsolar position of 11 R e  and bow shock position of 14.6 
R e  Fairfield [1971]. The presence of a  high dynamic pressure found upstream  of 
the front cloud boundary and the cloud driven shock compressed the m agnetopause 
and the bow shock of the Earth. At the  front cloud boundary the m agnetopause 
expanded back to its average position while the bow shock moved by as m uch as 
9 R e  beyond its average position. W ith  the increase in the dynam ic pressure in 
the cloud going from the front to the rear cloud boundary there is a corresponding 
compression of the E a rth ’s magnetopause. This can be a ttrib u ted  to the cloud-fast 
stream  interaction (Farrugia et al. [1998]. The bow shock rem ained about +  10 
R e  beyond its average position during the B : <  0 phase and 2 hours beyond the 
B z transition tim e. The only exceptions during this period occur when th e  solar
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Figure 3.8: M agnetopause and bow shock subsolar position for Oct 18-20, 1995 
after subtracting  the average locations for the m agnetopause (11 R e ) and the bow 
shock (14.6 R e ) Fairfield [1971]. The vertical dashed lines from the left to right 
indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, B z transition  from negative to 
positive and the back cloud boundary.
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wind dynam ic pressure increases to 2 nP a from values th a t are lower than  average. 
W ith the rise in the solar wind dynamic pressure, both the  bow shock and the 
m agnetopause are compressed. The bow shock returns to its average position at 
the back cloud boundary while the m agnetopause rem ains compressed by 2 R e  
from its average distance. In the cloud fast stream  interaction region where there 
is a  Pdyn peak a  compression takes place for both the shock and the m agnetopause. 
There is compression of the magnetopause and bow shock due to  the cloud passage 
th a t is 0.8 - 1.5 R e , however, the bow shock returned  to its original position after 
cloud passage.
3.4.2 M ay 27-29, 1996
During this period of observation WIND was ~150 R e  upstream  of the earth . The 
m agnetic cloud is located between the dashed lines ( Figure 3.9 ) at ~1445 UT on 
May 27, 1996 (front boundary ) and ~5315 UT on May 29, 1996 ( back boundary 
) lasting ~39 hours. The dot dashed line at ~2445 UT is the tim e when the B z 
com ponent of the field turns tru ly  positive. There is no shock being driven by 
this m agnetic cloud but instead there is a region ~ 2  hours ahead of the front cloud 
boundary where th e  m agnetic field is low and the  dynam ic pressure is ~ 1  nPa. The 
three required signatures for an event to be a  m agnetic cloud are present in this 
figure. There is the large rotation in the B z m agnetic field component lasting ~39 
hours from ~ -9  nT  to ~15 nT. The to ta l m agnetic field is higher than  the average 
am bient m agnitude and has a fiat profile of ~10  nT  except for a hum p near the
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back boundaxy of the cloud. There is a  net positive B y m agnetic component for the  
cloud and this is m ostly constant ( ~ 9  nT  ). There is a  negative B x component ( ~ 4  
nT ) for this cloud. The proton tem perature in the m agnetic cloud on the average 
is lower than  the  surrounding solar wind plasma tem perature. The front boundary 
for this m agnetic cloud is again clearly defined but the back boundary is not. 
A part from using the three conditions to  determ ine the cloud and its boundaries, 
the clock angle can also be used to give a  good indication when the m agnetic field 
has finished rotating, thereby helping to establish the back boundary of the cloud. 
From the  proton bulk velocity profile the m agnetic cloud on average is travelling 
slower than  the  solar wind plasm a surrounding the cloud.
D erived P aram eters
Figure 3.10 is a  plot of the derived param eters for the May 27-29, 1996 m agnetic 
cloud. From 1200 UT to the front cloud boundary the dynamic pressure for th e  
plasm a th a t is propagating ahead of th e  cloud is ~ 5  (nPa), which than  decreases 
sharply a t the front boundary of the cloud coinciding with the B z com ponent 
turning southw ard. From the front boundary of the cloud to the B z transition  
tim e ( 2445 U T ) Pdyn is approxim ately 1.5 nP a which is slightly lower then th e  
average solar wind values (2.5 nPa). From 2445 UT onwards, Pdyn rises to ~ 8  a t 
the back cloud boundary. As was the case with the O ctober 18-20, 1995 cloud, th e  
profile m atches closely the proton density for this cloud. The to tal pressure Pt for
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Figure 3.9: Proton plasm a and magnetic field observations for the May 27-29, 1996 
magnetic cloud. The vertical dashed lines from the left to right indicate the driven 
shock, front cloud boundary, B z transition from negative to positive and the back 
cloud boundary. The panels from top to bottom  show the proton density, bulk flow 
speed, tem perature, m agnetic field components B r , B y, B z , the total field B  and 
the clock angle
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Figure 3.10: Derived param eters from the solar wind proton plasm a and magnetic 
field observations for the May 27-29, 1996 m agnetic cloud. The vertical dashed 
lines from the  left to right indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, B z 
transition from negative to positive and the back cloud boundary. The panels 
from top to  bottom  show the dynamic pressure, to ta l pressure, magnetic pressure, 
therm al pressure, the proton /?, the Alfven Mach num ber abd the e param eter.
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most of the cloud ranges from  0.02 - 0.04 nP a except near the back boundary where 
it rises to ~0.1 nPa which is a  result of the faster stream  overtaking the m agnetic 
cloud (Farrugia et al. 1998). The dom inant contribution to the Pt comes from 
the m agnetic pressure Pt,. The j3 in the cloud when B~ is negative is on average 
~0.03 and in the region where B z >  0 there is a steady rise to ~0.3 a t the back 
boundary of the  cloud. T he Alfven Mach num ber for this cloud is ~ 5  and ~ 10  on 
average, i.e. higher than  typical values for this param eter inside m agnetic clouds 
(~  3), for the  plasm a surrounding this cloud w ith some regions in the surrounding 
plasm a reaching values ~40 . The e param eter jum ps a t the front cloud boundary 
( when B z is large and tu rns negative ), remains fairly constant at ~0.02 m W /m 2 
for 5 hours, and thereafter s tarts  to decrease to  values comparable to the  plasm a 
surrounding the  cloud.
E ffect o f  R in g  C urrent
A tim e delay of ~40 m inutes was used to correlate the interplanetary param eters 
with the raw D st values ( Figure 3.11 ). As before, the starred symbols are D s tm and 
the diam ond symbols represent the raw D st values. The passage of this m agnetic 
cloud only produced a  weak storm  starting  from the front cloud boundary to the 
B z transition tim e after which the m agnetosphere began its recovery phase.
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Figure 3.11: D st (diam ond) and the corrected D st“ (starred) index for quiet tim e 
and m agnetopause currents for May 27-29, 1996 m agnetic cloud. The vertical 
dashed lines from the  left to right indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, 
B : transition  from negative to positive and the back cloud boundary.
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Subsolar Magnetopause And Bowshock Position May 2 7 —29, 1996  
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Figure 3.12: M agnetopause and bow shock subsolar position for May 27-29, 1996 
after subtracting the average locations for the magnetopause (11 R e ) and the bow 
shock (14.6 R e ) Fairfield [1971]. The vertical dashed lines from the left to right 
indicate the front cloud boundary, B z transition from negative to positive and the 
back cloud boundary.
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M a g n e to p a u se  a n d  B ow  S h o ck  S u b so la r  P o s itio n
Figure 3.12 is a plot of the estim ated Earths subsolar magnetopause R mp and bow 
shock position R sh for May 27-29. 1996 after subtracting the average E arth 's  mag­
netopause and bow shock subsolar positions. The presence of high dynam ic pres­
sure upstream  of the front cloud boundary and the cloud driven shock compressed 
the magnetopause by 2 R e , but at the cloud front boundary the magnetopause 
expanded back to its average position. The bow shock during this period was also 
compressed by as much as 3 R e  and recovered to its average position at the front 
cloud boundary. For the period when B z <  0 in the cloud, both  the m agnetopause 
and bow shock are to be found a t their average positions, corresponding to average 
solar wind Pdyn values. W ith  the increase in Pdyn for B z >  0, both  the bow shock 
and the m agnetopause are compressed. After the cloud passage, both the bow 
shock (4 R e ) and the magnetopause (2.5 R e ) remain compressed.
3.4.3 January 9-11, 1997
The WIND satellite during this period was ~110 R e  upstream  of the E arth  when it 
recorded the passage of a m agnetic cloud. The magnetic cloud during these days is 
located between the dashed lines at 2900 UT (front boundary) and 5050 U T (back 
boundary) lasting ~22  hours in Figure 3.13. The dot dashed line at 4140 UT in 
the figure indicates the tim e when the B z component of the m agnetic field turns 
tru ly  positive. The other dashed line in the figure at ~2450 UT indicates a  shock
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Figure 3.13: P ro ton  plasm a and m agnetic field observations for the January 9-11, 
1997 m agnetic cloud. The vertical dashed lines from the left to right indicate the 
driven shock, front cloud boundary, B z transition from negative to positive and 
the back cloud boundary. The panels from top to bo ttom  show the proton density, 
bulk flow speed, tem perature, m agnetic field components B x, B y, B z, the total field 
B  and the  clock angle
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tha t is being driven by this cloud. The B z component of the m agnetic field for the 
cloud rotates relatively smoothly from ~-15 nT to ~16 nT . There is a large B y 
component with a m axim um  of ~-14 nT and a slightly larger B x component for the 
cloud compared to  the surrounding solar wind plasma. The tem perature for this 
cloud is lower then the surrounding plasma. From the velocity profile the magnetic 
cloud is overtaking the plasm a upstream of the driven shock while it itself is being 
overtaken by a faster flow, as was the case for the other two magnetic clouds. 
Again, there is a  noticeable rise in the proton density as one travels from the front 
to the back boundary of the cloud. Near the back boundary of this magnetic cloud 
the to tal m agnetic field drops from 20 nT  to 2 nT in ~ 5  m inutes and rises just as 
rapidly again.
D erived  P a ra m eters
Figure 3.14 is a  plot of the derived param eters for the January  9-11, 1997 magnetic 
cloud. The plasm a between the cloud driven shock and the  front boundary of the 
cloud has a relatively steady dynamic pressure (Pdyn) of 4 nP a  with a large drop to 
0.5 nP a at the front cloud boundary. It then rises to ~ 2  nP a in one hour and from 
this tim e to the B z negative-to-positive transition tim e ( 4140 UT ) the dynamic 
pressure averages out to ~ 2  nPa comparable to average solar wind values. W ith 
the s ta rt of B z >  0 phase Pdyn rises and reaches a m axim um  of ~11  nPa at the back 
boundary of the cloud. Looking at the d a ta  plotted for the P t , Pb, Pp and /? within
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Figure 3.14: Derived param eters from the solar wind proton p lasm a and m agnetic 
field observations for the January 9-11, 1996 m agnetic cloud. The vertical dashed 
lines from the left to right indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, B~ 
transition from negative to positive and the back cloud boundary. The panels 
from top to bottom  show the dynamic pressure, to tal pressure, m agnetic pressure, 
therm al pressure, the proton /?, the Alfven Mach num ber abd the e param eter.
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the cloud the m agnetic pressure dominates, resulting in a value of ~0.03 in the 
region from the front cloud boundary to the B z transition phase and then rises to 
~0.1 at the cloud back boundary. At the region near the back cloud boundary 
where B  drops to ~ 2  nT  the plasm a pressure Pp dom inates. The plasm a between 
the cloud driven shock and the front cloud boundary has a  slightly higher m agnetic 
pressure and corresponds to an average /? of ~  0.7 for this region. The Alfven Mach 
num ber for this cloud is ~ 4  but the plasma upstream  of the cloud driven shock 
have values th a t exceed 10. Corresponding with the  large southw ard change for the 
B z component at the front cloud boundary there is a  rise in the  e param eter which 
reaches a m axim um  about 3 hours into the cloud, and subsequently decreases as 
the B~ component ro tates to  positive values. The energy input from this m agnetic 
cloud produced a  m oderate ( -100 nT <  D st“ <  -50 nT  ) geomagnetic storm 
( Figure 3.15 ).
E ffect o f  R in g  C urrent
The corrections to the  raw D st  were made by sam pling the delay tim e of the dy­
nam ic pressure a t the shock driven magnetic cloud and the rise in the raw D st 
and the delay in response to  the  rise in the dynam ic pressure at the rear of the 
cloud ( 4600 - 5600 U T ) to  the  raw D st. The tim e delays were 18 and 26 m inutes, 
respectively, and an average of 22 minutes was used to  correct the raw D st except 
from hours 4600 to 5600 UT where the delay was taken as 26 m inutes. For this
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Figure 3.15: D st (diam ond) and the corrected D st“ (starred) index for quiet time 
and m agnetopause currents for January 9-11, 1997 m agnetic cloud. The vertical 
dashed lines from the left to  right indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, 
B z transition  from negative to positive and the back cloud boundary.
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cloud, its passage past the E arth  produced a m oderate storm  ( ~-85 nT ) which 
s tarted  with the interaction of the front cloud boundary with the magnetosphere. 
It took ~ 3  hours for the storm  to grow ( storm  main phase ) and lasted for ~ 7  
hours, after which the recovery phase began near the B z > 0 transition tim e but 
the magnetosphere did not recover to its state before the cloud passage.
M agn etop au se  and B o w  Shock Subsolar P osition
Figure 3.16 is a plot of the estim ated Earths subsolar magnetopause RmP and bow 
shock position R sh. for January 9-11, 1997 after subtracting the average E arth ’s 
m agnetopause and bow shock. There is a compression of the E a rth ’s bow shock 
for the region dowstream  of the cloud driven shock and upstream  of the front 
cloud boundary. This compression corresponds to the higher than average solar 
wind dynam ic pressure. The m agnetopause and the bow shock expand beyond its 
average positions at the  front cloud boundary the magnetopause, expanding by 
as m uch as 3 R e  and the bow shock by as much as 18 R e  more than  double its 
statistical average position according to Farfield [1971]. For the B~ < 0 period in 
the  magnetic cloud, the  magnetopause returns to its position prior to the cloud 
passage but the bow shock remains slightly expanded. From the B z negative-to- 
positive transition tim e to the back cloud boundary both the m agnetopause and 
the bow shock axe compressed by as much as 5 R e - After the cloud passage both
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Figure 3.16: M agnetopause and bow shock subsolar position for Jan  9-11, 1997 
after subtracting the  average locations for the  m agnetopause (11 R e ) and the  bow 
shock (14.6 R e ) Fairfield [1971]. The vertical dashed lines from  the  left to  right 
indicate the driven shock, front cloud boundary, B z transition from negative to 
positive and the back cloud boundary.
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the  magnetopause and bow shock return  to their average positions by the end of 
January 11, 1997.
3.5 Conclusion
Three m agnetic clouds which were and are subject of deep study by the ISTP 
community, were obsereved and their effect on the E a rth ’s m agnetosphere were 
noticeably different. The storm s generated by these clouds ranged from m ajor for 
October 18-20, 1995, m oderate for January 9-11 and weak for May 25-27, 1996. 
Through their low Alfven mach num ber and variable Pdym these clouds also af­
fected both the m agnetopause and  bow shock of the E arth . A com parison of the 
effectiveness in the coupling of these 3 magnetic clouds to the E arth  was m ade 
by Farmgia et al. [1998]. In th is work Farrugia et al. concluded th a t despite 
the similarities in the in terp lanetary  da ta  for the three clouds, their effects on the 
E arth  were significantly different. Thus the rate of energy input into the m ag­
netosphere was greatest in the O ctober 18-20 1995 cloud, the January  9-11, 1997 
cloud inputted  only half as m uch as the October 1995 cloud and ~5-6  tim es less 
than  the October cloud for the M ay 27-29 cloud. This power also correlated well 
with the peak values generated for the  D stm index. It is however interesting to 
note the relationship between the  expansion of the E a rth ’s bow shock ( due to low 
Piyn and M a ) from its average position and the transfer of solar wind energy to 
the magnetosphere. During the  B z < 0 phase the estim ated subsolar bow shock
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position for the 3 m agnetic clouds considered were sufficently different and their 
expansion from average bow shock locations correlated with the energy transfer 
and eventually the strength  of the geomagnetic storms observed.
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Chapter 4
Field and flow perturbations in 
the October 18-19, 1995, 
magnetic cloud
4.1 Introduction
A global topology for magnetic clouds proposed by Burlaga et al. [1990] is a  large 
and bent flux tube where magnetic field lines may be anchored to the Sun. On ex­
amining 3 sec. resolution magnetic field and plasm a data  from the WIND (Lepping 
et al. [1995], Lin et al. [1995]) satellite instrum ents there were noticeable discon­
tinuities in the field and plasma data. In some instances there were simultaneous 
discontinuities in both field and plasma data, bu t there were also cases when such 
correspondence between field and plasm a d ata  were not present. This would imply 
that the rotation of the field for a magnetic cloud is not smooth. In this chapter we 
examine and classify the discontinuities th a t occurred in both the field and plasma 
data  which has never been done before. Discontinuities in the magnetic field are 
selected by requiring that the rotation in the m agnetic field lines be larger then 
the expected rotation for a smoothly rotating field for the same tim e period. If 
we consider a sm ooth rotation of ~180° in the field lasting ~29 hours, than in 
~1  m inute, the field would rotate by as little  as 0.1°. In addition to discussing
H I
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discontinuities, we exam ine the  large scale structure of the O ctober 1995 m agnetic 
cloud. We make the assum ption here th a t the magnetic cloud is not expanding 
since the  flat V  and “boxcar” B  profiles for the October cloud m ay indicate th a t 
no further expansion is taking place for this cloud Farrugia et al. [1992, 1993]. 
The enhancem ent in the fields and proton density which Burlaga et al. [1998] and 
Legging et al. [1997] reported is the  result of a faster corotating stream  overtak­
ing the O ctober cloud a t its rear. W ith  the simplifying assum ption th a t a sta tic  
field configuration is valid for the  O ctober 1995 cloud, we apply m inim um  variance 
analysis to  hour-long segments in the  O ctober 1995 m agnetic cloud. In this way 
the axis of the cloud a t each hour long segment is determ ined and using these 
directional vectors we a ttem p t to piece together the large scale structure for the 
O ctober cloud.
4.2 Wind Observations
4.2.1 Overview: M agnetic F ield  and P lasm a
The W ind spacecraft, launched in November 1, 1994, is one of NASA’s spacecraft 
in the  Global Geospace Science Initiative, forming part of the International Solar 
Terrestrial Physics Program  (IST P). The ISTP, which includes m any o ther space­
craft and ground-based facilities, is m eant to  investigate solar and in terp lanetary  
phenom ena and their effects on the  E a rth ’s magnetosphere. Among the  scien­
tific objectives of the  W ind mission are to (1) provide in terplanetary  plasm a and
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energetic particle and magnetic field measurem ents in support of magnetospheric 
studies and (2) investigate basic plasma processes in th e  solar W ind close to Earth 
[see Acuna et al., 1995]. In this chapter da ta  from th ree  instrum ents on W ind were 
used: the M agnetic Field Investigation (M FI Lepping et al., 1995): the Solar Wind 
Experim ent (SW E Ogilvie et al., 1995); and the Three-Dimensional Plasm a and 
Energetic Particle  Investigation Lin et al., 1995. Figure 4.2 shows magnetic field 
data  at 3-s resolution from the MFI. The panels from top to bottom  show the total 
field B  (nT) and  the m agnetic field components B x , B y and B z (nT) in GSE coor­
dinates. T he horizontal axis shows the universal tim e (UT) in hours starting from 
1800 UT on O ctober 18 to 4800 UT or 2400 UT on O ctober 19, 1995. Following 
Lepping et al. [1997], the October magnetic cloud is located between the dotted- 
dashed lines from  ~1900 UT on October 18, 1995 ( front boundary ) to ~4700 UT 
(rear boundary) in Figure 4.2. As discussed in C hapter 3, the  October cloud satis­
fied the 3 requirem ents of: (1) large rotation in the m agnetic field; (2) larger than 
average m agnetic field strength; and (3) lower than  average proton tem peratures. 
The front boundary for this cloud is clearly defined, while the back boundary is 
somewhat arb itrary . Both the rise in the tem peratu re  and the clock angle ( see 
Figure 3.4 ) ro ta tion  are useful in determ ining the O ctober clouds rear boundary, 
but the determ ination  of cloud boundaries is in general uncertain (see Burlaga, 
1990), as th is exam ple shows. At the cloud front boundary the  magnetic fields is 
due south, as seen by the  large negative B z com ponent, with small contributions
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from B x and B y. At the rear cloud boundary, the field is pointing northwest. The 
to tal field is smooth only to a first approximation since fluctuations are clearly seen 
in all components of the field. The perturbations are all perpendicular to the local 
field direction since \B\ does not change.
SB
B Bs
Figure 4.1: Perturbation perpendicular to  the local field direction.
B S= B  +  1
where B  be the local to tal field and 8 the perturbation. Then
3 .  i + *
B 2 B 2
As was noted earlier, a smooth rotation of ~180° in the field lasting ~29 hours, 
it follows th a t in ~ 1  m inute the field would ro ta te  by as little as 0.1°. Using this 
as a guide, we selected to examine those directional discontinuities in the fields 
th a t ro tated  more then 15° in ~1 minute. 16 discontinuities were selected in this 
m anner and are num bered in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows proton parameters 
for the same interval as in Figure 4.2. The panels from top to  bottom  show the 
num ber density (cm -3 ) from the SWE instrum ent, velocity m agnitude (km s-1 ),
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Figure 4.2: W ind m agnetic field data at 3-s resolution for the period 1800 UT, 
O ctober 18 to 2400 UT, O ctober 19, 1995. The d a ta  are plotted in a GSE coordinate 
system. The m agnetic cloud interval is between th e  dotted-dashed lines. The field 
directional discontinuities studied are numbered in the  figure.
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Figure 4.3: P lasm a (proton) observations for the same period as in Figure 1. The 
vertical lines are drawn at th e  tim es of the directional discontinuities shown in 
Figure 4.2
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tem perature (K),  and the velocity components 14, Vy and Vz in GSE coordinates 
from the Three-Dimensional P lasm a and Energetic Particle Experim ent for the 
protons. The data  from the Three-Dimensional Plasm a and Energetic Particle 
Experim ent instrum ent are at 3-s tem poral resolution whereas d a ta  from the SWE 
instrum ent had a resolution of 1.5 m inute. Ahead of the cloud, the density is higher 
th an  average (~60 cm -3) and Burlaga et al. [1998] had argued in connection with 
another m agnetic cloud (tha t on January  1997), this might be due to the ejecta 
having been formed within the stream er belt, where densities are typically high. 
At the front boundary of the m agnetic cloud, the density drops from ~60 to ~4  
cm -3 , a tenfold decrease. It rem ains steady around 4 cm -3 until hour 31, after 
which it rises, at first gradually (until hour 36) and then more steeply until hour 
45, reaching a peak of 60 cm -3  a t the rear of the cloud, followed by a decrease 
to  20 cm -3  around hour 47. The tem perature drops at the front boundary by a 
factor of ~2.5 to a value of 4 x 104 K, and begins a quasi-linear rise to 6 x 104 
K up to hour 22.5, where a sudden rise to  10s K takes place. From hour 22.5 
to  hour 36 the tem perature profile then decreases linearly to around 4 x 104 K. 
Subsequently, it rises to 6 x 104 K at the cloud boundary. Q ualitatively, the Vy 
component is positive till around hour 36; remains around 0 km  s-1 until hour 41; 
and then goes negative for the rest of interval in Figure 2. On the  other hand, the 
Vz component starts  out with a small negative value till about hour 22.5, and then 
remains positive for the rem ainder of the interval. The m ajor flow component,
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Vx, can be approxim ated by -425 km s-1 for the whole cloud. It can be seen that 
the large field rotations are often accompanied by impulsive changes in the plasma 
param eters. T he directional discontinuity (DD) m arked A is a shock-like feature 
advancing in the cloud from the rear and has been discussed by Lepping et al. 
[1997]. Among the points m ade by Lepping et al. in favor of this in terpretation are 
(1) th a t it is a th in  transition; (2 ) th a t consistent estim ates of the normal direction 
to this front are reached by various m ethods; (3) satisfaction of the MHD jum p 
conditions (except for the  tem perature); and (4) the  observed sense of change of 
field and plasm a param eters, which is consistent w ith a  fast forward shock. But 
we also note th a t Lepping et al. could not definitively in terpret the DD marked A 
as a shock (see C hapter 3)
4.2.2 A nalysis M ethod
Many people have exam ined DDs in the solar W ind [see, e.g., Burlaga, 1969]. Table 
4.1 lists the num ber of directional discontinuities whose magnetic field rotates >  
15° and the average tim e the rotation takes for the  discontinuities. We apply
Table 4.1: Field Discontinuities
Number of DDs Angle Field R otates Average Duration
11 15 <  <{> < 20 15 s
2 20 <  <p <  30 19 s
2 30 <  4> < 40 45 s
1 <t>> 40 3 min
the minimum variance analysis technique of Sonnerup and Cahill [1967] to the
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directional discontinuities selected. In the m inim um  variance m ethod a m atrix  M  
is generated whose elem ents are
M u  =  <  B i B j  >  -  <  B i  > <  B j  >
1 N
<  B i  > =  j f  £  B i
fc=l
where N  is the num ber of field observations and <  B  >  is the average value. 
T he eigenvalues and  the  eigenvectors of m atrix  M  are next determ ined and only 
those DDs are retained  for which the ratio of in term ediate  to minimum eigenvalues 
(A2/A3) >  2.0 are considered reliable [see Lepping and Behannon, 1980]. The vector 
along the axis of th e  cloud will be given by the  eigenvector corresponding to the 
m inim um  eigenvalue and all fluctuations of th e  field will be in the plane defined 
by eigenvectors corresponding to the large and in term ediate eigenvalues. We form 
a m atrix  A  whose column entries are the eigenvectors of the m atrix  M  which are 
then  used to transform  each field observation into th e  m inim um  variance coordinate 
frame.
obs
where B^6s =  ( B x , B y , B z ) and B ^ invar =  (B i , B j , B k ). B i  is the component along 
the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, B j  is the component along 
the eigenvector corresponding to the in term ediate eigenvalue and Bk is the com­
ponent along th e  eigenvector with the lowest eigenvalue. The m agnitude B n  used 
in the field analysis below is the average over th e  num ber of observations for the





where N  is the num ber of field observations for the discontinuity. We apply Neuge- 
bauer et al.'s [1984] criteria for classifying the DDs, which are as follows: For a 
rotational discontinuity (RD)
B nf \ B | >  0.4 [ |B |] / |B | <  0.2
For a tangential discontinuity (TD)
£ n/ |B | <  0.4 [ |B |] / |B | >  0.2 (4.1)
where |B | is the larger of the field m agnitudes on either side of the discontinuity, 
B n is the absolute value of the component of B  normal to the plane determ ined by
m inim um  variance, and [|B|] =  |B 2| — |B i | is the difference in absolute values of the
fields across the DD. Neugebauer et al. had also classifications term ed “E ither” and 
“N either” , but they will not be of im portance here. We also apply tests based on 
the plasma data  [Neugebauer et al., 1984; Parks, 1991]. Hudson et al. [1970] shows 
th a t in MHD theory rotational discontinuities satisfy the following relationship:
[V] =  ± v/(m 7m [B/H- (4.2)
A  is the  pressure anisotropy of the plasm a, defined as
A = l -  ( P H
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where P\\ and P± are, respectively, the therm al plasma pressures parallel and per­
pendicular to the magnetic field; po is the permeability of free space; and [„] de­
notes the difference between the quantities before and after the discontinuity. For 
a DD propagating antisunward, the plus sign in Equation 4.2 is used when the  
average interplanetary magnetic field points towards, and the minus sign when it 
points away from, the Sun In the absence of more exact knowledge, we assume 
the plasm a to be isotropic. In the normal solar wind, param eter A is estim ated as 
~0.9  [Burlaga, 1971]. In coronal mass ejections (of which magnetic clouds form a 
subset) observed by ISEE 3, Tj| is generally greater than Tj_, with a typical ratio 
T\\/Tx  ~  2 [Gosling et al. 1987]. Using T  =  l/3(2Tj_ + Tj|), we obtain A  =  1 - 
0.75/3, where /? is the average proton beta. For the October 1995 magnetic cloud, 
j3 < 0.05 [Lepping et al., 1997] which gives A  ~  0.96. Thus the assum ption of 
isotropy seems to be fulfilled in our case. We define 6 to be the angle between [V] 
and [B//?]. For an RD, 6 should ideally be 0 or 180°, while it can take any value 
for a TD. Another param eter considered is the angle a, introduced by Belcher and  
Solodnya [1975] and defined by the following relation:
.  , , y ? M v i i
tan (Q) =  i rp /  i i ' =  no- /-------^ —/— T (4-3)|[B /p]| |B 2/p 2 — B i/p i  |
Ideally (i.e., not taking account of observational and other errors), for an RD, the 
angle a  should be close to 45°. For a TD the angle a  can take on any value between
0° and 90°. Besides these field and flow relations, we also consider jum p conditions
on the density and the tem perature across the discontinuity. For a TD and assum ­
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ing isotropy, there  can be arb itrary  jum ps for th e  density and tem perature with 
the requirem ent th a t there should be no changes in the to ta l pressure (magnetic 
+  therm al pressure) across the discontinuity. For an RD and assum ing isotropy, 
there should be no jum ps in either the density or the  tem perature [Parks. 1991]. 
We now give th ree  examples of discontinuities th a t were exam ined.
D 8
Figure 4.4 shows plasm a and field d a ta  in GSE coordinates for the discontinuity D8 
(Figure 4.2). T he horizontal axis indicates the tim e interval (~ 3  mins.) in hours 
for the discontinuity D8 centered a t hour 38.005. T he panels from top to bottom  
show the density, bulk flow speed, tem perature and  the  three, paired components 
of the velocity and  m agnetic fields. T he horizontal lines indicate the  average values 
for each variable before and after the discontinuity. The m agnetic field ro tated  by 
as much as 15° and the m inim um  variance analysis gave a reliable norm al with an 
interm ediate-to-m inim um eigenvalue ratio of (A2/A3), =  71.1. Applying Neugebauer 
et al.'s [1984] test to this discontinuity which has B n — 2 1 n T , i?n/ |B | of 0.99, and 
[ |B |] / |B | =  0.01 satisfied th e  condition for a ro tational discontinuity (RD). The 
normal vector for this discontinuity is (-0.26,0.91,-0.33) mainly in the y  direction. 
This result is also supported by the plasm a tests where it was found th a t angles 6 
(the angle betw een [V] and [B / p]) and a  are ~9° and 33°, which are reasonably 
close to the theoretical values of 0° or 180° for 6 and 45° for a. for an RD. The
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Figure 4.4: W ind m agnetic field and plasm a d a ta  at 3-s resolution for the dis­
continuity around 38.005 hours (~14.005 UT, O ctober 19, 1995). The solid lines 
are the average values before and after the discontinuity. There is a  flow speed 
enhancem ent and a proton tem perature rise a t the  discontinuity, bu t the density 
stays constant.
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low resolution proton density shows no change but there is a ~ 20% rise in the 
tem perature and the plasm a is speeded up by ~35 km s~ l across the discontinuity.
D IO
This second example is numbered DIO in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.5 is a plot of the 
same variables as Figure 4.4 but for a tim e interval of 2.4 m inutes showing the 
discontinuity DIO which is centered a t ~42 .58 hours. Minimum variance analysis 
for DIO gave an interm ediate-to-m inim um  eigenvalue ratio of 5.5 and a normal field 
component B n of 28.4 nT  with B nj |B | of 0.95, and [ |B |] / |B | =  0.015 thus satisfying 
the conditions for an RD in Equation 4.1. The normal vector for this discontinuity 
was found to be (0.50,-0.59,0.63). From the plasm a tests the angles 9 and a  are ~  
3° and 37° which is again reasonably close to the expected theoretical values of an 
RD for these angles. Again no density or bulk flow changes are observed for this 
discontinuity but there is a tem perature rise.
D 6
This third example is num bered D6 in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.6 is a plot of the 
same variables as Figure 4.4 but for a tim e interval of 1.2 minutes showing the 
discontinuity D6 centered at ~30.97 hours. Minimum variance analysis of this 
discontinuity resulted in a (A2/A3) =  64.2, with B n =  18.0 nT. The field test for 
this discontinuity classified it as an RD (i?n/ |B | =  0.95 and [ |B |] / |B | =  0.03). The
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Figure 4.5: W ind m agnetic field and plasm a data at 3-s resolution for the disconti­
nuity centered a t 42.58 hours (18.58 UT, October 19, 1995). The solid lines are the 
average values before and after each discontinuity. Across the  discontinuity there 
is no flow enhancem ent, the  density is constant, but the tem perature increases.
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Figure 4.6: W ind m agnetic field and plasm a data  at 3-s resolution for the discon­
tinuity  centered at 30.97 UT, hours (6.97 UT, October 19, 1995). In this case, the 
flow speed decreases, the proton tem perature  is depressed, and th e  density stays 
constant.
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Figure 4.7: Com parison of experimental results with theoretical expectations for 
the discontinuity shown in Figure 5a. For further details, see text.
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normal for this discontinuity is (-0.38 , 0.64 , 0.67). An alternative to the angles 6 
and a  for the plasm a and field tests is a  graphical vector representation of th e  field 
and flow tests as used by Sonnerup et al., [1981] for their studies of the dayside 
magnetopause. For this vector representation a reference value is first determ ined 
by averaging the values for the field and flow variables before the discontinuity. As 
one progresses through the discontinuity the observed values are subtracted from 
the average values before the  discontinuity to generate the following quantities.
A V obs =  V ref —V obs (4.4)
A V t h =  y ( P r e f / / ^ o ) [ ® r e f / / , r e f]  \ j  ( /^ o b s /  pO ) [ B ob s /P o b s ]  ( 4 - 5 )
The observed differences A V obs are normalized w ith respect to the theoretical 
values A V tb and the resulting vector plotted in Figure 4.7. For perfect agreem ent, 
the vectors in Figure 4.7 should all be pointing along the horizontal line and be 
of unit length. We find here th a t these vectors all lie within 20° of the horizontal 
line and their normalized m agnitudes are greater then  50%. These results axe 
at least com parable to Phan et al., 1996 work on the  magnetopause when it is 
an RD. Figure 4.6 shows the bulk flow for the plasm a decreased by as much as 
~60 km s-1 as one progresses through the RD but recovers to average values 
before th e  discontinuity. Bulk flow speed decreases in RDs have been discussed 
by Scudder [1984], who pointed out th a t plasm a flow enhancements (“je ttin g ” ) are 
not a  necessary condition for an RD since Equation 4.2 is a vector equation. The
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tem perature as one progresses through th e  discontinuity in Figure 4.6 first decreases 
and then increases by ~ 12% after th e  discontinuity suggesting the discontinuity 
may not be just a pure RD.
3.2.3 Sum m ary of R esults
Table 4.2 summaries the results of the  field analysis for the discontinuities num­
bered in Figure 4.2. The column entries in Table 4.2 from left to  right are the
Table 3.2: D iscontinuity Field Test
DDs Time B n |B | 1 [B] J A, Normal Vector Class
D 1 IS.97 - 19.02 -0.76 19.9 13.3 16.3 (0.99,0.08,0.02) TD
D2 22.96 - 22.97 -19.6 20.0 0.43 10.1 (-0.12,0.21,0.97) RD
D3 23.22 - 23.223 -19.2 20.2 0.22 9.34 (-0.24,0.0S, 0.97) RD
D4 23.96 - 24.967 -18.3 19.0 0.17 30.4 (-0.43.0.35,0.83) RD
Do 28.33 - 28.375 -IS.4 19.0 0.30 8.11 (-0.3S.0.34.0.S6) RD
D6 30.96 - 30.973 18.0 18.9 0.51 64.3 (0.38,-0.64,-0.67) RD
D7 32.627 - 32.62S -IS.5 18.9 0.32 7.01 (-0.49,0.56,0.67) RD
DS 37.995 - 3S.015 -21.4 21.6 0.09 71.1 (-0.26.0.91,-0.33) RD
D9 40.328 - 40.333 -19.7 21.2 0.28 5.13 (-0.18,0.94,-0.28) RD
DIO 42.57 - 42.59 28.4 30.0 0.45 5.45 (0.50,-0.59,0.63) RD
D ll 45.567 - 45.5S5 16.3 21.3 0.15 3.10 (0.71,-0.57,0.42) RD
D12 46.455 - 46.458 22.5 24.0 0.51 7.42 (0.49,-0.44,0.75) RD
D13 46.464 - 46.466 23.0 24.4 0.32 7.17 (0.02,-0.26,0.97) RD
D14 46.474 - 46.475 24.0 24.4 0.16 13.0 (0.29,-0.60,0.75) RD
D15 46.881 - 46.882 24.4 24.8 0.14 88.4 (0.28,-0.43,0.86) RD
D16 46.S96 - 46.897 24.3 24.7 0.14 13.7 (0.15,-0.41,0.89) RD
index num ber of discontinuities studied found in Figure 4.2, the tim e interval of 
discontinuity from 0000 UT O ctober IS, the  average B n for the interval, |B | the 
larger of the field m agnitudes on either side of th e  discontinuity, |[B]| the  difference
129
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Table 4.3: Results of Field and Plasm a Discontinuity Test
DDs Tim e a e
D l 18.97 - 19.02 1.29 96.4
D2 22.96 - 22.97 2.66 117.1
D3 23.22 - 23.223 29.13 154.9
D4 23.96 - 24.967 11.21 85.93
D5 28.33 - 2S.375 14.01 160.8
D6 30.96 - 30.973 31.15 4.31
D7 32.627 - 32.628 35.16 5.63
D8 37.995 - 38.015 33.40 9.44
D9 40.328 - 40.333 9.64 160.5
D10 42.57 - 42.59 37.3 3.14
D ll 45.567 - 45.585 32.0 40.5
D 12 46.455 - 46.458 12.3 38.9
D13 46.464 - 46.466 27.3 44.3
D14 46.474 - 46.475 54.2 164.4
D15 46.881 - 46.882 41.9 166.5
D16 46.896 - 46.897 35.9 139.0
in the  to tal field across a discontinuity, A2/A3the ratio of in term ediate to minimum 
eigenvalues, the normal vector for the discontinuity, and the  classification of the 
discontinuity: RD is ro tational, and TD is tangential. Table 4.3 summarizes the 
results for the field and plasma-based tests. The column entries in Table 4.3 from 
left to right are the index num ber of discontinuities studied found in Figure 4.2, 
the tim e interval of discontinuity from 0000 UT October 18, a  defined by Equation 
4.3, and 6 the angle between [V] and [B//?]. We found the front boundary to be 
a clear TD , which agrees w ith Lepping et al. [1997] results. The normals for the 
discontinues studied were well defined normals, B n values are large, and from the 
field tests of Equation 4.1 the  discontinuities were all RD ’s. T he plasm a based tests
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Equations 4.2 and 4.3 were found at times to agree with the field based results but 
there have been cases when they did not (Table 4.3). We do find changes in the  
tem perature across the discontinuities but no noticeable changes for the density. 
We do note th a t the density is at a lower resolution (1.5 m inute). The changes in 
the tem perature suggest a more elaborate structure than just an RD.
3.3 Large-Scale-Perturbations
In this section we examine the coherence of the October 1995 magnetic cloud: Is it 
a single or are there multiple structures to be found in the October 1995 magnetic 
cloud ? We do this by taking hour long segments of cloud data  and apply the 
minimum variance analysis to these data sets. As we form these contiguous reliable 
normals we check to see if the normal deviates from the previous hour’s normals. 
If it deviates by a prescribed “tolerance” angle, we say th a t the structure in this 
hour long segment is no longer coherent with the previous hour long segments. 
The tolerance angle is arbitrary and for this work was taken as 22°. Table 4.4 
summarizes the results found. The columns from left to right indicate the universal 
time of the hour stretches, S the angle between successive normals, the normal 
vector to a given hour segment in GSE coordinates, the ratio A2/A3 (a measure of 
how reliable the normal is), and a param eter 0  giving the angle between the normal 
to a given hour d a ta  stretch and the average normal to the coherent structure to 
which the hour-long data stretch belongs. From the above analysis we find three
131
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Table 3.4: Minimum Variance Analysis on Successive 1-Hour Segment Intervals
Hour Intervals 8 Normal Vector 42. it
Segment I
19.1- 20 (0.01,-0.13, 0.99) 23.2 21
20-21 11.4 (0.14, 0.02, 0.99) 6.8 21.4
21-22 10.2 (0.06, -0.14, 0.99) 40.3 23.2
22-23 21.3 (-0.2S, 0.001, 0.96) 3.0 10.6
23-24 6.7 (-0.16, 0.038, 0.91) 11.7 7.5
24-25 21.3 (-0.36, 0.34, 0.S7) 69.5 14.6
25-26 8.9 (-0.21, 0.37, 0.90) 46.2 12.2
26-27 5.4 (-0.29, 0.32, 0.90) 37.3 10.S
27-2S 8.6 (-0.38, 0.42, 0.S3) 118. 19.4
2S-29 6.3 (-0.42, 0.32, 0.S5) 10.2 16.8
Segment 2
29-30 (-0.41, 0.65, 0.64) 52.9 5.95
30-31 8.8 (-0.29, 0.62, 0.73) 21.7 5.04
31-32 4.4 (-0.22, 0.61, 0.76) 5.3 8.47
32-33 11.4 (-0.37, 0.66, 0.64) 3.9 3.70
33-34 12.1 (-0.27, 0.81, 0.53) 4.2 11.2
Segment 3
35-36 (-0.20, 0.9S, -0.03) 6.5 13.5
36-37 4.1 (-0.25, 0.97, -0.02) 40.0 13.2
37-3S 7.2 (-0.21, 0.97, -0.14) 16.4 7.68
38-39 7.3 (-0.29, 0.93, -0.23) 10.4 0.89
39-40 17.7 (-0.48, 0.77, -0.41) 7.6 17.4
40-41 18.2 (-0.22, 0.78, -0.59) 3.2 22.0
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coherent structures and a 6-hour-long stretch of data  at the trailing edge of the 
cloud where no coherency could be determ ined because the normals from minimum 
variance analysis were not reliable. T he first coherent structure  (Segment 1) was 
found to  be between hour 19.1 (just downstream  of the front cloud boundary) 
and hour 2900 UT. The normals in this segment were all well determ ined. The 
angle between contiguous normals did not exceed 21.3° and all the normals for this 
region lie in a cone of half angle ~23°. We find th a t a second coherent structure 
(Segment 2) occurred between the hours 2900 and 3400 UT. Again the  normals 
are well defined and the normals in th is segment lie in a cone half angle of ~ 11°. 
For hour 3400 to 3500 UT we found the  normal deviated considerably from both 
preceding and following hour segm ents. After this interruption, a  fu rther coherent 
s tructu re  (Segment 3) was found betw een hours 3500 and 4100 UT. The normals 
for Segment 3 are well defined and they  all lie in a cone half angle of ~22°. The 
average normals to each of the three coherent segments labeled n i ,  ri2 , and n 3 are 
listed in Table 4.5. The columns from  left to right indicate the tim e intervals
Table 4.5: Coherent S tructures in October 18-20 Cloud
Tim e, UT Norm al Designation 7
19.1 - 29 (-0.19, 0.16, 0.92) ni 712 =  35°
29 - 34 (-0.31, 0.67, 0.66) n 2 723 =  58°
34 - 41 (-0.28, 0.90, -0.24) n3 713 =  91°
for the three coherent structures, the average normal vector for each segment, the 
designation of this vector in Figure 4.9, and 7  the angle between the norm als of the
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Figure 4.8: M agnetic field in principal axes coordinates for each of the three several- 
hour-long segments discussed in the text.
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Figure 4.9: O rientation of the normals for the three coherent segments in a GSE 
coordinate system.
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three segments where the angle 7 ,-y between the normals to segment i with segment 
j  { h  j  =  I* 2, 3). These angles are 712 =  35°, 723 =  58°, and 7 13 =  91°. The field 
data  for each of these segments are shown plotted in m inim um  variance coordinates 
in Figure 4.8. For each segment the to ta l field, and the field components in the 
m inim um  variance coordinate system  are plotted  from top to bottom  in Figure 
4.8. Despite the three very different norm als, the d a ta  plotted in the respective 
principal axes coordinates are in all th ree  cases very satisfactory. The orientation 
of these normals in a GSE coordinate system  is shown in Figure 4.9. If we were 
to  carry out a m inim um  variance analysis on the d a ta  for the entire ~29 hours of 
the cloud interval in Figure 4.2, we would get a norm al of (0.96,0.29, 0.00) with 
A2/A3 =  5.6, i.e., very different from the  the  normals to each of the three coherent 
segments. In summary, we m ay say th a t there is clear distortion in the O ctober 
1995 cloud. Forming the angle between th e  DD normals and the average normal 
to  the segment where a given DD occurs, we find th a t all DD normals are closely 
aligned with the segment normal, the largest deviation being ~ 20° and occurring 
in Segment 1.
4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
From the high resolution m agnetic field and  plasm a d a ta  we noticed a num ber of 
directional discontinuities for the O ctober 18-19, 1995 m agnetic cloud. Selecting 
discontinuities for which the field ro tates larger than  15° in ~ 1  min we applied field
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and plasm a tests to these selected discontinuities. The findings from the field tests 
showed the front cloud boundary to be a tangential discontinuity while all other 
discontinuities were found to be rotational. Tests which included plasm a data  con­
firmed some of the field results but not all. We did also find tem perature jumps 
across the discontinuities indicative of further structure to these discontinuities. 
A nother magnetic cloud we exam ined in which there were RD ’s is th a t on the Dec 
24-25, 1996 (see Farrugia et al. Graz [1998]). We also looked for large-scale pertur­
bations and suggested a  m ethod based on minimum variance analysis to search for 
coherent structures. We found evidence of three several-hour-long segments each 
having a well defined norm al and the normals between segments were significantly 
different. If a m inim um  variance analysis is carried out for the whole cloud, the 
normal obtained is different from the normals found for the 3 segments. We found 
no evidence for a  coherent structure in the last 6 hours of the October 1995 cloud 
and also between hours 3400 to 3500 UT between Segments 2 and 3. The normals 
of each segment do not appear to be aligned, and each segment normal is found to 
be different, with the norm al obtained for the whole cloud which is found to be x 
direction.
Larson et al. [1996] using da ta  from the Three-Dimensional Plasm a and Ener­
getic Particle Experim ent on W ind detected particles produced from solar flares. 
They found th a t prior to 3100 UT electron heat flux energies of 118 and 290 eV 
were found stream ing bidirectionally along magnetic field lines of the October 1995
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m agnetic cloud. At 3100 UT Larson et al. found th a t th e  bidirectional stream ing 
was replaced by unidirectional stream ing, and at 3400 UT there was a dropout 
of electrons in both these energy channels. From their observations, Larson et al. 
[1996] proposed that some lines of the bent flux rope m odel for a m agnetic cloud 
are connected at both ends while others were connected a t one end, and some dis­
connected from the Sun entirely. Larson et al. also noted th a t for the  last 6 hours 
of the October magnetic cloud there were repeated connections and disconnections 
of the  m agnetic field lines. This is the same tim e period where we could not find 
any coherent structure. As noted earlier, the cloud is runn ing into dense m aterial 
ahead, and is being overtaken by faster m aterial from behind.
We can conclude th a t there is evidence for large scale distortions of the  static  force- 
free Lundquist flux tube model for the O ctober 18-19, 1995 m agnetic cloud which 
m ay be th e  result of interactions with the surrounding plasm a.




There has been an interest in understanding magnetic clouds, their m otion in the 
solar wind, and their interaction w ith the E arth  as obtained through m easurem ents. 
To this end, sim ulations involving magnetic clouds play a part in adding to our 
understanding of m agnetic clouds. Simulations involving propagation of m agnetic 
clouds or flux tubes have been studied by various authors (e.g. Vandas et al. [1995], 
Vandas et al. [1996], Cargill et al. [1996]). Studies involving shock interactions with 
a m agnetic cloud ( Vandas et al. [1997]) have been carried out, in which the authors 
sim ulated an interaction of a shock wave overtaking a m agnetic cloud th a t was 
propagating away from the Sun. They concluded that the m agnetic field increased 
inside the cloud, the  m agnetic cloud was compressed in the radial direction, and 
the driven shock and the faster in terplanetary  shock merged together. Shock wave 
interactions with denser clouds, both gas dynam ic clouds and m agnetized clouds 
( not m agnetic flux tube  topology ), have also been studied in the past (Bedogni 
et al. [1990], Dai et al. [1994]). The purpose for the simulations carried out here 
is to develop an understanding of strong shock interaction, like the  E a rth ’s bow 
shock with a  m agnetic cloud. For the sim ulation, we represent a  m agnetic cloud as
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a static  force-free Lundquist flux tube. In the simulation, three constant density 
profiles were considered for the tube plasm a. The strong fast shock chosen has a 
strength  com parable to the E arth ’s bow shock. The simulations carried out here 
makes use of the  ideas of Cargill et al. ([1996], [1995]) for the representation of the 
Lundquist flux tube and from Bedogni et al. [1990] and Dai et al. [1994] for the 
setup of a shock interacting with a m agnetic cloud. The simulations axe carried out 
in one and two and one half dimensions ( 2 1/ 2-D ) and in a Cartesian coordinate 
system . In 2 1 /2-D  simulations, the sim ulation variables have no Z  dependence but 
components like Uz and B z are functions of X  and Y.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: (1) we discuss the normalization of the 
system  of equations used in the sim ulation; (2 ) present the flux tube model used 
in the sim ulation; (3) establish the shock relations used to determ ine the initial 
conditions of the  simulation; (4) present 1-D simulations results; and (5) 2 1/2-D 
sim ulation results; and (6) draw conclusions from the  results.
5.2 Normalization
We begin first by renormalizing the system  of equations which are to be solved 
numerically using the method discussed in C hapter 2. The reason for doing this 
is to  avoid dealing with numbers th a t are small in the simulations, as solar wind 
param eters tend  to be. For convenience, we repeat here the 1-D MHD equations
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which will be solved w ritten in the Lagrangian mass coordinate (dm  =  pdx) frame:
T t u  +  ^ F ( u )  =  0 ( 5 J )
with
U =
V - U x
ux p
XLy Ay
UZ F(U) = A*
VBy B XZly
V B Z —B xu~
E PUX +  AyUy +  A ZUZ
=  p / ( 7 - 1 ) / 3 + ^ 2 + -B ‘8irp
p = p +  -  B j)
07T
A y  =  —— B xB y 
4 7T
A_- =  ~ — B xB z47T
(5.2)
W ith V =  1//?. T he param eters are normalized as follows t  =  t / t 0, £ =  x / L q ,  
P =  pfpoS^x — Ux/Uq , =  Dy/Uo, Uz =  Uz/Uq, B x =  B x/Bo , B y =  B y/Bo.
B z = B :/ B q, p = p / ( B 0)2. The param eters with the  subscripts ”0” will be given 
explicit expressions below and these axe constants. W ith  the  use of the above 
definitions, the partia l derivatives with respect to tim e an d  the  Lagrangian mass 
coordinate become
m  =  r l i  (5-3>
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d _  _ 1  d_
dm  PqL q dm  
Using the above expression the continuity equation becomes
pQtQ d t  PqL q dm
By defining
t -is .
ta ~  Vo ’
the non-dimensionalized continuity equation is obtained.
Similarly, the  X  m om entum  equation becomes
Uo9U , + J t ± p  o  
to dt PqLq dm
Using the previous definition for to, and defining
p 2
U2 =  -2- '■'o — ’Po
the X  m om entum  equation is w ritten  in dimensionless form as
The Y  m om entum  equation can be expressed as
UodUy_ + J ^ d h = 0  
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and for the Z  m om entum  we have
m




dUz d k z n
~ W  + ~ d A =  ’ <5'14>
T he Y  magnetic flux equation becomes
Bo d V B y B qUq d B xUy
Poto d t PqL q dm  
and the Z  m agnetic flux equation is
Bo d V B z B 0Uo d B xUz
=  0 (5.15)
=  0 . (5.16)
Poto d t PqL q dm,
Again, with the use of the definitions for U q and to, the equations result in
and
T he to tal specific energy can be expressed in the normalized param eters as
E  =  P/ ( 7 - l ) f ,  +  Y *  + ± . B *  =  . (5.19)
2 07T p  P q
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Using this, the energy equation becomes
B l  d'E , B*U0 d(PU x +  A yUy +  k zUz) n
-r + — r   =  0 • (°-20)Poto d t poLo dm
and with the use of the expression for tQ, we can divide out the constants, and the 
energy equation becomes
d E  , d(PUx + AyUy + AZUZ) n
W  +  a *  =  0 (0 '21)
The form of the equations in normalized param eters have the same structure as 
the original equations. All results presented in the numerical calculations are sim­
ulated using normalized initial conditions. The normalization param eters (which 
are representative of solar wind conditions) used in this numerical study are:
Bo =  5 .0 x l0 ~5 gauss  =  5 n T  the am bient magnetic field 
po =  8.363 x  10-24 gcm~3, which corresponds to 5 particles cm -3 
U0 = Bo2/p0l/2 =  172.89 Arms-1 
Po =  Bo2 =  0.25 nPa
R  =  0.18A U  is the radius of the m agnetic flux tube
L q =  10072/18 =  1 is the normalized width of the simulation zone
t0 =  Lq/U q =  10.04 days
5.3 Flux Tube
A static  constant alpha force-free field is used to model the flux tube ( Burlaga 
[1988], Cargill et al. [1996] ) and in cylindrical coordinates it is the Lundquist
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Figure 5.1: M agnetic field com ponent Bg of the Lundquist Flux Tube Model with 
helicity of -1
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Figure 5.2: M agnetic field com ponent B z of the Lundquist F lux Tube Model
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Figure 5.3: Total magnetic field component B  of the cylindrically symm etric 
Lundquist Flux Tube Model
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flux tube model. The am bient plasm a th a t the flux tube is moving in is consid­
ered to have only a B z component for the magnetic field, direction parallel to the 
axis of sym m etry  of the tube. The assum ptions m ade here for modeling the  shock 
interaction w ith  a  magnetic cloud, though simplified, will give us an understand­
ing of the in teraction of a shock wave w ith a  magnetic cloud. The m athem atical 
representation for the fields in the m agnetic cloud are:
Bg = B f M a — ) a.Q
B z =  J B lo  + {Bf Jo(a— )Y  
V ao
W ith B f  a  constant to be determ ined, a  is obtained from the first zero of the 
zeroth order Bessel function Jo, and ao is the radius of the flux tube. W ith  this 
representation for the flux tube, the field configuration is
B tube =  ( 0  , B g( r ) ,B z (r))
and th e  am bient field is
B o  =  ( 0 , 0 ,  B z o)
The constant B j  (the axial field strength) is determ ined by requiring the tube be a 
to tal pressure balanced structure with respect to the am bient plasma. W ith these 
representation for the fields, the to tal pressure balance outside the tube is
P»= I*>  +  f f
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while inside the tube it is
P t f  =  P f  +  +  B I q +  ( B j J 0 ( x ) ) 2]
with x  =  a r / a 0. E quating ptj  =  Pto a t the tube surface ( x  =  a)  the constant B j  
can be determined in term s of known initial conditions as follows
n2 _  (PO ~  P f )
1 M a ) ^
B ’ = T t t ' / M 1 ~
^    P f    Pinside tube
PO Poutside tube 
_  87TPq 
d 2Dz0
Figure 5.1 gives a vector plot of Bg in the X-Y plane for a field of helicity of - 
1. The physical domain of this plot is 1x 1 and the num ber of cells used for this 
figure is 75x75. The ra tio  of the therm al pressure to the m agnetic pressure, /30. is 
equal to 1 with 6 =  0.5 and  B zq =  1. One can see an anti-clockwise ro tation  of 
the field in the X - Y  plane. T he B z m agnetic field component shown in Figure 5.2 
looks like an inverted bowl. The tube is immersed in an am bient field having only 
B z =  1. The total m agnetic field ( Figure 5.3 ) for the tube which is cylindrically 
symm etric, shows a jum p in the  m agnetic field at the cloud boundaries and reaching 
a  maximum at the center of th e  tube.
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5.4 Shock Relations
Consider the general case of a  shock propagating in a coordinate fram e with speed 
S. The MHD shock relations ( Kulikovskiy et al. [1965] ) in a fram e in which the 
shock is stationary  are:
B x  i  =  B x  2 ~  B n  
P i ( U x l  -  S )  =  P 2 { U x2 -  S )  
B n ( U y l  -  U y 2 ) =  B y l ( U x l  -  S )  -  B y 2 ( U x2  -  5 )  
B n ( U z l  - U z 2 ) =  B z l ( U x l  - S ) -  B z2 { U x2 -  S ) 
P i U y l ( U x l  -  S )  -  P 2 U y 2 { U x2  - S )  =  ^ ( B y l  -  B y 2 )
47T
P i U z l ( V x l  — S )  —  P 2 & z 2 ( U x2 —  S )  =  - — ( B z  i  — 5 - 2 )
4 7 T
P i  +  P i ( U x l  -  S ) 2 +  B y X § i v B z l  =  P2  +  p 2 { U x2 -  S ) 2 +
(Ux 1 -  S )* [£l -  e2 +  \ { U 2yl -  U22) +  -  5 22) +  | ( 5 rl -  S  )2 -  ^  -  S)2
+E1 _  ^  5 I l ± 5 l  _  S l± ^ k )}
P i  p 2 4 7 r  A t  A t
—   [ { B y l U y l  — B y 2 U y2 ) +  ( B Z\ U Z\  — B z2 D z 2 )\
4 7 T
The strength of the shock is given by the following relation.
C/1
C] =  1 [(C 02 +  c\ +  cl) + J(CZ + Cl + cir -  4QCD 
cl = BUH**
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Ct  =  { B2yl + B 2:l )l±Tpx
c l  = i v ! p \
where 1 denotes downstream of shock and 2 upstream  of shock. Consider a shock
U3x2 u3xl
Figure 5.4: Shock propagating through Plasm a
Ux 2 - S uxl- s
Figure 5.5: Rest frame of the Shock
propagating through am bient plasma. A transform ation is made in which the shock 
remains stationary and the am bient plasma is traveling towards the shock After 
transform ation into the rest fram e of the shock. The shock speed in terms of a fast
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shock Mach num ber will be:
S  =  U x  i  -f- C f a s t  M . shock
5.4.1 Check on R elations
Consider a plasm a with a field orientation of B  =  (0 ,0 , B \ ). The check is m ade on 
the solutions to  the shock relations by those given in Ferraro et al. [1966] in Table 




y / W z l
Col
B \  1
Sttpx /?!
r 2 _  7Pl
o1 ~  TT“Pi
C f
For infinitely strong shocks, the density jum p across the  shock
P2 /Pi =  (7 +  l ) / ( 7  -  1)
which for
7  =  5/3
is 4. Taking 7  =  5 /3 , p\ =  1, B x 1 =  10-6 , B z 1 =  1 and  pi =  B zl/8irQ we compare 
some results as a  check on the algorithm  for solutions downstream  of the shock with 
those from  Ferraro et al. [1966]: A non zero value is used for B x so as to  avoid
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Table 5.1: Check on shock algorithm
Q P l c a l c P 2 F P
1.5 0.1 1.70291 1.702
2.0 0.1 2.26381 2.264
3.0 0.1 2.29738 2.974
4.0 0.1 3.34628 3.346
5.0 0.1 3.55406 3.554
5.0 5.0 3.44271 3.443
any singularities in the numerical calculations of th e  MHD equations. The Mach 
num ber for the shock was chosen such th a t the components of the velocity behind 
the shock are sm all or nearly stationary. This was done prim arily so as to  avoid 
the use of a larger sim ulation region such th a t the  flux tube still remains in the 
com putational zone. Table 5.2 shows the initial conditions used in the sim ulations 
for the am bient and shocked plasma.
Table 5.2: Initial conditions of plasma dow nstream  of shock and am bient plasm a




ux -5.892092 xlO " 4 -3.18109
Uy 0 0
uz 0 0
B x l.O xlO -6 l.O xlO -6
By 0 0
B z 3.8831 1
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5.5 Results of 1-D Simulations
The 1-D simulations using 800 com putational zones were first carried out to ob­
tain some understanding of the interaction of a shock w ith an idealized magnetic 
cloud before looking at the 2 1/2 D sim ulation results. The mesh size for the 1-D 
simulations were chosen so as to resolve any discontinuities (e.g. shock) present 
in the simulation. The axis chosen for the  simulation is along the line running 
through the center of the tube in the X  direction, which will be referred to as the 
centerline X-axis of the tube. This line cuts the flux tube in half. Figure 5.6 gives 
the representation of the m agnetic field along this line. The panels from the top to 
the bottom  show the B Xl B y, B -  and the to tal field B .  The B x component is taken 
to be zero inside and outside of the tube  for the sim ulation. The B y component 
has a jum p at the tube boundary and a rotation of 180° in the field inside the 
tube. The B y component of the am bient plasma is zero. For the B z component 
the am bient value is 1 and in the flux tube  it has a m axim um  at the center of the 
tube which decreases to 1 a t the tube boundaries. The to tal field B  has a value 
of 1 in the ambient plasma with a jum p in the field at the tube boundaries and 
rises to a m axim um  at the center of the  flux tube. The tube has its center at 0.8. 
The positive X  direction in the plots will be from the viewers left to right. Three 
cases were considered: (1) Simulation 1 for pt ube / p  ambient =  0-5; (2) Simulation 2 
for ptube j Pambient — 1.0, and (3) Sim ulation 3 for Pt-u.be/Pambient — 2.0.
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1-D Simulation Param eters 
Shock Strength: M f ast  =  11.215
7  =  5/3, B x =  l.O xlO "6, B zo =  1, a  =  2.4048 and xjj =  Oor 180°.
S /  =  J 7 g > ^ ° ( l -< S )
A) =  1
5.5.1 Sim ulation 1
The results of this sim ulation axe shown in Figures 5.7-5.10. Figure 5.7 is a rep-
Table 5.3: Initial conditions for Sim ulation 1
Param eter Shocked S tate Ambient S tate Magnetic Tube
P 3.8831052 1 0.5
P 13.1038365 1/Stt 0.5/S jt
ux -5.892092 x lO " 4 -3.1810964 -3.1810964
U y 0 0 0
U~ 0 0 0
B y 0 0
B- 3.8831052 1
resentation of the solutions a t different times and are plotted on the same panel 
to give a tim e dependent image of the solutions as a  function of tim e ( see Forbes 
[1982] ). The panels from the top to bottom  show the  density (p), therm al pressure 
(P t h e r m a i ), the A'-component of the velocity ( U x )  and the m agnetic field components 
in the y and z direction (B y, B . ). Each line in each panel for each variable is a 
num erical solution of the MHD equations at a different tim e. Each plot in the 
figure has been shifted upwards from the  previous plot to create the tim e depen-
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Flux T u b e  a l o n g  t h e  a x i s
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X
^center “  fio ~ J A  <5 ~  0 . 5 ,  B n -  1 . 0  
a = 2 . 4 ,  a 0 =  0 . 1 8  , rj = 0  o r  1 8 0
Be= h B f J , f a r / a 0) , B = v  fB z« +  ( BfJ 0(ocr/ a n ) ) )  
Bf=(B2o / J 1( a ) ) % ( 1 - o ) ) , 3 ,  =  B, = B,cos(t))
Figure 5.6: M agnetic field com ponents and the to ta l field along the centerline x-axis 
of a  Lundquist flux tube.
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/^cloud/ a m b i e n t
Figure 5.7: Stacked plots of the 1-D num erical simulation of Simulation 1 a t differ­
ent times ( from top to bottom  ) for the density, therm al pressure, Ux component 
of the velocity, B y and B z com ponents of the magnetic field. Each plot of the so­
lution have been shifted upwards from the previous solution result for the stacked 
effect. For example, for the density, each solution has been shifted by 40q from its 
previous plot, where q=0.01. T he dashed line indicates the initial condition used 
for the problem.
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Figure 5.8: Results of the 1-D numerical simulation of Sim ulation 1 at various time 
steps ( from top to bottom  and color coded ) for the density, therm al pressure, 
total pressure and /?
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Figure 5.9: Results of the 1-D numerical sim ulation of Sim ulation 1 at various time 
steps ( from top to  bottom  and color coded ) for th e  components of the velocity 
and the to tal velocity
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Figure 5.10: Results of the 1-D numerical sim ulation of Simulation 1 a t various tim e 
steps ( from top to  bottom  and color coded ) for the components of the m agnetic 
field and the to ta l m agnetic field
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dent image, for example, each density plot is shifted by 40q, where q=0.01. The 
A" coordinates for the panels is the non-dimensional com putational domain of the 
sim ulation region, which is equal to 1. The positive X-axis in the plots is in the 
direction from 0 to 1.0. The do tted  lines in Figure 5.7 indicate the initial conditions 
of the simulation. The m agnetic flux tube is initially located in the region 0.62 <  x 
<  0.98 with the shock located at 0.6. The ratio of the density of the tube over the 
am bient plasm a for this sim ulation is 0.5. The tube and the surrounding ambient 
plasm a is propagating towards the shock from the viewers right to left with a  speed 
of ~  -3.18. Figures 5.8-5.10 also plots of variables which are color coded to indicate 
the solutions at different tim es in the simulation. The panels in Figure 5.8 from 
top to bottom  show the density (p), therm al pressure (P t h e r m a l ) ,  to tal pressure 
( P T O T A L = P T H E R M A L + P m a g n e t i c )  and P  the  ratio of therm al to m agnetic pressure. 
In Figure 5.9 the panels from top to bottom  show the components of the velocity 
(Ux , Uy, Uz) and the to tal velocity U. The magnetic field components (B x, B y, B z) 
and the to tal field B are shown in Figure 5.10.
W hen the initial fast shock interacts with the front tube boundary, an expansion 
wave propagates into the previously shocked plasm a and a shock wave is transm it­
ted through the flux tube. As a result of this interaction, the front tube boundary 
propagates in the positive X  direction. The whole region containing the expanded 
plasm a and the shocked tube plasm a is propagating towards the back boundary of 
the tube, which is unaware of any changes and still propagating a t its original speed
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in the  negative X  direction. The B y component of the m agnetic field downstream 
of the  transm itted  shock increases in m agnitude but still retains its orientation. 
One can clearly see an expansion wave reflected from the front tube  boundary into 
the intially shocked am bient plasm a as well as a transm itted  shock in the tube for 
the B z component. T he front boundary of the tube is still clearly defined after 
the shock interaction. W hen the transm itted  shock in th e  tube m eets the back 
boundary of the tube, a shock is reflected back into the tu b e  and  another shock 
transm itted  into the am bient plasm a trailing the tube from  this boundary. The 
effect of this interaction is an increase in m agnitude of the B y and B z component 
of the  magnetic field in  the tube. There is no noticeable change in the  ambient 
B y component, but there  is an increase in m agnitude of th e  B z com ponent of the 
m agnetic field.
As a  result of the shock interaction, the velocity of the tu b e  back boundary has a 
sm all negative Ux com ponent after this interaction. At th is tim e, the  front bound­
ary of the tube is propagating in the positive X  direction w ith a  internal shock 
propagating towards it. W hen this internal shock m eets the  front boundary a 
shock can be seen to be transm itted  into the previously expanded plasm a and a 
weaker shock reflected back into the tube. There is no noticeable change in the 
B y magnetic field com ponent of the  tube, but there is a change for the B z compo­
nent in the previously expanded am bient plasma. The back boundary, on meeting 
this reflected shock in the  flux tube will again produce a  reflected and transm itted
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shock in the  tube  and the previously shocked am bient plasm a trailing the tube. An 
observation we can make is th a t the w idth of the tube is found to have decreased 
( an observation also seen by Vandas et al. [1997] ) and the m agnetic field still 
retains the  ro ta tion  of ~180° for the B y m agnetic field com ponent. Also observed 
in the  sim ulation is an increase in the m agnitude for B z m agnetic field component 
thus the to ta l field an observation m ade by Vandas et al. [1997]. The magnetic 
field configuration is still sim ilar in shape to the initial m agnetic field components. 
The density profile of the resulting shock flux tube interaction in Figure 5.8 shows 
a bowl like stru c tu re  surrounded by shocked plasma, the boundaries of the tube are 
still clearly defined. This is also true  for the therm al pressure and the /? param eter 
but they axe not as deep a bowl-like structure as the density. The ratio of the den­
sity between the final and the initial tube is found to be greater then 4 (2.2/0.5) 
and this result can be explained if we consider m ultiple shock reflections off the 
tube boundaries which increase the density in the tube though with diminishing 
shock strengths. If one looks a t the solution for a tim e t > 0.2, it appeaxs the shock 
has propagated through the tube into the ambient plasm a behind the tube, with 
an expansion and shock wave propogating ahead of the flux tube. The ambient 
plasm a surrounding the  tube approaches values downstream  of the initial shock 
results.
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5.5.2 Sim ulation 2
The ratio of the density of the tube over the ambient plasm a for this simulation 
is 1.0. The results of the numerical simulation are shown in Figures 5.11-5.14.
Table 5.4: Initial conditions for sim ulation 2
Param eter Shocked State Ambient State M agnetic Cloud
P 3.8831052 1 1
P 13.1038365 1 / 8tt 0.5/87T
ux -5.892092 x lO "4 -3.1810964 -3.1810964
Uy 0 0 0
u~ 0 0 0
By 0 0
B z 3.8831052 1 +  (£ W o (a £ ))*
Figure 5.11 is p lotted  in the same form at as Figure 5.7. The density, therm al 
pressure, Ux com ponent of the velocity, B y and B z components of the m agnetic 
field plotted a t various tim es in the same panel. Figures 5.12-5.14 are also plotted 
as in Figures 5.8-5.10 and the variables are color coded to indicate the solutions 
a t various tim es in the  solutions. From Figure 5.11 we can observe a kink in the 
density and the B z component of the m agnetic field. This is due to the discontinuity 
in the initial conditions, where the shock and tube boundaries are spread over 
only 1 com putational cell. This behavior in the solution can also be seen in the 
earlier figures describing the results of Simulation 1. Ignoring this, the effect of the 
shock on the Lundquist flux tube is to  pass through the tube w ithout generating 
any reflected waves ( a  shock or expansion wave ) on interacting with the tube
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cloud/ P o m b i e n t
Figure 5.11: Stacked plots of the 1-D numerical simulation of Simulation 2 a t dif­
ferent times ( from top to bottom  ) for the density, therm al pressure, Ux com ponent 
of the  velocity, B y and B z components of the magnetic field. Each plot of th e  so­
lution have been shifted upwards from the previous solution result for the stacked 
effect. For example, for the density, each solution has been shifted by 40q from  its 
previous plot, where q=0.01. The dashed line indicates the initial condition used 
for the problem.
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Figure 5.12: Results of the  1-D numerical simulation of Sim ulation 2 a t various tim e 
steps ( from top to bo ttom  and color coded ) for the density, therm al pressure, to tal 
pressure and 0
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Figure 5.13: Results of the 1-D numerical sim ulation of Simulation 2 a t various tim e 
steps ( from top to bottom  and color coded ) for the components of the velocity 
and the to tal velocity
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Figure 5.14: Results of the 1-D numerical simulation of Simulation 2 a t various time 
steps ( from top to  bottom  and color coded ) for the components of the magnetic 
field and the to ta l m agnetic field
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boundaries. But w ith the passage of the shock through the front boundary, the 
velocity of the shocked am bient and tube plasm a is ~ 0 . B ut the back boundary of 
the tube is still propagating to the left at -3.181. W hen th is back boundary reaches 
the transm itted  shock, the  velocity of this boundary is ~ 0 . Before this happens, 
however, the w idth of the  tube has shrunk from its original size. The shock in 
this simulation basically treats the tube as if it were ju s t am bient plasm a with a 
different m agnetic field configuration. The components of the m agnetic field still 
retain  the same shape as the initial field but w ith an increase in m agnitude. The 
boundaries of the tube are still clearly defined after the  shock passage. The other 
plasm a variables such as density and therm al pressure are found to  be slightly lower 
then  the surrounding shocked am bient plasma. The ratio  of the density between 
the final and the  initial tube is found to be <  4. The b e ta  in the  tube region has 
increased but it is still lower then the surrounding shocked am bient plasma.
5.5.3 Sim ulation 3
The ratio of the density of the tube over the am bient plasm a for this sim ulation 
is 2.0. The results of the num erical sim ulation for this set of initial conditions 
are shown in Figures 5.15-5.18 plotted in the same form at as in the previous two 
simulations. Figure 5.15 also shows that when the shock m eets the  front tube 
boundary there is a shock reflected back into the previously shocked plasm a and 
a shock transm itted  into the tube. The resulting velocity of the  front boundary is 
still in the negative X  direction but with a  much reduced m agnitude. The back
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Figure 5.15: Stacked plots of th e  1-D num erical sim ulation of Simulation 2 a t dif­
ferent times ( from top to  bo ttom  ) for the density, therm al pressure, Ux com ponent 
of the  velocity, B y and B z com ponents of the m agnetic field. Each plot of th e  so­
lu tion have been shifted upwards from the  previous solution result for the stacked 
effect. For example, for the density, each solution has been shifted by 40q from its 
previous plot, where q=0.01. The dashed line indicates the initial condition used 
for the problem.
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Figure 5.16: Results of the 1-D numerical simulation of Simulation 3 a t various time 
steps ( from top to bottom  and color coded ) for the density, therm al pressure, total 
pressure and f3
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Figure 5.17: Results of the 1-D numerical sim ulation of Simulation 3 a t various tim e 
steps ( from top to bottom  and color coded ) for the components of the velocity 
and the total velocity
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Figure 5.18: Results of the 1-D num erical sim ulation of Sim ulation 3 at various tim e 
steps ( from top to bottom  and color coded ) for the components of the magnetic 
field and the to tal m agnetic field
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Table 5.5: In itial conditions for imulation 3
Param eter Shocked S tate Am bient State M agnetic Cloud
P 3.8831052 1 2
P 13.1038365 1/Str 0 .5 /8x
ux -5.892092 x lO "4 -3.1810964 -3.1810964
Uy 0 0 0
uz 0 0 0
By 0 0
B z 3.8831052 1 y s ? „  +  (B ,J.o ( * £ ) ) 2
flux tube  boundary is still moving a t its original speed and direction. W hen the 
tran sm itted  shock in the tube m eets the  back boundary a shock is transm itted  into 
th e  am bient plasm a but an expansion wave is reflected from this boundary back 
into the tube. The result of this expansion wave is to reduce the density, thermal 
pressure, to ta l pressure and the B y and B z m agnetic field components in tube. The 
effect of the expansion wave on the  velocity is to reduce its m agnitude to ~ 0 . The 
back flux tu b e  boundary will be sta tionary  from this time onwaxds in th e  simulation 
bu t the  front flux tube boundary will still be moving to the left until the  expansion 
wave reaches it. During this tim e, the  width of the tube is expanding but it will 
not expand back to its original w idth. W hen this internal expansion wave hits the 
front tube boundary one can see an expansion wave transm itted  into the  previously 
shocked plasm a ahead of the front tube  boundary. There is no observable reflected 
expansion or shock wave in the tube. The ratio  of the density between th e  final and 
the  initial tube  for this sim ulation is « 3 . The magnetic field components in the
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tube increased in m agnitude but still retained the original tube profile, th a t is, 180° 
rotation in the B y component and the hump like structure in the B z component 
after the shock passage.
For the three 1-D simulations we can draw the following conclusions. F irst we note 
that the only differences in the initial conditions of the 1-D simulations is in the 
density of the flux tube. In Simulation 1 the density is 0.5 while in Simulation 2 it 
is 1 and in Sim ulation 3 it is 2. This affects the value of the fast wave in the tube, 
tha t is,
C f  =  \ [ ( C 2o +  c l  +  C£2) +  v t e  +  C l  +  C t)2 -  4C'Cl]
Cl  =  B l J ^ p ,
C2t= { B l ^ B 2zl) l ^ Pl 
C l  =  i p / p i
In Simulation 1, the fast wave in the ambient plasm a is lower then in the tube. For 
Simulation 2, they  axe approxim ately equal, while in Simulation 3, the fast wave 
is higher for the am bient plasm a than  in the tube. Consider a boundary which 
separates two different plasmas designated by 1 and 2. A shock will be considered 
to be traveling from 1 to 2 at an imaginary flux tube boundary. If the unshocked 
fast wave has C /ast,2 >  C fa3t,i, an expansion wave is reflected from the boundary 
and a shock transm itted  through. This is seen in Simulation 1 when the shock 
interacts with the  front boundary and in Simulation 3 when the transm itted  shock
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interacts w ith the back boundary of the tube. For the case when C fast,i—C fast,2i 
a  shock passes through the  boundary without any waves reflected back from the 
boundary, as seen by the shock interaction at the  front and back boundaries of the 
tube in Sim ulation 2. In the case when C/ast,2 <  C fast,u a shock is transm itted  and 
reflected from the  boundary. We can see this in Sim ulation 1, when the transm itted  
shock m eets the back boundaxy of the tube, and in Sim ulation 3, when the shock 
interacts w ith the front tube boundary. A nother observation we can make is th a t for 
all three cases the  w idth of the tube is reduced when a  shock has completely passed 
through the tube. The ratio of the density of th e  tu b e  after all the interactions is 
found to  be greater than  4, the maximum possible for an infinitely strong, single 
shock passing through a plasm a for the case when the ratio of the initial flux 
tube density to  the surrounding ambient plasm a is 0.5. For the o ther two cases 
considered, the  density for the flux tube after a  fast shock interaction is <  4. The 
magnetic field topology for the flux tube is still re tained  after the shock interaction 
but with an increase in m agnitude of the com ponents. The boundaries of the flux 
tube have not eroded as a result of the fast shock interaction.
5.6 Results of 2 1/2-D Simulations
We extend th e  num erical simulations carried out above to  2 1/2-D. The simulations 
were all done using 200x200 com putational zones, and the dom ain of the  simulation 
is l x l .  The differences for the 3 simulations axe in the  initial conditions for the
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Figure 5.19: Shaded and contour plots of the in itia l densities used in the 2 1/2-D 
simulations.
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Figure 5.20: Shaded and contour plots of the initial velocity (Ux) and pressure used 
in the 2 1/2-D simulations.
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Figure 5.21: Shaded and contour plots of the initial Lundquist flux tube m agnetic 
field components B x, B y and B z used in the 2 1/2-D simulations.
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density of the Lundquist flux tube. The figures which show the initial conditions 
used in the 21/2-D sim ulations have a shaded and a contour plot. For an observer 
viewing the shaded plot, the X - Y plane is at an angle into the figure. The Zaxis will 
be perpendicular to this plane in the direction from the bottom  to  top indicating 
the  m agnitude of the variable plotted. The positive X  axis for th e  shaded plots 
will be from the viewer’s left to  right. The X - Y  plane indicates the  com putational 
cells used in the sim ulation. For the  contour plots the positive X  axis is also in the 
direction from an observer’s left to  right when viewing the plots and the positive Y  
axis will be along a line from the bottom  to the top of the viewed figure. Figure 5.19 
shows the initial density for the three cases considered, and the shock is represented 
by the sharp drop in the shaded plots, while in the contour plots it is located on the 
right half of the figure as a band of straight lines. This representation of the shock 
as straight lines will also be true  for the  other variables such as pressure, velocity 
and the m agnetic field com ponents. The top plot in Figure 5.19 represents the case 
when the density in the Lundquist flux tube is one half th a t of the surrounding 
am bient plasm a which has been normalized to be 1. The m iddle two plots represent 
the case when the densities in the  tube  and surrounding am bient plasm a are equal. 
The last two plots a t the bo ttom  of the figure refer to the case when the tube 
density is twice th a t of the surrounding am bient plasma. Downstream  of the shock 
the plasm a has a density of ~3.88. The tube and surrounding am bient plasm a are 
traveling in the negative X  direction w ith a normalized speed of ~-3.18 ( see Figure
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5.20 top panel ). This will be from right to left if one is looking down a t the figure. 
There is no Uy and U~ components to the velocity field. Downstream of the shock 
the velocity Ux is of the order of 10~4. Also plotted  in the bottom  panels in Figure
5.20 are the pressure profile at t= 0 . The pressure in the ambient plasm a is taken as 
I / 87r and in the tube it is 0.5/87T. The contour plots do not show this clearly, but if 
one looks closely a t the shaded plot for the pressure one can see a circle surrounding 
a slight depression in the figure which is boundary of the tube. The normalized 
pressure downstream  of the shock is ~13.1. The initial magnetic field components 
are shown in Figure 5.21. The top plot in the figure is the Bx com ponent, the 
m iddle plot the B y component and the bottom  plot is the B z component of the 
m agnetic field. Looking at the B x and B y m agnetic field plots one can see th a t the 
B y com ponent has the same magnitude and rotation as the B x component except 
th a t the B x com ponents have been ro ta ted  counterclockwise by 90° about the Z  
axis. Along the  centerline X-axis of the tube  ( which is the line drawn parallel to 
the X  axis from the  100£/l Y  com putational c e ll) the B y component of the m agnetic 
field rotates 180°. For the B x component of the magnetic field the rotation of 180° 
occurs in the Y  direction. There are no components for the magnetic field in the 
X  and Y  direction for the am bient plasma and also downstream of the shock. For 
the B~ com ponent plotted a t the bottom  of Figure 5.21 the Lundquist tube can 
be distinguished from the am bient plasma by the hill or mound-like s tructu re  in 
the figure. T he B z component ambient plasm a surrounding the tube is set at 1
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and downstream of the shock B z is ~3.S8. Again th e  only difference with the 
three initial conditions for the numerical simulations are the density ratio of the 
Lundquist flux tube w ith respect to the surrounding am bient plasma.
For the discussion th a t follows Case 1 will refer to the  set of initial conditions as 
in Simulation 1 for the 1-D case, th a t is, with p tu be/ P am b ien t =  0.5; Case 2 as in 
Simulation 2 will be for initial conditions of P tu b e /p a m b ie n t  =  1; and Case 3 will 
be for p tu b e /p a m b ie n t  =  2 as was the case for the 1-D results of Simulation 3. The 
plots of the sim ulation results in each figure are shown from different views for 
each variable. Beginning with the top left plot, this shaded plot is in the same 
view used to show the initial conditions of the sim ulation. The top right plot in 
the figure is a view in the direction an observer has way downstream of the initial 
shock and flux tube configuration. The middle left plot is a contour plot of the 
simulation corresponding to the top left shaded plot. The middle right plot is a 
view an observer has looking at the  results in the opposite direction ( from inside 
the page looking out ) of the top left plot. The bottom  left plot is from a direction 
upstream  of the  shock and tube, th a t is, as seen from a position in the ambient 
plasma.
5.6.1 Case 1
Figure 5.22 - 5.29 are plots of the density, pressure, components of the velocity 
(Ux,Uy,Uz), components of the m agnetic field (Bx, B y, B z) a t t=0.17. The results of 
this simulation will be discussed in the following order: (1) the reflected expansion
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Figure 5.22: Density plots for Case 1 a t t=0 .17 . See tex t for description of the 
various views.
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Figure 5.23: Pressure plots for Case 1 at t=0 .17 . See tex t for description of the
various views.
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Figure 5.24: Ux velocity com ponent plots for Case 1 at t=0.17. See tex t for de­
scription of the various views.
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Figure 5.25: Uy velocity component plots for Case 1 at t=0.17. See tex t for de­
scription of the various views.
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Figure 5.26: Uz velocity com ponent plots for Case 1 a t t=0.17. See tex t for de­
scription of the various views.
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Figure 5.27: B x m agnetic field component plots for Case 1 at t=0.17. See text for 
description of the  various views.
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Figure 5.28: B y magnetic field component plots for Case 1 at t=0.17. See tex t 
fordescription of the various views.
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Figure 5.29: B z m agnetic field component plots for Case 1 a t t=0.17. See tex t for 
description of the  various views.
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wave; (2) the plasm a dow nstream  of the reflected expansion wave and the front 
boundary of the flux tube ( Region 1 ); (3) the flux tube  iteself covering [115- 
145] x  [60-140] com putational cells in the contour plots ( Region 2 ); (4) T he plasm a 
from the back boundary of th e  flux tube to the transm itted  shock; and (5) the 
transm itted  shock.
R eflected  Expansion W ave
Looking a t Figure 5.22 for th e  density the top right plot from the viewers left 
to right one comes across a  V shaped structure. This structure is due to the 
discontinuity of the initial conditions used in the  sim ulation where the shock and 
the boundaries of the tube are spread over 1 com putational cell. In the contour 
plot th is V  shaped structure  is seen as two straight lines running parallel to  the 
y-axis located near the 30i/l com putational cell in the  X  direction. Right after this 
s tructure one sees the cylindrical expansion wave. T he interaction of th e  initial 
shock w ith the front tube boundary produces a reflected cylindrical expansion wave 
propogating in the  negative X  direction ( to the viewers left ) downstream of the 
initial shock and ahead of th e  front tube boundary. This expansion wave is seen 
in th e  contour plot as the fu rth er m ost curved line. T he expansion wave is also 
seen in the  figures for the pressure ( Figure 5.23 ), velocity components Ux and Uy 
( Figures 5.24 - 5.25 ) and th e  B~ m agnetic field com ponent ( Figure 5.29 ).
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R e g io n  1
This region covers the plasm a downstream  of the expansion wave and the front 
boundary of the flux tube which in the contour plot is located between 30 — 100i/l 
X  com putational cells ( see Figure 5.22 ). The density is lower then  values up­
stream  of the expansion wave and the plasm a in this region has a positive velocity 
com ponent in the X  direction and a sym m etric structure along the  centerline X- 
axis of the  tube ( which is the line drawn parallel to the x-axis from the 100£A 
Y  com putational cell ) as seen in Figure 5.24. The plasm a here has a small Uz 
velocity component ( m axim um  m agnitude of ~0.04, see Figure 5.26) and has an 
antisym m etric structure about the centerline .Y-axis of the tube. From  this struc­
ture for Uz we can infer tha t the tube plasm a below the tube centerline X-axis is 
moving in the negative Z  direction while the plasma above this axis are moving in 
the positive Z  direction. In the Uy velocity component ( Figure 5.25 ) one can see 
in this region an antisym m etric structure about the centerline A-axis of the tube. 
The plasm a below the centerline Af-axis of the tube the plasm a has a  positive Uy 
velocity com ponent and for the plasm a above this axis it has a negative Uy velocity 
com ponent. From the velocity profiles for Ux and Uy the plasm a is moving to fill 
the void left by the flux tube whose front boundary has been pushed inwards but 
w ith a  slight shear in the Z  direction. As expected, there are no corresponding B x 
and B y m agnetic field components observed in this region ( see Figures 5.27-5.28 ). 
For the B z component ( Figure 5.29 ) of the magnetic field, there is a  reduction in
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m agnitude due to the expansion wave. Near the 90£/l X  com putational cell a shock 
can be seen propagating away from the  front tube boundary in the  density, pressure 
and the B z component of the m agnetic field. From the  results of Sim ulation 1 this 
would be the transm itted  shock due to an internal shock ( th a t was reflected earlier 
from the back tube boundary from the initial transm itted  shock ) interaction with 
the  front tube boundary.
R eg io n  2 ( F lu x  T ube )
T he flux tube can now be seen as a bag-like structure covering [115-145] x  [60-140] 
com putational cells in the Figure 5.22 of the density contour plot. The tube is 
still sym m etrical along the centerline A'-axis of the tube but not along its initial 
centerline T-axis. The ‘cup’ like s tructu re  seen in the pressure contour plot ( Figure 
5.23 ) w ithout the  ‘handle’ is the tube. Ahead of the ‘cup’, to th e  viewer’s left, is 
th e  shock propagating away from the front tube boundary. From the  Ux velocity 
plot ( Figure 5.24 ) the outer edges of the  tube ( furthest edges perpendicular to the 
centerline A’-axis of the tube ) has a  negative component ( moving to  the viewer’s 
left ) while the middle of th e  tube has a positive Ux com ponent. T he tube plasma 
has a Uy component th a t is moving away from the centerline X-axis of the tube. 
W ith  the two motions combined, we can say th a t there is a  flow of plasm a away 
from the center X-axis of the  tube towards the edges of the  tube in th e  Y  direction 
followed by m otion in the  positive X  direction a t these outer edges. It appears th a t
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the tube plasma has to travel around the expanded plasm a upstream of the front 
boundary. The Bx and B y com ponent’s of the magnetic field (Figures 5.27-5.28) 
for the tube still ro ta te  from negative to positive after the interaction with the 
shock. For the Bx component (Figure 5.27) the rotation is no longer smooth, as 
seen by the presence of an additional structure near the front boundary of the tube. 
In the contour plot for the B x component this additional structure is seen as the 
islands just before the first series of closely drawn contour lines. These islands are 
antisym m etric about the centerline X-axis of the tube. The Bx field component in 
the tube appears to be more dense for regions away from centerline X-axis of the 
tube, that is, pushed away from the middle. The B y m agnetic field component (see 
Figure 5.28) is found to be compressed in the X  direction. Looking at the B y field 
component along the centerline X-axis of the tube starting  from the viewers left to 
right, the field starts  a t zero at the front boundary drops to  a minimum negative 
value and then rises rapidly to a positive maximum value only to drop to zero at 
the back boundary of the tube. At the outer edges away from the centerline X-axis 
of the tube and a t the front boundary we can see additional structures in which the 
field B y has a negative component. The By component of the  field still rotates but 
through a  much smaller region and thus more rapidly when compared to the initial 
B y field configuration. In the tube, the B z component has a positive m agnitude 
(Figure 5.29) and compressed in the X  direction and curved at the back boundary 
of the tube.
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R egion  4 ( B ack  tu b e  b o u n d ary  to  tra n sm itted  shock  )
The view of the bottom  left plots in each figure are from a direction a viewer has if 
the person were standing a t a point in the  am bient plasma th a t lies on a line th a t 
passes through the centerline A'-axis of the tube. Shocks can be seen propogating 
away from the back boundaries ( top and bottom  ) of the tube but w ith speeds 
no faster then the transm itted  shock ( for example see Figure 5.29). These shocks 
appear to  be connected to  the  transm itted  shock ( see below ). In th e  region 
between the shocks which includes the centerline A-axis of the tube the plasm a has 
a positive Ux component near the back tube boundary, which approaches zero as one 
travels towards the transm itted  shock with Uy components th a t are moving away 
from the  centerline A-axis of the  tube. Beyond the  shocks, the plasma is moving 
away from the centerline A-axis of the tube but with a negative Ux com ponent. 
This indicates th a t the plasm a downstream of the back boundary of the flux tube 
is traveling around the tube and not penetrating it. The density in the  region 
between the  shocks are lower then those beyond the shocks. This observation is 
also true for the therm al pressure and the B z magnetic field component.
T ra n sm itted  Shock
The shock th a t has been transm itted  through the  tube can be seen in the  contour 
plots as the dark band of closely spaced lines near the 150f/l A  com putational cell. 
For the shaded plots like the density this transm itted  shock is seen as a sharp drop
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in m agnitude to the view ers right. The portion of the shock th a t passed through 
the tube is found to have traveled further hence faster than  for the  portion of the 
shock that had passed the am bient plasma. This accounts for the curved structure 
seen for the transm itted  shock.
5.6.2 Case 2
This is the case where the  density in the tube is equal to the  surrounding am bient 
plasma. The magnetic field components are still described by  the  Lundquist flux 
tube model. Figures 5.30-5.37 are plots of the simulation for th e  density, pressure, 
velocity components (Ux, Uy, Uz) and the magnetic field com ponents (f?r , B yi B z) 
at t=0.13.
Looking at the density plot (Figure 5.30) the shock is seen to have passed through 
the tube w ith the m agnitude of the fluid and magnetic variables in the tube and 
the surrounding plasm a downstream of the shock approxim ately equal. One can 
see two v-shaped structures which are due to discontiniuties of the initial shock 
and front tube boundary. The transm itted  shock can be seen around the lZ7tfl X  
com putational cell and it is straight, th a t is, no curvature is seen to  the portion 
of the shock th a t had passed through the tube. This would indicate th a t there is 
no difference in speed for the  portion of the shock th a t traveled through the tube 
from the portion of the same shock th a t traveled through the  surrounding am bient
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DENSITY 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S T = 0 . 1 3  
C ASE 2
Figure 5.30: Density plots for Case 2 at t=0.13. See tex t for description of the 
various views.
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Figure 5.31: Pressure plots for Case 2 a t t=0.13. See tex t for description of the 
various views.
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Ux 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S T = 0 . 1 3  
CASE 2
Figure 5.32: Ux velocity component plots for Case 2 at t=0.13. See text for de­
scription of the various views.




Uy 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S T = 0 . 1 3  
C A SE  2
Figure 5.33: Uy velocity component plots for Case 2 at t=0.13. See tex t for de­
scription of the various views.
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Uz 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 7  
CASE 1
Figure 5.34: Uz velocity component plots for Case 2 at t=0 .13 . See tex t for de­
scription of the various views.
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Bx 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  ZONES 
CASE 2
Figure 5.35: B x magnetic field component plots for Case 2 at t=0.13. See tex t for 
description of the various views.
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By 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 3  
CASE 2
Figure 5.36: B y m agnetic field component plots for Case 2 a t  t=0.13. See text for 
description of the various views.
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B z  2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 3  
CASE 2
Figure 5.37: B z m agnetic field component plots for Case 2 at t= 0 .13 . See tex t for 
description of the various views.
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plasm a. A sim ilar observation can be m ade for the pressure (Figure 5.31). The 
pressure in the  tube is slightly lower then the surrounding plasm a after the shock 
passage. T he Ux component in the tube  is found to have the same m agnitude 
as in the  surrounding plasma, which is close to zero. There are small non-zero 
com ponents for Uy and Uz, which implies there is motion in the Y  and Z  direction 
for the tube  but its m agnitude is small. There is an antisym m etric structure seen 
about the centerline X-axis of the tube for Uy and Uz. From Figure 5.34 for £/-, the 
bo ttom  half of the  tube centerline X-axis has a motion in the negative Z  direction 
while above th is axis the m otion of the plasm a is in the positive Z  direction. As 
w ith Case 1 the  tube  is distorted as a result of the shock passage but again the 
boundaries are still clearly defined. From the magnetic field components ( B x, B y, 
B~ ) p lo tted  we find th a t the tube has been squeezed in the X  direction and the 
ro tation  in the  B x and B y components of the magnetic fields are still present after 
the  shock has passed through the tube. There are no added structures to  be seen 
as in Case 1 for the B x and B y m agnetic field components. The m axim um  values 
and rapid changes for B x are to  be found near tube boundaries away from the 
centerline x-axis of the tube. The m agnitude of the B y component of the m agnetic 
field is enhanced, w ith a sharper descent to zero found at the back boundary of the 
tube. From  the  plot of the B z com ponent of the m agnetic field ( Figure 5.37 ) we 
can see th a t the  m agnitude has been increased by the shock passage but the overall 
shape ( hill s truc tu re  ) is still the same though compressed in the X  direction. For
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this case, the results of the simulation would indicate th a t the initial shock passed 
through the tube w ithout generating any expansion or shock waves as it crossed 
the boundaries of the tube. The end result was for the tube to be squeezed in the 
A' direction with an increase in m agnitude for the density, pressure, m agnetic field 
components ( B x, B y, B z ) and a small velocity field in the Y  and Z  direction.
5.6.3 Case 3
This sim ulation is for the flux tube whose initial density is twice th a t of the sur­
rounding am bient plasma. Figures 5.38 - 5.45 are the results of the sim ulation of 
the density, therm al pressure, velocity components ( Ux, Uy, Uz ) and magnetic 
field components ( B x, B y, B z ) at t=0.17. The results of this simulation will 
be discussed in the  following order: (1) the reflected shock wave from the front 
tube boundary; (2) the plasm a downstream of the reflected shock wave and the 
front boundary of the flux tube ( Region 1 ); (3) the  flux tube iteself covering 
[85-120] x [60-140] com putational cells in the contour plots ( Region 2 ) ; (4) The 
plasm a from the back boundary of the flux tube to the  transm itted  shock; and (5) 
the transm itted  shock.





2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 7
Figure 5.38: Density plots for Case 3 a t t=0.17. See text for description of the 
vaxious views.
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2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S T = 0 . 1 7
Figure 5.39: Pressure plots for Case 3 a t t=0.17. See tex t for description of the 
various views.
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Ux 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 7  
CASE 3
Figure 5.40: Ux velocity component plots for Case 3 at t=0.17. See tex t for de­
scription of the  various views.
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Uy 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S T = 0 . 1 7  
CASE 3
Figure 5.41: Uy velocity com ponent plots for Case 3 a t t=0.17. See tex t for de­
scription of the various views.
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U z 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 7  
CASE 3
Figure 5.42: Uz velocity com ponent plots for Case 3 a t t=0.17. See tex t for de­
scription of the various views.
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Bx 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 7  
CASE 3
Figure 5.43: B x m agnetic field component plots for Case 3 a t t=0.17. See tex t for 
description of the  various views.
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By 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S T = 0 . 1 7  
CASE 3
Figure 5.44: B y m agnetic field component plots for Case 3 a t t=0.17. See text for 
description of the various views.
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B z 2 0 0 X 2 0 0  Z O N E S  T = 0 . 1 7  
CASE 3
Figure 5.45: B z m agnetic field component plots for Case 3 at t=0.17. See text for 
description of the  various views.
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R eflected  Shock  W ave
In the  density plot ( Figure 5.38 ) is a  cylindrical reflected shock propagating away 
from the  front tube boundary towards the viewer’s left. T he leading edge of this 
shock is seen as the first curved line in the contour plot for the  density.
R eg io n  1
This is the region between the cylindrical reflected shock wave and the tube front 
boundary and ranges from the 25th to the 80th X  com putational cells. There is 
an increase in m agnitude of the density and pressure ( Figure 5.39 ) due to the 
shock passage, while the Ux component of the  velocity ( Figure 5.40 ) indicates the 
plasm a has a negative com ponent, i.e., the plasm a in this region is traveling to the 
viewer’s left. For the Uy com ponent of the velocity field ( Figure 5.41 ), the  plasma 
in this region is moving away from the centerline X-axis of th e  tube. There is no 
Uz com ponent for the plasm a in this region. The net effect of the  velocity field in 
this region is for the plasm a to be propagating outwards ( away ) from the front 
tube boundary. In this region the B x and B y m agnetic field are zero ( see Figures 
5.43-5.44 ). However, looking at Figure 5.45 for the B z com ponent of the m agnetic 
field, we can see an increase for this region downstream  of the reflected shock and 
the front boundary of the tube.
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R eg io n  2 ( F lu x  T ube )
T he flux tube located between [85-120] x  [60-140] com putational cells is seen clearly 
in the  density contour plot but it has been distorted and its width in the X  direction 
reduced from its original shape by the  shock passage but still having clearly defined 
boundaries. A mushroom structure comes to m ind when viewing the tube  contour 
profile. From the Ur velocity field plot ( Figure 5.40 ) the plasm a in the tube  th a t 
is furthest away from the centerline X-axis of the tube has a positive X  com ponent 
while in between the plasma in the tu b e  has a  negative X  component. T he plots 
for Uy ( Figure 5.41 ) has a com plicated structure  but overall one can see th a t the 
tube plasm a is moving away from the  centerline A-axis of the  tube. There is a 
sm all Uz ( Figure 5.42 ). Below the centerline A-axis of the tube the  plasm a in 
the  tube has a negative Uz component while above this axis it has a positive Uz 
com ponent, indicating th a t the tube plasm a is being pulled in opposite directions 
about this axis. The m agnitude of th e  density ( Figure 5.38 ) in the tube  is higher 
then the surrounding plasma, and the opposite is true  for the pressure ( Figure 5.39 
), i.e., it is lower in the tube than the  surrounding plasma. We also find th a t the 
tube plasm a pressure is lowest in regions a t the  front boundary and in the  regions 
of the tube furthest away from the tubes centerline A-axis in the Y  direction. 
This band of low pressure indicates the passage of the expansion wave propagating 
away from the front tube boundary. T he m agnetic field component B x ( Figure 
5.43 ) is still bipolar, going from negative to  positive in the tube, but there is some
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complicated structure seen at the back boundary of the tube. In the contour plot 
these complicated structures are the closely spaced lines indicating there are rapid 
changes in the Bx component of the magnetic field taking place in these regions. 
The Bx structure in the tube is still antisym m etric after the shock passage. For 
the By component ( Figure 5.44 ), the original field is found to be compressed in 
the X  direction, more so in the region of the tube with the positive magnitude. 
The rotation from negative to positive is rapid as seen in the B y closely lines at the 
back boundaries of the  tube. T he B z magnetic field com ponent has lower positive 
values ( the surrounding plasm a ) around the front boundaries of the ‘m ushroom ’ 
tube and rises to values higher then the surrounding plasma. As was noted earlier, 
this region of lower B z values indicates an expansion wave propagating away from 
the front tube boundary.
R egion  4 ( B ack  tu b e  b ou n d ary  to  tra n sm itted  sh ock  )
The plasma in the region between the transm itted  shock ( where the shock bulges 
in the positive X  direction ) and the back boundary of the tube has positive Ux 
(Figure 5.40). This region will be referred to as Region A in further discussions. 
The plasm a outside Region A bu t still in Region 4, referred to  as Region B for 
further discussion, has a negative Ux velocity component. In both these regions 
the plasm a has a Uy component ( see Figure 5.41 ) directed towards the centerline 
A-axis of the tube. Uz =  0 in both  these regions ( Figure 5.42 ). The density of
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the plasma in Region A is lower when compared to  th e  density in Region B ( see 
bottom  left plot in Figure 5.38 ). As was noted in Sim ulation 1. the shock travels 
faster in the region with the  lower density which would account for the bulge in the 
positive direction for the transm itted  shock, discussed below. The therm al pressure 
( Figure 5.39 ) in Region A is lower than  in Region B. There are no magnetic field 
components for B x and B y ( see Figures 5.43 - 5.44 ). For the B~ component of 
the m agnetic field ( Figure 5.45 ) one finds th a t Region B has a higher m agnitude 
than  Region A which when added with the therm al pressure would imply th a t the 
plasm a in Region A is being squeezed towards the centerline A-axis of the  tube  
and as a  result of this the plasm a is je tting  out in the positive AT direction.
T ran sm itted  S h ock
The initial shock was transm itted  through the flux tube  can be seen in the contour 
plots of the figures as a  series of closely spaced lines located near the 150f/l X  
com putational cells. An interesting feature for th is tran sm itted  shock which differs 
from the two previous sim ulations is tha t the portion of the  shock that traveled 
in the tube moved slower then  the portion of the sam e shock th a t had traveled in 
the am bient plasm a. This would account for the curvature in the  shock profile in 
the contour plots. The density of the plasm a in Region A is lower when com pared 
to the density in Region B. As was noted in Sim ulation 1, the  shock travels faster 
in the region with the lower density, and this would account for the bulge in th e
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positive direction for the shock that transm itted  through the tube.
5.7 Conclusion
From the 1-D and the 2 i/2 -D  simulation results we can conclude the following for 
interactions of shock with a Lundquist flux tube boundary:
( l )  Ptv.be Pambient
An expansion wave is reflected and a shock transm itted  into the tube when the 
inital shock interacted with the front tube boundary. A shock can be seen prop­
agating away from the front tube boundary and this is the result of the initial 
transm itted  shock interacting with the back tube boundary. This interaction will 
generate a reflected shock in the tube which, on meeting the front tube boundary, 
is transm itted  into the previously expanded plasma. The transm itted  shock trav­
els faster in the tube then in the surrounding am bient plasma. The width of the 
tube is also reduced in the direction of shock propogation. The edges of the tube 
(regions perpendicular to the centerline X-axis of the tube) and curved in the di­
rection opposite of the shock propogation direction. The rotations in the m agnetic 
fields are still preserved but w ith added structures at the front boundaries of the 
tube. There is a much flatter profile to the B z component as if one had taken the 
initial B z profile, squeezed it from both sides in the X  direction and curved the 
back boundary to give it triangular structure.
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( 2 )  Ptube — Pambient
No reflected waves are seen. The width of the tube is also reduced in the direction of 
shock propogation. The edges of the tube ( regions perpendicular to the centerline 
x-axis of the tube ) are found not to be curved. The rotations in the m agnetic 
fields are still preserved and no added structures are to be found at the front or 
back boundaries boundaries of the tube. There is a much flatter profile to  th e  B z 
component as if one had taken the initial B z profile, squeezed it from both sides in 
the X  direction.
( 3 )  Ptube Pambient
A shock is reflected and transm itted  from the boundary when the initial shock 
interacted with the  front tube boundary. The transm itted  shock travels slower in 
the tube then in the surrounding am bient plasma. Also noticed at t=0.17 there  is 
an expansion wave propagating away from the front tube boundary. This expansion 
wave is the result of the transm itted  shock interacting with the back tube boundary 
producing a reflected expansion wave in the tube. On interacting with th e  front 
tube boundary this reflected expansion wave, produces a transm itted  expansion 
wave into the previously shocked plasma. The width of the tube is reduced in the 
direction of shock propogation. The edges of the tube ( regions perpendicular to the 
centerline A-axis of the tube ) are curved in the direction of shock propogation. The 
plasma inside and outside the tube have velocity components in the X- Y  p lane that
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‘conform’ to the geom etry of the tube and the surrounding plasm a. The rotations 
in the magnetic fields are still preserved but with added structures at the back 
boundaries of the tube . There is a much flatter profile to  the  B : component as if 
one had taken the  in itial B z profile, squeezed it from both  sides in the X  direction 
and flattened the top of the resulting structure.
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Chapter 6
Observation of A Magnetic 
Cloud-Shock Interaction
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of th is chapter is to correlate aspects of the numerical results of 
Chapter 5 w ith an observation involving a shock w ith a m agnetic cloud. A num ber 
of m agnetic clouds have been observed by WIND ( see examples given in C hapter 2 
) upstream  of the  E arth . Since the E arth  is an obstacle to the flow of the supersonic 
and superalfvenic solar wind a bow shock will be present upstream  of the E arth  to  
slow down the  solar wind plasma so it m ay flow past the E arth  (see Spreiter et. al. 
[1966]. Typically the  subsolar point of the E a rth ’s bow shock is ~14 R e  upstream  
of the E a rth  Fairfield [1971]. A m agnetic cloud was observed by WIND from 
October 18-20, 1995 approxim ately 176 R e  upstream  of E arth  and GEOTAIL, 
another m em ber of the Global Geospace Mission spacecraft family. During this 
time, GEOTAIL had a dawn to dusk orbit upstream  of the Earth and managed to  
observe portions of the October m agnetic cloud interacting with the bow shock of 
the E arth  since GEOTAIL was alternatively in the m agnetosheath and in the solar 
wind. It is not our intent to establish a 1-1 correspondence of the results from th e  
numerical sim ulations with observations but ra th er to make use the results of the
222
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sim ulations from C hapter 5 to: (1) discuss points where they agree: (2) discuss any 
disagreements or problems with m atching observation with numerical results: and 
(3) recommend future studies of shock-magnetic cloud interactions.
6.2 Observations
Taken from the Web page "h t tp : / /w w w -istp.gsfc.nasa.gov/istp/geotail/geotail.htm l” 
the mission statem ent for GEOTAIL reads as follows “The GEOTAIL mission is a 
collaborative project undertaken by the Institu te  of Space and Astronautical Sci­
ence (ISAS) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Its 
prim ary objective is to  study the dynamics of the E a rth ’s magnetotail over a wide 
range of distance, extending from the near-Earth region (8 Earth radii (Re) from 
the E arth) to the distant tail (about 200 Re). The GEOTAIL spacecraft was de­
signed and built by ISAS and was launched on July 24, 1992.” The GEOTAIL data  
p lo tted  in this chapter comes from two instrum ents, the Comprehensive Plasm a In­
strum ent ( CPI ) instrum ent for the plasm a da ta  and the  Magnetic Fields ( M GF ) 
instrum ent for the m agnetic field data  plotted in GSE coordinates. Information on 
these instrum ents can be found from the ISTP Science Planning and Operations Fa­
cility Web page at “h ttp ://w w w -istp .gsfc.nasa .gov/istp /geotail/geotailJnst.h tm l” . 
In the GSE coordinate system  the A-axis is pointing from the Earth towards the 
Sun and the T-axis is in the ecliptic plane pointing towards dusk ( opposite plan­
e tary  m otion ) with the A-axis parallel to the ecliptic pole. Figure 6.1 is a plot
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Figure 6.1: WIND and GEOTAIL data with WIND data  lagged by 0.525 hours 
of the O ctober IS-19, 1995 m agnetic cloud. The magnetic cloud front boundary 
is a t 1940 UT. The blue and red trace represent da ta  from GEOTAIL and WIND 
respectively.
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showing both  GEOTAIL and W IND spacecraft proton plasm a and magnetic field 
da ta  in GSE coordinates. The d a ta  from the W IND spacecraft was lagged by 
0.525 hours so as to align the "shock’ like feature Lepping et. al. [1997] observed 
in the m agnetic cloud data  and seen by both spacecraft when they were in the 
solar wind. By doing this, the  interplanetary d a ta  for the October 1S-19, 1995 
m agnetic cloud from the WIND spacecraft is overlapped with the same cloud data  
observed by the GEOTAIL satellite. The panels from top to bottom  in the figure 
show the to ta l m agnetic field B  (nT), the components of the  m agnetic field Bx , B y, 
B z (nT), proton density n (cm ~3) and the proton plasm a bulk flow Vv (k m s~l ). 
The blue trace in the figure represents data  from GEOTAIL and the red trace is 
da ta  from W IND. At times when the red and blue trace agree, GEOTAIL is in the 
solar wind, and where they disagree GEOTAIL is dow nstream  of the E arth ’s bow 
shock. The horizontal axis shows the tim e measured from 00 UT from October 
18, 1995. During October 18-19, 1995 the position of the  spacecraft GEOTAIL 
in GSE coordinates is as listed in Table 6.1 below. Table 6.2 gives the estim ated 
region occupancy for GEOTAIL during October 18-19, 1995. Information on the 
position and region occupancy was obtained from ISTP Science Planning and Op­
erations Facility Web page “ftp ://w w w -spof.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/ltsp /” . The orbit 
of GEOTAIL for these days is from dawn to dusk and  from north to south with its 
orbit such th a t it would traverse plasm a downstream of the bow shock tha t is near 
perpendicular. The front boundary of the magnetic cloud is located a t 1940 UT in
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Table 6.1: GEOTAIL spacecraft position for O ctober 1S-19, 1995
October Tim e (hours) X ( R e ) Y ( Re ) Z ( Re ) Radius (R e )
18 0.00 -1.84 -29.18 -3.21 29.42
18 6.00 1.64 -28.25 -2.81 28.44
IS 12.00 5.09 -26.47 -2.32 27.06
IS 18.00 S.3S -23.76 -1.75 25.26
19 0.00 11.31 -20.03 -1.11 23.03
19 6.00 13.60 -15.15 -0.40 20.36
19 12.00 14.75 -9.01 0.34 17.29
19 18.00 13.86 -1.6S 1.02 14.00
19 24.00 9.41 5.89 1.41 11.19
Table 6.2: GEOTAIL region occupancy for O ctober 18-20, 1995
S tart Tim e (hours) Stop Tim e (hours) Region
Oct. 18, 01:00 Oct. 19, 16:24 Interplanetary Medium
Oct. 19, 16:36 Oct. 20, 00:36 Dayside M agnetosheath
Oct. 19, 00:48 Oct. 20, 06:48 Dayside Magnetosphere
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Figure 6.1 where the total magnetic field B  rises sharply to ~ 2 0  nT in the solar 
wind and for GEOTAIL data it rises to ~40 nT. The B z component at the front 
cloud boundary has a larger m agnitude ( ~40 nT) and still negative ( southw ard 
). No information is available for the passage of the back boundary of the O ctober 
1995 m agnetic cloud through the bow shock of the Earth. From the position of 
GEOTAIL the satellite had entered the magnetosphere near hour 47.
6.3 Comparisons between observations and nu­
merical results
6.3.1 Front cloud boundary
The numerical simulations predict th a t if the density ratio p cio u d ] P up s tr ea m p ia sm a  <  1 
then an expansion wave would be reflected upstream  of the front cloud boundary 
as would be the case for the October 18-19, 1995 magnetic cloud. The observations 
th a t were made by GEOTAIL showed th a t the plasma upstream  of the front cloud 
boundary was still in the solar wind. However, both the front cloud boundary 
and the plasm a downstream of this boundary are to be found downstream of the  
E arth ’s bow shock. The front boundary of the cloud is preserved, which supports 
the results of the numerical simulations. This result of finding th e  plasma upstream  
of the front cloud boundary in the solar wind and the m agnetic cloud downstream  
of the bow shock is the result of the E arth ’s bow shock expanding. The bow shock 
responded impulsively by moving outwards and away from the Earth at the  front 
m agnetic cloud boundary due to the drop in the dynamic pressure and the Alfven
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Mach num ber ( see Figure 3.5 ).
6.3.2 W idth  of th e cloud
The average bulk flow velocity for the plasm a downstream  of the front cloud bound­
ary as m easured by GEOTAIL ( and downstream of the bow shock ) is ~  250 k m s -1 .
In the solar wind, the October. 1995 cloud was traveling at a speed of ~410 k m s -1 .
From this we can get an estim ate on the reduction in the width of the tube if there 
were no obstacles ( E arth  ) to the plasm a flow and the shock is norm al to the flow. 
From the  da ta  the front cloud boundary has slowed down after passing through 
the bow shock but the back cloud boundary should still be traveling at its original 
speed. For the analysis th a t follow, the expansion of the cloud due to to ta l pres­
sure imbalances is ignored and we take the diam eter in the Earth-Sun direction of 
the initial tube to be a constant Lq. During its  passage through a fast shock the 
diam eter of the cloud ( L f  ) is given by
L f  = L 0 - ( V bcb- V fcb)St (6.1)
where Vbcb is the speed of the back cloud boundary, V/cb is the speed of the front 
cloud boundary and St is the tim e it takes for the whole cloud to pass through the 
shock. From GEOTAIL da ta  Vfcb =  250 k m s - 1 , from WIND data  Vjcb =  410 k m s -1 
and St =  29 hours. Substituting this into Equation 6.1 and dividing by 1 .5 x l0 n  
to get th e  distance in AU one finds that
L f  = L 0 -0 .1 1 1  (6.2)
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T he w idth of the tube would decrease as suggested by the num erical simulations. 
T he October 1995 m agnetic cloud had a w idth th a t was estim ated at ~0.27 AU 
by Lepping et al. [1997]. This simple analysis assumes th a t the cloud is not 
expanding ( ju st as in th e  sim ulations of C hapter 5 ) and the shock is normal 
and not responding to  changes in the dynamic pressure and Alfven Mach number. 
Further work would be required to consider the case involving the effects of a fast 
shock and the resulting flow past an obstacle like the E arth .
6.3.3 M agnetic F ield
T he numerical sim ulations have indicated th a t the  ro ta tion  in the magnetic field 
will be preserved by the fast shock passage through a cloud. But there should be 
an  increase in the  m agnitude of the field. Downstream  of the  front cloud boundary, 
th e  B~ component of the m agnetic field has increased in m agnitude and pointing in 
th e  same direction ( southw ard ) and this observation seems to hold for all B z < 0 
except when GEOTAIL was in the solar wind. The transition  to B z >  0 is also 
preserved and in the region where B z >  0 its m agnitude has increased and is still 
pointing in the  positive z direction. Even though the observations of this m agnetic 
cloud was m ade at different tim es and at different locations in the cloud, this seems 
to  locally support the  num erical results th a t the  ro ta tion  of the magnetic field in 
th e  cloud will be preserved after an interaction w ith a fast shock. The B x and B y 
com ponents of the m agnetic field have increased m agnitudes for regions where the 
cloud is downstream  of the  bow shock.
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6.3.4 D ensity  Effects on the Bow shock
The following conclusions were drawn from the sim ulation results ( Chapter 5 ) for 
a  shock traveling from m edium  1 into medium 2. If the density upstream  of the 
cloud ( m edium  1 ) is greater then the cloud ( medium 2 ) itself, the fast shock 
speed would be increased in the cloud. If the densities were reversed, for the two 
mediums, the fast shock will travel slower in the cloud. No observations could be 
m ade to support or refute the sim ulation results.
6.4 Recommendations and Conclusions
There are some agreements between observation and num erical results. The agree­
m ents are in the prediction th a t the width of the cloud would decrease as it passes 
through the E a rth ’s bow shock, the orientation of the components of the magnetic 
field are preserved with its m agnitude enhanced as a result of the passage of the 
shock. The front boundary of a  m agnetic cloud will be preserved during an inter­
action with a fast shock.
More numerical studies will be required to fully understand the interaction of the 
front cloud boundary with the bow shock. One complication is the presence of a 
shock being driven by the magnetic cloud. The first interaction th a t will take place 
will be a  shock-shock interaction for which no simulations have been carried out 
to predict the results of such an outcome. Another complication is the presence 
of a finite region of high density plasm a propagating upstream  of the front cloud
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boundary. From the results of Chapter 5 ( Sim ulation 3 ). the shock interaction 
with the front boundary of a high density plasm a would result in a shock being 
reflected and transm itted  a t this boundary. T he transm itted  shock on reaching the 
front cloud boundary would result in an expansion wave reflected back and a shock 
transm itted  through the front cloud boundary. W hat would happen to this picture 
if one were to combine a preceding shock followed by a high density p lasm a region 
interacting w ith a strong fast shock is not clear.
From an observational standpoint more observations would have to be m ade down­
stream  of the E arth  for a magnetic cloud th a t has just passed through the bow 
shock of the E arth . This would give us an indication if any expansion or shock 
waves have resulted due to the interaction of the magnetic cloud w ith the bow 
shock. It will be somewhat difficult to determ ine the shape of the overall magnetic 
cloud after an interaction with the bow shock due to its size, but it m ay be possible 
to infer its shape by looking at the plasma flow surrounding a m agnetic cloud. The 
results of the num erical simulations of C hapter 5 indicate th a t the plasm a flow sur­
rounding a Lundquist flux tube after a shock interaction was different for the three 
cases considered. The surrounding plasma treated  the flux tube as a boundary that 
it had to  flow around. By mapping the plasm a flow surrounding a m agnetic cloud 
it m ay be possible to infer the shape of the cloud after its interaction w ith the  bow 
shock of the E arth .
Numerical studies will also be needed for a  Lundquist flux tube topology with an
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increasing density profile from the front to the back cloud boundary. All three 
clouds observed by WIND seem to have such a profile and what the final shape for 
an initial cylindrical m agnetic cloud will be after a  fast shock interaction will be 
interesting to study.
The num erical sim ulations predict a flow in the Z  direction ( small in magnitude ) 
for a  force free Lundquist flux tube model and, as such, it would be useful to do a 
3-D sim ulation with sym m etric boundary conditions for the Z  direction.
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion
In this work we first looked at the in terplanetary  structure of magnetic clouds and 
their interaction with the  Earth. Three clouds observed by the WIND satellite were 
examined. They were the October 18-20, 1995, May 25-27, 1996, and January 9-11, 
1997 magnetic clouds. Although they had similar interplanetary features ( with 
respect to the tim e series data  ), such as a  large rotation in the magnetic field, 
larger than average to tal magnetic field and lower than average tem peratures their 
effect on the Earth was significantly different. The October 1995 magnetic cloud 
produced a m ajor geomagnetic storm  while the January 1997 cloud produced a 
m oderate storm  and the May 1996 cloud produced only a weak storm. All these 
clouds share another common feature in th a t they were all been overtaken by a 
faster stream  resulting in a peak in the density near the rear of the cloud. In the 
region downstream of the October cloud ( October 20-21, 1995) there were Alfven 
waves generated on the faster stream  due to this fast-stream  cloud interaction. We 
also find th a t the magnetopause is slightly expanded for all the three clouds from 
its average position during the B z <  0 phase of the clouds and in the B z > 0 phase 
there was a compression of the m agnetopause taking place ( but we did not con­
sider erosion when B z < 0 ). The bow shock, however, behaved differently for the
233
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three clouds. During the B z <  0 phase of the October 1995 cloud the bow shock 
expanded from its average position much more then the January  1997 but the May 
1996 cloud hardly affected the E a rth ’s bow shock position during this phase. For 
the later B z >  0 phase, we find th a t all three clouds compressed the bow shock 
closer to the Earth  from its average position.
High resolution magnetic field and plasma data for the O ctober 18-19, 1995 mag­
netic cloud showed a num ber of discontinuities in the field and plasm a observa­
tions. We studied these and determ ined that, except for th e  front cloud boundary, 
all other discontinuities were rotational. The front cloud boundary was found to 
be, by contrast, a tangential discontinuity. There were jum ps in the tem perature 
across these discontinuities which would indicate further struc tu re  associated with 
these discontinuities. We further exam ine this October cloud for large scale struc­
tures using minimum variance analysis and found that we could identify 3 different 
coherent structures w ithin this cloud. We also found th a t  no coherent structure 
existed for a 6 hour period at the rear of the cloud and also between the hours 3400 
and 3500 UT. The lack of coherency in the cloud s truc tu re  could be the result of 
distortions of the flux tube due to the  cloud overtaking th e  plasma upstream  of the 
cloud and itself being overtaken by a faster stream  from th e  rear of the cloud.
All these magnetic clouds will interact with the bow shock of the Earth. To better 
understand this process, a  num erical simulation of the MHD equations was car­
ried out on a idealized Lundquist flux tube. Static conditions were assumed for
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the flux tube. T he m ethod chosen to sim ulate the MHD equations is a Gudonov 
m ethod referred in the litera tu re  as PPM M HD, in which the fluxes used to update 
the solutions in tim e are determ ined by solving a R iem ann problem. The ambient 
plasm a surrounding the tube had a simple field configuration. We simulated three 
cases for which the density of the flux tube was; (1) less than; (2) greater than; 
and (3) equal to  the plasm a surrounding the tube.
From the 1-D sim ulation results we conclude th e  following. The numerical results 
showed th a t the  width of the tube decreased for all cases. The boundaries of the 
tube were still clearly defined after the shock interaction. T he m agnetic field com­
ponents retain  their original orientation but w ith an increased am plitude. If the 
shock is traveling to a  tube boundary with a higher density then its interaction with 
the boundary will generate a transm itted  and reflected shock. On the other hand, 
if the shock is traveling towards the tube boundary which has a  lower density, then 
its interaction w ith the boundary will generate a reflected expansion wave and a 
transm itted  shock. For the case when the densities of the  tube  and surrounding 
plasm a are equal, then there is only a shock transm itted  through the tube bound­
aries.
The 2 1/2-D sim ulations resulted in the following conclusions. In all cases the 
w idth of the tube  decreased. In the case for a  tu b e  with a  higher density then the 
surrounding plasm a the portion of the shock th a t traveled through the tube was 
slowed down when com pared to the portion of the  shock th a t had traveled through
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the surrounding plasm a. For the case when the tube had a lower density the shock 
traveled faster in the tube then in the surrounding plasma. W hen the densities of 
the tube and surrounding plasm a were equal, both portions of the shock traveled 
at the same speed. The overall shape was found to be distorted differently for all 
three cases. The plasm a surrounding the tube flowed around the distorted tube 
w ithout penetrating  it. In the case when the density of the tube is lower then the 
surrounding plasm a, the resulting tube s tructure  has a parabolic profile with its 
focus located upstream  of the tube. The plasm a upstream  of the tube flows towards 
and around th e  front tube boundary towards the edges. The plasm a downstream 
flows around the back boundary towards the edges of the tube where it meets the 
plasm a from the  front. For the case when the density of the tube is larger then the 
surrounding plasm a the front tube boundary has a parabolic curve with its focus 
located dow nstream  of the back cloud boundary. The back tube has a structure 
tha t is som ew hat difficult to describe but its overall shape resembles a mushroom. 
The plasm a upstream  of the tube flows away from the front tube boundary and 
around the tube. Downstream of the back boundary of the tube, the plasm a flows 
towards the centerline A'-axis of the tube and je ts  away along this axis in the pos­
itive x direction. For the case when the densities are equal the tube appears to be 
squeezed in from  the front and back boundary.
We applied these num erical findings to an observation of a bow shock magnetic 
cloud interaction. GEOTAIL was in an orbit which allowed it to make on observa­
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tion of the October 18-19. 1995 magnetic cloud crossing the bow shock of the Earth . 
The data  supported the numerical result that the  width of the cloud would decrease 
as a result of the bow shock interaction. This was done by observing the reduction 
in the speed of the cloud when it passed through the bow shock of the Earth while 
o ther portions of the cloud still traveled at previously observed solar wind speeds. 
There would be a difference in the distance traveled by the shocked and unshocked 
cloud plasm a and the end result would be a reduction in the width of the cloud. 
The da ta  also confirmed th a t the front cloud boundary still remains clearly defined 
after the bow shock interaction. The orientation in the field components are still 
retained but their magnitudes have increased as the  cloud passed through the bow 
shock. More inform ation could be gathered from  the bow shock cloud interaction 
if the observations are made downstream of the Earth. This would help determ ine 
if there are any waves reflected from the front cloud boundary as a  result of the 
bow shock interaction. It may also be possible to  infer the resulting shape of the 
cloud by m aking observations of the plasm a flow surrounding the cloud.
More sim ulations would also be needed to b e tte r  understand the shock magnetic 
cloud interaction. One observation common to the three clouds examined is the 
presence of a density step upstream  of the front cloud boundary and also shocks 
being driven upstream  of the front boundary for two of these clouds. Another 
feature noticed in all three clouds is a faster stream  overtaking the cloud from the 
rear resulting in a density rise at the rear of the  cloud. It would be worthwhile
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to sim ulate flux tubes with the  density configurations as described above along 
with driven shocks upstream  of the tube. Also it would be worthwhile to consider 
sim ulating a 3-D case with a  general am bient m agnetic field configuration.
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